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Perpetual comers—
be!

If life were longer,

seasons.

MipRaroeed
Jan. 28, 1879.

WORK.

month

for

district work, and our workers have been

Itinerating
in

par-

both of

our districts, and meeting with a cordial
reception everywhere.
Thank Ged, the
Gospel message was never more respect~ fully and eagerly teceived by Hindus,
Mohammedans and Santals than now.
Barriers

are broken down, and active op-

position to Christiunity has ceased.
The
mind of this peoplé is: undoubtedly exercised, even: strongly exercised; by the
doctrines and facts of the Christian faith,
and could once the fear of man yield to
strong convietion of duty-~could the voice
of awakened conseience silence the clamcould each man act for himself alone’ as
responsible to a just God, who will call
him to strict account, I unhesitantly affirm
that multitndes in this land—indeed, in
our own mission field—would come out
boldly, and : profess publicly their allegiaace to the Lord Jesus Christ.
I firmis:about
to: dawn upon this field.

When Horace

I calling through the press to the oppressed ot

rethren, ‘a

from

to be: made at every election 10 overcome

Some souls

nev-

and God only knows where it will end.

Every evening dur-

moved

to. eondition of the country, foréihg the young

meetings with the white peeple in the

There is’ great virtue

vacation 'sojotirneyings lasts summer, I found a
letter awaiting’ me from a lady in a distant part

Jy
n
fident tha by complying with
our i
the benefit of your labors in the
rd, should ‘you live humble and devoted,
will be:abundantly inéreased.
Were these not
our sabstantial opinions we shonld not: have
called your attention
to an add
f
thi

box of clothing was on the way directed te :my
address.
This box, as IT was informed, eontiin-

ug

4

field

in which you

and

kind at this time.”pu

rils; but. we feel of the State, whom: I took to be the
president of
a church circle, bearing the. intelligence, thus a

4

Curtis

very: intimate:

long

continued

velation - that’ Bro.

has ‘held to ‘many ‘of out most

important denominational

enturprises, we

in knowledge.

to the Czarowitch and who had’ not been

as a whale, us“ stuck up’and, the sensitive

A number of fimilies'| and ‘enterprising otit of the crow ded ‘hive, collegian will, but return into a more

secmanifestation’

ed a part of the furnishment of a reom ‘in the

this. |"Theological Seminary, supplied by a Q. Meeting,

ress of

- When we consiiot the

and,

have

can readily believe that some parts of our
the foreign vote,—the vote that tells for Ignorance and crime are generally found Jhistory ‘would have been materially difthe ¢ Solid South,” for rum, for strikes together. That knowledge is a foe of ferent had ‘he accepted . the ‘appointment
and for the innumerable evils that ¢lingto despotism is receiving fresh illustration then tendered him. ‘God and the church
our institutions, surely they must conclude in ‘Russia. What are called’ students’ would have called some other. man to the
it was one of those fatal mistakes that go riots are of not infrequent occurrence. places he has filled and very likely other
hand in hand with the advocacy of that One of thése occurred in St.Petersburg the views would sometimes have prevailed in
lenient and slipshod policy towards” the other'day. An order had been issued to our councils. ' Had he accepted, believing
rebels at the close of the war, and from transport to Siberia twenty-three students it God's will, no doubt God would
have
the effects of which we are now suffering, who had attempted to hand aremonstrance used the powers he has.so blessed in the

Let us

May that morning service

whrds' Christianity.

~~ There

Ind., and had a very pleasant time.
| were

useful, to go into a far. distant

Sready His

resorption

reclaimed

Bhuddrdek, are powerfilly

1y believe that a better and brighter day

I also spent ten days with the General Baptists in

ing the subject of his,olettor the writer 18iy of Murphysboro in Ill, J, 8, MANNING.
abolished altugether before the common
‘says:
people’ will have the gospel preached unto
The Man for the Room,
“We. are aware that
doing this we are
One good deed not only makes room for anthem. I am growing to be more and inviting
you to leave the pleasant heritage . of’
more of this opinion, as I talk with differ- Jour athers, the
i
improved inheritance of your other, but often Teads to it. Upon my return from

There is such a thing as being 166 vender- ‘tried. A committee was sent with a peing the week—save
one—there was hearted, or whatever it may be called, as tition to the palace of the heir-presumppreaching, and the congregation steadily the experiences of the past few years bear tive to the crown, while a great number
increased. On Saturday evening we had" witness. This pation has a destiny before of other students were waiting for the re:
a covenant meeting. It was truly delight- it for the world’s improvement such as has sult in the adjoining streets. The police
ful and refreshing to see how freely und been vouchsafed to none other, but it is endeavoring to arrest the deputation, a
heartily those Santal disciples confessed not to be done'by bringing the heathen to ‘signal was given by a whistle, when the
their faults to one another, and how humour doors to be a clog upon our every intended victims were triumphantly resbly they begged to be forgiven. My hope movement and on whom all our energies cued by their fellow-students. Soon,
for the church rose higher, as each wan- ‘must be wasted politically, that they do however, they were met by a larger poderer was pardoned . and welcomed back ‘not undermine ‘our social fabrie.. The | lice patrol; which made use of its weapons;
to the fellowship of saints, Several cas- command is, Go into all the world and and then a struggle ensued, in which the
es had tobe put over until the nextjonth, preach the Gospel to every creature, not crowd sided with the students. Cries
when I hope the work ef reconstruc- being them here. As well might a refined were heard, such as, “Down with the
tion will be almost if nos quite completed. and pious family, wishing to', benefit i's /hounds of despotism!’ - ¢ Down with the
;
4
:
‘
A number of persons were received by neighbors, think of bringing them into V hangmen!” The
police being driven
letter, the most of them formerly meni- their otbn domicile with all their vices as away, the people asked that the petition
bers of this church.
And one woman— companions to their children.f We should to the Czarowitch should be read aloud.
the widow of a Christian teacher, who ‘all say this was suicidal. In traveling Presently the leader of the deputation,
died during my absence, was, admitted on through the West a few Years since,I was Ozarowski, a’ ‘medical student, took his
profession of faith, : Sabbath. merning reminded of the calls that had been made place on a ‘box and began to read the
she was baptized in the yillage tank, May 80 often, for people to'come from every na.’ documeiit. ' Cossacks and gendarmes then
we have to visit that tank . many times in tion td settle’ this vast domai.
Why not, appeared in str ong force apd arrested 300
future. On Sabbath evening it was sweet | thought T, Tedve thése fertile’ acres for a persons.’ =
to come around the Lord's table with this | few years, if need be, to be cultivated by
It will be noticed in this_sccount that
little band of Santal' disciples. The week our own intelligent countrymen,’ ‘who are the people sided with the students. There
‘of prayer was a’ Hledsinig/th them all.
crowding ‘together in all our ‘eastern . is sympathy between them.
have been
Less than a week ago > ghd tidings from towns and cities?
:
“able to detect no such’ sympathy between
Orissa reached our, camp. Mr. Marshall
But God in his providence, I verily bestudents and the common peaple in this
writes that several villagds in the viéini- lieve, has and is’ ‘Bringing ‘good out’ of ‘Country. The aims of the two are. not’
ty ‘of Seroh, between ' Balasore and! seenting evil, in thé ‘present depressed akin. The country folk regard collegians,

INDIA - LETTER:

moving about

of the

so lately

er again be omitted.

~ Leigh.

ties have been

Greeley,
in the zenith of his popularity, was

than | Chris-

prayer-meetings. ~~ Through the week
those early meetings were most precious

Collapsed, like bubbles—
What an Elysium this would be!

making the most of it.

their faults to one. another,

rise, the chapel gong summoned us.to the

If all earth's troubles

ganized one church and two more will be organized when they can be supplied with pastors.

know bit the pew system will have to be’ was paid on, this, letter. . After announc-

Now,as I look at the matter, two wrongs ,

thank God that the stray she
still ear
the good Shepherd's, voice and dre coming
back to his fold again,
:
On New Year's morning, before sun-

Were greed abolished,
And gain démolished,
Weré slavery chained, and freedom free;

This has been a delightful

those of the . Flow:

can never make one right.

jungle, should easily go astray.

What an Areadia this would bel

MISSIONARY

and now restraining

ery Kingdom from doing the same thing.

a condition like that of the beasts of the

1f pleasure would bide, if care would flee;
If each were brother
To all the other—

PATASBANI,

ite hopeful about this Bhim-

ignorant ones,

And faith were stronger,

CAMP

an
i
Rn the Chardh I thelr

ent, people. and see the number of nonall lands to migrate to our shores, did his | church. goers,
of the wicked man, who has done such mind ever penetrate the future even down’|’
N owhere does imagination. ies a better
mischief;and brought such disgrace to the to our own times and see what a weapon
church at Bhimpore, than I should have was being put into the hands of the party part;than in judging of oneself. The fact
of Bro. Smith, or Brown or Jones, who of slavery and disunion,to out vote those is, strietly speaking, that the old adage
some one imposed on the world: in the
may have done just the same thing for .thatwere trying to maintain good goveérnone of our churches in Maine or New ment and all that goes to ‘make a ‘mation niaxim‘ know. thyself,” is very like hum‘{ Hampshire, New
York ar Michigan. o praise in the earth? Could he, and bug: , I can aceount for the prevalence of
With greater, light and privilege comes others of that time who were advocat: phrenology on ne ether groundsonly this ;
greater accountability. No wonder these ‘ing that policy, sée the struggles that have thas it captivates the fancy.

IF.

a Utopia this would

that this little

tians in like circumstances. at home.

wv ——————a—

What

| might

THE OHINESE.,
b 2 ths od, iA wot far foward paramding answer to Bro. Burbank that I+did not
a think
Not being & regular correspondent but |it: wag my/duaty to go to India.”
ono, of the people
and a constant reader of |
4: The letter referred to, Bro. Curtis has
the Stary I would like to:say a few words 2 Was not Tohg agu that 1 ‘honrd'a’a man | kindly sent us foruse, and we slionld be
with regard to the bill-that has justpassedt(; sy that In’ remodeling the charch’ ‘which’ pleased to present it.entire. to our readCongress but now vetoed by the President, he attefidéd, fifty persons who were acots- | ers had we space
to do so. It is. itself a

pore church. Do you ask ‘why ? Because,
as a rule, erfing ones here are far. more
prone tp humble themselves, and confess
have far greater, hope

WEDNESDAY, . MARCH 19, 1879.
:

So

ad full

the. visits of

saved, I formed a very pleasant acquaintchurch had’
rly | ig i
visibility.
ance with some of their ministers, and I am
Thank God for * the remnant that is
sure it wouldbe conducive of great good if we
Jef
Un A
limiting the immigrationof the Chifiese to
Suggestive memento of days gone by. * It: [ could hold regular correspondence with them
tomed
Atféndants
ie
be.
virtually
de:
Lat not the reader feel disheartened by this country, and to which the Starseems
was written at Limerick, Me., Dec. 16, especially with: their General Conference or Asof attending that place of worship 1833;
the plain Picture I have made of this poor so much opposed: One argument brought FEprived,
at, which time. envelopes had not sociation, where, our fraternal greetings would
Sacobut of the cost and social
distinc-" || come into
church. Had I not, recent]
returned forward against the bill is. the unfairness
use and’ postage. stamps: were 1bedidkindly received and cordially meciprecated.
riot attend the Q. M. in Kentucky at the
from America, 1 I 4 might |
iscouraged. or partiality shown in permitting people | ‘tions. T'do’ not know as these are just the ‘unknown, The postage. was: ten: cents | January
session because I could not cross the
words
he
used
or
that
I
remember
thie
But after seelng |$0 many weak, churches, | of other nationalities,as the Irish, Italians
| for distances over fifty miles, and as Bro. river. In Febrtry I T attended the Cairo,Mound
‘number’
rightly,
but
this
is
‘the
ides
smitten and scattered at home, 1 must say and French, to. migrate to our shores.
City and CarbondaleQ. Meetings. 1 am now
gathered from What he said. I do not Curtis lived at Monmouth, Me., that sam’ ‘holding

that 1 an

this paper

If skies were bluer,
And fogs were fewer,
And less the storms on Jand and
Were shiny summers

and

‘some’ of the nati
nati
a vedante,

Freewill Baptist’
at Printing Establishment,
Revs 1. D. 8ST
STEWART, Tublisne,

NO. “12.

hs 16

home work, and much good would have

and was to be supplemented

by

money

fo: the

furniture, &o. ' This was the first intimation I

had had of ‘any such ‘undertaking inthat
i
Q. M.,
as no special application had been made to that
end. ‘Tt was a complete “‘surprise,” and all the

more agreeable for that.

The room has been furnished, and now 1 un-.

derstand the friends in that Q. M. are casting
about for the young man to ocoupy it next fall,

and

with some

prospect

of

success.

Sor

cess sooner or later, I think, is assured.
Deubtless the Lord had in mind the man, wher he

moved upon the good friends thereto undertake

this enterprise.
There is more
forethought, as well as reality in

wisdom and
divine ‘provi-

dence, than we are wont to give it credit for.—
JF

O--O-0b
MgB
Sanon on

been doné by him in Tndia. Wé can
THIS OR THAT: WHICH?
readily believe that the hand of the Lord
We are confronting some pretty stern facts,
was felt in the matter then, and that the and searching questions just now ix our
divine blessing has rested upon the choice Foreign Mission work. We have adebt of
some $5,500 to handle, and at this date, March
then made.
1, a deficit of $1500 to make up for current
Bro. Curtis enters upon the duties of expenses. There are
just three ways opean to
his new office with the fullest confidence us: the eurtailment of our work,
the starvaof the denomination he has already served tion of our missionaries, or the immediate
in so many ways to good acceptance. supply of funds. Which ? The Board has
We hope he will live to enjoy this confi-- wisely said, ‘No increase of debt” This
i dence yet many years, and find strength -restriets—us—to one of the three expedicuts
mentioned.
It is true we are not alone in tdis
given him for much valuable service.
dilemma,if that be any comfort.
Better doubt
less that we were not in it atall. The Ameri
DILIGENCE IN BUSINESS,
The weeks go swiftly by and the men can Board of Foreign Missions Congregational,
is just where we are. A year aso last Sep
and women are fortunate who find the tember at their
annual meeting, their debt was
week's work as they. had planned 'it all about $40,000. The question which I have
done when Saturday night comes. One ‘raised came up, and like men, and more still

thing is apt to crowd upon another, con-

flicting interests clamor for attention, and
often something that we thought very
important, so:important ‘that it" must be

like Christians, they said, in the name ef the
Lord the work shall go on, and the debt was
substantially + lifted on the spot. This action
went like a, thrill of electricity to the .most
distant station they occupy. Letters came in

end of the week is yet undone.

exultant wi

attendedto, gets pushed ‘aside, and ‘af the from ‘their
This,

in

is juaries by the score fairly
joy. Now, they said,in response

the experience of many persons, is, espec- | to the’ home spirit, we buckle on the armor

|

afresh, and do battle for the Lord &s never be-

inlly apt-to be true in relation to bénevoJent and “charitable work. ' The '¢oliec-

fore, and ‘probably

‘tions ‘we
meant
to have made, the
Subscriptions. we, meant, to have asked,

the one just past, ‘The Board, by the strictest

and those, we meantto have paid; are not
unfrequently neglected, put over 'to next
week, and againto the next, and 50 on

until ‘weeks have. become, months.

Bug,

there’ has never been

more successful yearof
economy

and most ri

missionary labor than
retrenchment,

weng

ik igh the year, as ‘shown by the reports last
‘Be
ber, with incu'ting only the small deh
Sasome’ $5,000.
') But now eomes the rub again.’

For the frst

five months of the present year, the receipts

all this time: iexpensas With. the: mission- . fall short of those inthe corresponding months
in each of these villages seem ready’ to to make ‘theif own homes on those ‘béaliti- tional exclusiveness at the
are surely tokens of good
|
ariesin ‘India; and among the’ Freedmen,
Lon year, by the startling sum of $28,000.
‘come out’ at’ otice- and pablicly profess fal plains, instead of theft being peopled of such a spirit.
and withthe stidetits" in our seminaries
The week: of prayer was observed, so faith”in Christ.” ‘Sovhe of ‘these people 'by 4 semi-barbaric race. We owe it to the’|’
nd now, the expedient to which the Beard is
far as I know,in all our mission churches. havé already broken’ caste, and’ fequested millibtis yet unborn of our own ‘lind to
By the nature of things ‘We! ‘must ever have "been Tatning on still. While at forced, is not retrefithment—that’s been tried,
Qur camp stood «at Blinmpore, and the that Chriétian instraction tb divén' thém. make just and wholesome laws to prevent believe in: and seek after ‘what Seemieth this énd of the line we have been, negli- but curtaibment ofthe work. Word ha heen
to the missionaries to cut off appr-jriaweek was devared to special efforts in be- ‘Out ‘southern workbrs are “refolding ‘and our being ov rerrtih by. the vast hordes of good unto us, ‘ahd yet by a holier ‘instinct gent and dilatory, atat the other end bills | sent
tions in support of schools, desist frow the
half of the little Santal ‘chureh planted ‘pushirig bn the work.’ Lét'thein be faith- thé Celestial” land, that might, and no ‘we are warned, in’ the words ‘of Bovee, have ee,
pay: days have employment of native, teachers, supple ne
there in 1874. Lieft sheplierdlessin' the filly rémembered fi “the prayers “of ‘the doubt will, come to’ our sliords sooner ‘or | that * our happiness has a8 much to" tear come ‘round, and some ody “has waited more new stations'or outposts, ete. And what
jungle for solong a time, you will notwén- churéhes! "This &pof," ®here' now after” Tater’ ‘titles some such restrictions are : from: the! finition ‘of! car Bopied as Bivou; with heavy ‘and | anxious heart for the response fromthe | missionariés? ‘Only « few
der that the' fooble flock’ had been sorely! £0 matly Yeats tHe fiuit begins | to appear, put pon their immigration.
retifitance Already” overdue. A liftle haye ag yet been heard from, and those mostly
their Sisuppbinsuay odie
careful forethought, and a little diligence confined to , Turkey . Their, letters, instead of besmitten and scattered by thé great’ enemy has Been tilled for forty years. Not to
When our own ‘America is “filled ‘to
fg Exdltant With joy Hs Tast'year,séem bedewed
“There
iss
i
soniothin
£80
rom
healthy
in business, in
of souls. ‘But from the véry’ first there'| ‘speak’ of the dévoted toilers still with 3, 1 overflowing, there will be no o!|ther found.
i the Master's business, on literally with tedrs!” One’ writing from
Eastern
about the words which the ‘Rev. Phillips the part of his servants in several of the Turkey, 'says:! “Weave been ‘sowing
appeared signs! of geod’ cheer, which’ who have there’ sown the good seed of the |'
the
S. LG.
Brooks:
preaches
that!
one
relishes
:
them.’
heartened us mitch: "As we rode into the’ ‘kingdom, ‘We may mention, Noy, es and
urches would haye sayed all the sorrow: seed in hope, and nowthat the ‘ripened graix
'|:Sermans \ar€ often, so, closely allied: ito’ ! and, ‘disappointment a the far off station. [is rendy:, ifor thei sickle; we. are; stayed from
village alone that ehilly December day” ‘Miller and ‘Smith, and opr ntive go-labor- 1
HD 8 GRASS,
metaphysics jands:metaphysics:
ite «so Brethren, Sisters, driends, ‘tthe, King's reaping and gathering into barns.” “J am
in a peltingaaimasignoagiled to a tree on “ers Rama, ‘Bhekari, Mahes, apd, Madhu,’
BY EOL RXTE fi thai sod
amazed,” he adds, “ aj the, churches at home,
iforeignto the.comymon! thind that it is Hot business requireth haste,” and,
the outskirts of the village caught our’ ‘who all have finished thelr; course, and’ thilnil iu tiibiy
let, us see’ . and more particularly the pastors,” etc. The
to
be
‘wondered
«at
that!
so
‘few.
people
i1-Phere’
is
more
truth
thaw
Poethys
in
the
se"
eye. On it in la
lgtters way writen a “entered into yest.) All of, them, have, Ja-’
to it , that it does not suffer by our megli< ‘missioniiiés at
Condtantiiople and’ elsewhere
Santa], + Welcome, » and a4 Laat beside bore on,hed
| sel{-same, ground, Land sqme, words of Janes’ Freeman ‘Clarke: «Tyo: dre found in miny churches] of a Sunday.’
il

A

BERS. +o 8) diligent. in, business, , fervent it hat Garter; iH ‘¢tit" down’ our salaries

of them suffered, reproach | and, persecu- gifts aroloffered to Wét in’ this wotld; fin Ieis @ delusion: and weakness! for’ you, |A In,
tion, there at he nds, of; bigoted Hijn- | they very ‘Seldom ‘ean’ Have both.” Ong’ ie) 0 ima of forty, tobe wishing back wgain |

the blazing fire iin my; mid, house, Srying

my wet clothes, and, gue. by, one, the, men’

Bpitit

Sserying the Lord,

.

Sula

fortyorevisn Kevdnity dblirs a'year rather than
shawe theiwork: dease.« The Editor
Missionary Herald says, this means,

of rae

Fewer
The Caire Mission,
:
and women, learping of my, apxiyal, Same’ i 0us, - Thank God, even the, Brahmins of shcdess’ with ‘weariness the bther” faite yOu boyhood Before the World'liad stafu- | in
with hope.” The Tast ‘is’ mtiel "thc" Best. |'ed ahd spotted youl” Manhood ‘is * better | "Ww e coniass; whenwe logki, aver. {the Nissim 1g and papers, less nutritious food, less
in, I felt that it, was trulya. real welcome, “that rection are, seeking saleatio
n, thropgh il|
at tho sticebds; finds'that Big Stic thin boyhood; and the trae old “‘agbl than, report. fron. mongh to month and; seer (the small,| © nge and rest, more making over and
and, some, with that iy dpsos. whom
fog rom thei, tall hearts,
clothes for themselves and their chileh their, fathers, de- oi "PHS
©
dds dBES HEL ArioHHt toa great deal! the’ thd truest yout. Of course the building amonnt that goasintothe Homemission: dolum, | Fe
Uren.” But theke are just the conditions we
tearful eves, they. bid me y welcome, hick spisad and, fdisgled,, L hops, your rend-|,Iikictt
:
wey;
become,
ilabnéd
and:
dxceedibgly:
anxibus
wt fails, but kée
ps his Hope, gt ‘the* ‘Wakcstrong and Beautifull before the fire,
‘are-confronting:in our work in India.
fall, day; and all ers will, receiv |full, PAE cwlar, af. this |

19 Bhimpaze. , Ii. rained

night, ; The, next Morning Was, ane|ofi; the
brightest If was such, p, pleasure;
te, go
from house to house through. the, Nillage,

slong Pastoral

work. df this, sort little

5

aud talk with the peoples, i: Bastus [who

1{-dbout the fui ttien lifer! of; otwr: Foreign Mission.

tebn!®! Even admitting this Hh, ‘on Saturday itor ning £ Bute hive stood ‘Without a strong home: “interest where will! be
But there is anotlier great fact we have got
‘movement in, Aue WG 1.isso old I Haply'
yet how teoiigly 6 yo and T Hall dito | thiough
tlie fire, anid give up ite’ tredsy the Foreign Mission? [Not that: /T | désife the to face ini this copnection, God is moving iu
ur, camp stands, today, Aventystavo. thitt word’ seldott” Thetd is am itlstiict | tres unhurt, iovit OF: thé “Safe Gi Eins Min pg ‘the Foreign! twbaless| Bat tothe | ‘Tudid, calling’ for ‘an iéredse, rather ‘than a
| les west of N
rainRn Beh CQRRIC {itis
| WhTSpUrd thal thera‘ possibitfes’ of MIOFLTHY,
‘dimintition; Sffotitliy aha‘ Work. So’ far us
tht (WAS Ithi6 Foal “Detitty ‘&n eHoweiiowd, -naiooise Wp gi 1nd) base
ohn enAOR aii

a

the,

high. yeu

tioly The

Bepgali |

Snboss mid Stl SBHOH" And RIS" 1 the | Fetrefipthon ‘Ade tling Mi: Brooks freshly” i TU rhtominsseitips “Hom Miskloi Hs” hot

Kiive been ‘able tb Jearn; there never hus hs
atime of soymir‘h bromise in that dand;botir to

the Clivist-tanght les¥on thatspot- forlthe Fdreim, bit |
our work and that of other leading denomin: b~
na the joy it brings, or the help sit jm- his GR lived By aye, moxed, ‘thot that FEHSOH Ande fetétiol Hrd (6h. | enforéeg
How hitrinkic inpor-|% fons.” Commumicdtions hate just dome io the
1908
tht
thé
with
18°
y
Heel,
1t"
ver,
IP)essnoss
bi
charetdr
18Thot’a
tiewhtive
But
parts, ory other duties; j,i ol haa often here, and'we are,to spgud a, ly 0% ny
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{I The poor quarters:and therich’ quarto
| dRj houses of
« worship must cease to exist.
| hen one enterst Shurchgdaor it, must

the Foreign, Mission, Society, {Nothing * thoroughly, permeated. with, ,

but Tove to, the cause, of Missions. and to
|. the denomination
of my, early choice’

would have indaced me at this late period
‘be understood that,
% Joo ho as no of life to. accept the office. Since I have
more and'nd 168s iH there than any other
man. Tob longour churches have tolerated done sg. it. has come very freshly to my
.Aasystem which euables everyminister
who mind that I was the first person. selected

been for the kindness and 6are of Dr. and

stéak, round steak, or shin ‘bone; accord:
ingto price; isa principle that will do
« Mamma, if I eat dates enough, will I very well in dispensing beef, but not in
grow up to be an almanac?"
dispensing the gospel. * And if it is adopt-

do with our Nation's future intelligence, virtue
and piety" For the foundation on which our na-

uthof onr:

stations.in

Orissa,

such

as has

Fare
Yoon ‘witnessed since the day «of the
Silas. Curis he
| gays, n speaking of his tional superstr cture is built: and the minds of | \Apostiesi Over two thousand were ‘baptized
in ope day, and over five thousand in less than
Ageeptance of the office, of Treasurer of | those who hold the Tight of fra
« should he three weeks “were immersed in the name of

The daily! morning ‘meeting! for’ prayer , i know the quickenfng power of the
that was itself such a bulwaik against sin | Gospel ny their own Hearts?’ Hive ‘they foes, into a pulpit a perfect stranger to by the Board as a candidate for its work
now where to Pok for the richer* and in India. A Among my papers I haye found
and such agource of Vlessitig to “thé ‘new Hay Teal” A gesin with
wi th i who went
‘where for* ‘thé jioorer attendants.’ T.oin the letter of the Cor. Sec. (Rev. Samuel
church, was of course given up, and soine- abou doing goad...
o only ial Bs
times Sabbaths passed without the regular
Had it not
services of the sanctuary.

fact that it i5%0 foster”

Burbank) informing me of that action of the
Board. After
a prayerful consideration of
the subject contained therein I returned

these principles.

Our Home Mission proposes to do this, It goes
into the dark places and lifts'the: benighted one

into the light. But with:all the importance that
is attached to the Home Mission the denomination has one lone Missionaxy in the whole South-

west.

Of course there are ‘some local Mission-

aries, but only-one to cultivate this vast terricory
that is all ready for the harvest,
reasonably expected that we

It can, not be

shall make,

much

progress with sueh a force and that but poorly
sustained.
1 spent two months with the white people of
Southern Ill. this winter, and found abundance
of labor, the people ca'ling for the gospel. I or-

‘the Lord Jesus.”
of out
So, too, in our own mission, one
o
missionaries wrilgs (see Star of Mar. 12)
that in his recent travels, hie has witnessed

unprecedented evidence of a general

turning

unto the Lord if suitable help ean be. afforded.
In one village five families are ready: to come
out.of idolatry if suitable emcouragement can
be given, in another six, and in another still
ten. We are on the point of establishing 2
school for the education of mative preachers

grouSuchiere: not’ to maintain our present
d merely, byt to make large advances

fito the kingdom of darkness, the most Ji jortant step we “have taper for yt:
Ts i
succeed? Let us
a man

means, and helpful Sorte, Aan

wl 0 rer

ate requisition, eryipg withal, “The
the Lord and of Gideon.” ==J.
|
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THE

90
een of the Psalms of the second hook are

S. S. Bepartment.

ascribed

SUNDAY-SOHOOL WORK IN THE ME.
‘W.

Y.

BY

MEETING.

AN

AGENT.

to

David, while

seven

dressed to the ‘ sons of Korah.”
Solomon is the author of Psalm 72, while the
Four are
60th is addressed to Asaph.
anonymous. David is the: author of the

second, to

(1) How much time do you devete to your
Sunday-school session? (2) How much time to
the study of the lesson? (3) Is the pastor actively engaged in the Sunday-school work? (4)
What three things will render your school
more efficient? (5) Do you sustain teachers’

meetings? (6) If so, how often? (7) If not, give
the reason? (8) About what number of your
school are between the ages of 16 and 21?

(9)

Does your school furnish helps to teachers tor
the study of the lesson? (10) What are the
helps furnished? (11) What is your opinion as
to the umount of preparation your teachers
make for their work?
(12) What time in the
day is your school held?
;

Superintendents will

help themsélves

and the work by promptly answering and
returning the papers as directed on the
sheet containing the questions. Why not
answer immediately rather than wait
from two to six weeks, or until reminded

fourth book, is aseribed to Moses,

BY

cevoted

to Sabbath-school

while

and interest.” Gambo.
“We commenced a new school last August with twentyfive scholars and now number about

¢ighty.”

Effingham Center.

the best school we ever had.

‘ Wehave

Our pastor

is a very active worker in school.” Cornishyille. = .** Our teachers are earnest
Christian workers. #They come to their
classes fully prepared for their work. Our
concerts are wellattended and interesting.
Our pastor is an earnest worker in the
school.”

less prevalence of
hovah or Elohim.

the divine names, Je‘¢ Inthe second book

this in 1 Cor.

OF

THE

PSALMS,

The 90th Psalm is ascribed to Moses.
Seventy three Psalms in the Hebrew text,
and about twenty more in the Septuagint,
are ascribed to David, two (Ps. 72 and
127) to Solomon, twelve to Asaph, eleyen to * thesons of Korah.” Heman, the

16: 2, when he

That such a book of poetry

hold their money (lent them by the Lord),
and the

needs of the world demand it. ‘When all
Christians realize the gospel truth that to
give is as much a religious duty as to
pray, aud that the contribution-box may

as

much a means

the

prayer-meeting,

our

of

grace

as

debt-burdened

churches will be relieved, the gospel will
be preached with a fresh unction, and

our missionaries in India will not be left

should have

unpaid.

been produced in Palestine,in a dark age,
and by a race with no more genius than
the Jewish, a book in which the highest
themes are dwelt upon, in a way fitted
to *‘ raise thé heart and the
affections

The

instruction of the

apostle,

to which we have referred, is wonderfully

suggestive. It teaches first that every
one has a duty in this respect. ‘Upon

the first day of the week, let every one
toward God, to lift up the thoughtsof men of you lay by him in store, as God hath
from the earth, to inspire confidence in prospered him.” We too often feel as if
God,

to

produce

consolation

as derive

the
from God in times of trouble, tocheer and

responsibility

for

our church

and

general one, with which we ‘are familiar,
was formed. These smaller collections,

which are clearly marked in the Hebrew,
are five in’ number.

They were probably

issned at different periods.

Each of these

five books closes with a doxology or ben_ ediction. The first, at the close of Ps, 41.
js as follows: *¢ Blessed be Jehovah, God
of Israel, from everlasting to everlasting.

Amen and amen.”

The

second is found

“at the close of Ps, 72,the third at the close
“of Ps. 89, the fourth at the close of Ps.
106.

!

In the first book are 41 pealms, or, Ps, 1-41.
* seeond “
.81
|.“
Ps. 4272.
“third:
*¢..
17
#
Ps. 73-89,
“fourth
“
17
a
Ps, 90106.
“ fifth
ea
*
Ps. 107-150.

The Psalms of the first book were. prob-

ably composed by David, to whom, with
the exception of the 1st,2d and 33d, which
are anonymous,
they are assigned. EightLH

action,

in order that the scanty salaries of our
missionaries shall not
remain unpaid
another day; and also to adopt a system
of giving for these causes,

in order

QUARTERLY REVIEW.
The secret of a successful quarterly review lies: 1. In reviewing every Sunday.
If the weekly review be rightly conducted, in tne quarterly review the climax of
interest will be reached. 2. In grouping
the old facts in new relations. The same
lesson shonld not twice be reviewed in
the same way. If the teacher or the su-

gospel, but he should rejoice if he is able
to give fifty cents, and give it immediately. The training up of children to give

their pennies for the work of the Lord is

easily answered with a word or two.
Avoid involved interrogations. Ask those
which, to those who have studied the ]essons, Slean}y yoint 6 the answer. Do not
let them, however, contain the answer
within themselves, and make use of none
which ean be answered by yes or no.

gospel of giving, such as Paul preached to

the churches of Asia?
brethren

were to lay

butions every week.

and

to give systematically.

appropriate

|

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS.

Mr. Ralph Wells is niaking

a three.

months’ tour in the Southern States,in the

interests of Supday-school work.

The S. 8S. Union which includes the

schools of South Bend, Ind., has succeeded in suppressing
an obscene paper in
that town and
lodging its editor in the
hands of the U. S. authorities.
di

Important #s the Sabbath-school

is, it

can not properly take the
place of
regular public worship
God in’
sanctuary: and children should by
means attend the preaching service
‘least once on the Sabbath.

the
the
‘all
at

be

done

by delicately

give ‘as God hath prospered

him;” so

must

have

the

modern.

Here we

only the : measure,

but

the

Christian lives of others.
Common sense is never

EE

(i

ligious work.

REV,

C,

we have the method

of Matthew,

shall trespass

| thee, go and tell

him

hi

It

form of the instructions given.

between

thou hast gained thy brother.

But

if he

with

thee

then

ed, without making the matter public.
Of course, we sre not tied to the literal

hear thee,

will not hear thee,

take

church; bat

for

doubt

that

the

apostolic

agreed with the instruction

efforts have failed, the trouble should be

training

of the

church

for this duty. Here is one of the greatest
lacks of Protestant churches to-day. They
are woefully ignorant on

this

subject

of

discipline.

Even the ministers, many

of

them, have

scarcely

is

an idea

Thus far there has been

of what

4 after patient and loving labor has done its
best. We should remember that discipline and exclusion are entirely different
terms. The idea of discipline includes all
labor with the delinquent. If, then, any
merwber isnoticeably amiss in living up to
his covenant or the generally accepted
requirements of Christianity,the pastor or
some

that the

Again, we say,

The Corinthian

be

that

but should

&

cy.

--O-0-0

BY PROF, J.J, BUTLER.

VI.
HIS PREACHING
— GRADUATION — PRINCIPAL OF PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
Last November, Pres. Cheney, in Paris,

took up the Star containingthe announcement of Mr. Quinby’s death, and then
wrote the following with other early
recollections: +‘ Hosea Quinby was my
old teacher. He was my friend and adviser in my boyhood days. In the early
years of his ministry, he made my father’s
house his home, or rather ‘ one of his
homes,’ for he had many, as all the ministers in our denomination had, a half century ago. Iwas but a lad then, but I
remember well his sermons, and on this

existed, when
the
Master taught a
prominent lesson on discipline. We
would next notice the spirit in which this

duty should be performed. The method
prescribed by Christ is well termed ** The

evening, at this distance
in this far off land, I seem

discipline of love.” This is the only instrument by which we can purify. Excommunication by anything else than love
is worse than nothing. How many speak
as though it were a self-evident truthihat

of time, and
to hear the

very sound of his voice. Without salary
he preached in schonl-houses,—there

were but few meeting-houses
good

tution

should

association

be under

that

the

the

insti.

patronage

of this conference.
The: subject’
was re.
ferred to a committee who were instructed to report resolutions on the subject of

education,
Said committee made the
following report, which was adopted :
Resolved, That we recommendto the
brethren of our denomination

to use

all

suitable exertions for the greater exten.
sion of literary and scientific qualifica-

tions both in the ministry and

Hip.

:

member.

ved, That we highly approve
the exertions of the brethren and friends
in Parsonsfield, in erecting a building for

an academy.

;

Resolved, That we, as a denomination, agree to patronize the institution
located in Parsonsfield.”
Mr. Quinby was appointed principal,
and the Seminary was opened in the fal
of 1832. The
neement gave joy to
many a young ‘heart: The writer had

old days,—in

private

deeply upon our

houses,

ed, and let this be noted by

love, by which any church worthy of the
name Christian can be kept reasonably
pure. Laboring in love for Christ and
for our erring brother, discipline naturale
ly begins in private.
‘Tell him his
fault between thee and him alone.”. This

young ‘men

church and all Christians, aad so upon
the brother that admonishes.
‘In either case, the labor is commenced

who are in haste to leave their studies,
for hands to be laid upon them!"*
He continued to preach on the Sabbath
during his college course, so that with
his studies, writing and preaching his was
already a busy life. He graduated from
Waterville College, Me., now Colby Uni.
versity, in 1882.
We had then no institution of learning.
Our ministers, from Randall down, were

have

exhorted all to use the means

fault may be a personal injury, or animmoral act that brings reproach upon the

threshold, Father Buzzell received him
with words of cheer and blessing.
Principal Quinby at once won a large place

in his heart.

The building having

not

yet been completed, the school commenc:
ed in the district school-house near by.
Precious memories cluster around that
first term. One hundred students assembled from various sections of New England. Among them, P.' 8. Burbank, O.
B. Cheney, O.B. Walker,S. S. and I. T.
Drew, M. E. and L.D. Sweat, and LN.

Felch, The seruinary was pleasantly located

on an elevated plain, in a rich farming
community. There was no school-boarding-hall, but the spacious houses of the
trustees and citizens were thrown open
most generously. Iboarded, with several
others, at Samuel Allen's. We had furnished rooms and luxurious table, all for
one dollar a week, each.
Morning and
evening, each day, all assembled in. the
best room, Father Allen opened the family
Bible, and we joined in praise and prayer.

The practice was common in the board-

ing-houses.
Mr. Quinby taugatl
the classes exht
cept a few that were given to two of
the more advanced students.
The recitations were all in the school -room.
Excellent order prevailed. The instructions
were clear, thorough, practical, and the
students were greatly attached 10 the,
teacher.
On the Sabbath, the school ‘and congregation
worshiped at the old meetinghouse: Rev. John Buzzell usually preach-

He was then a ven-

ed in the morning.

erable man, and dispensed the Word with
clearness and force. Mr. Quinby gave
the afternoon discourse, and always commanded a full and interested audience.

Prayer-meetings

were

held

at stated

times, at the school-roomor in private
houses. Religion was prominent eversywhere. At opening or close of the school
daily exercises, or at other times, kind
and instructive remarks were made, and
the importance of piety enforced.
There was the same watchful regard
and fidelity in private intercourse.
An
example may suffice, furnished by the
personal experience of Pres. Cheney: * It
was in the old school-house. The exercises of the sehool had closed for the day.
I stopped to ask my teacher questions
about my studies, and by the time he
had answered them, he and I were alone.

As we left the ‘house for the street, he
said, ‘Is it not about time for you to be
a Christian » This was all he said. This
was all he ever said to me on the subject
of religion, so far as I can
recollect,
during the time I was under his instruction, And this was enough. I need not
say, I made him no reply, but the words

I never forgot.” t+

I'love to dwell on those

iniscences,

grateful rem-

to which I must denote an-

other of these brief sketehes.
*+o*re

REOOLLEOTIONS.

in

but by those whom he called the ‘fathers.’
He could not be persuaded to be ordain-

consciousness this leading fact of all this
subject: there is a practical discipline of

ary under the auspices of our denomina.
tion, he entered its first term. . Never be-

in those

barns, in beautiful groves. Many young
people were converted under his ‘preach
ing. I saw many rise for prayers, I heard
them pray, I heard them confess Christ,
I saw them baptized, though not by him,

antagonistic.

With such a feeling; even though it is so
vague as to find no direct expression, it
is no wonder that discipline is neglected.

May we have stamped

should

be exeluded only for resisting the majority of the church with persistent obstina-

is that without

are

a member

causes Injury, or a reproach,

Itis an alarming

discipline

the

it should in due

labored with in love, for any offense

them the people will not get their needed

love and

what

The
time be brought before the church.
church should then declare what course
it wishes its member to take. If he disregards this, he should be excluded.

especially to the pastor. Itis he who
feeds the flock, The very reason why
particular persons need to be set apart

portion in «lue season.

should ascertain

persons or of the church,

:
more light must come

to administer the Word,

friend

mind of that person is. If the - fault is
positive and persisted in, to the injury of

ministers and all the members may be
well prepared for the particular cases
that are sure to arise. This is an unpleasant subject and is therefore too often
neglected till necessity presses it upon us

unprepared.
This call for

act toward

a church member ?P Nothing besides a
disregard of the decision of the church

proper to do and not to do.
We have a great need of earnest study
and clear presentation of this subject. It
should be taught and preached
and

printed, agitated in many ways

no

separation,and if the one labored with regards the decision of the church, his relation to the church is never touched.
Itis only when he disregards the final
authority, and only because of that disregard, that he iscut off and nifide as a
heathen or publican.
What, then,is just cause for excluding

practice

placing the authority’ of action on the
church directly rather than on any officer
or other representative of the church.
The first step,then, towards the exercise
of Christian discipline must be the faithful education and

brought before the church, and decision
is there ' be rendered as to what course
the delinquent must take.

if

of Christ in

Many

times when one fails in such work,
another can succeed.
Where all other

one or two more,that in the mouth of two
or three witnesses every word may be
established. And if he shall neglect to
hear them, tell it unto the

was

fore having been far from home, he was
delighted with the experience. At the

made to reclaim those who have wander-

disci-

(sin). against

thee and him alone; if he shall

school

Threats,

We see,also,that every effort should be

pline set forth bythe Master himself. * If
thy brother

it,—~a

Academy, but learning of the new semin-

greatly damage this kind of work.
Even in aggravated cases where indignation seems just,it is far better to suppress
it. Kind, deliberate earnest action will do
the greatest service.

DUDLEY,

of Christian

finished

othersbe united with us. This shows plainly that haste isto be avoided. Peremptory
treatment is sure to do injury.

IL.

In the eighteenth chapter

in re-

Use itbountifully in labor-

harsh accusations, impatience of any kind,

—

D.

partly

already in operation,—and that it was the

ing to reclaim the erring, bat don't neglect or disparage this mission that our
Lord has given us because weak or wicked ones sometimes abuse it. If our per| commenced fitting for college at Berwick
sonal efforts are}ineffectual,et one or two

CHURCH DISCIPLINE.
BY

amiss

had

desire of the

constituted critics and regulators of the

not

motive, of

benevolence. Our gifts are to be thankofferings for our mercies. The songs of
the church, welling up to the lips from
grateful hearts, mingling sweetly with
the melodious tones of organ and orchestra, may be acceptable praise indeed;
but after our way of thinking, the gifts of
the church, intelligently and prayerfully
bestowed, ure still more pleasing to Him
who has given his only Son for the
world’s redemption.
:

could

heart much better than the imperfect
walk.
This watch-care over one another does
not mean that we should become self-

a deficiency like the present shall never
occur again. ' The early Christian was to

BY REV. D, WATERMAN.

After I obtained an evidence

that

my

sins were forgiven, I improved every
opportunity to tell of the goodmess of
God, and invite sinners to come and taste
and see that the Lord is good. I was
afraid of being formal, so thought I
would take no part, even in social

meet-

ings, unless I felt a particular impression
of duty,

so

I sometimes

said nothing,

but
I soon learned that it was

better to

act from principle, than to be governed
by impressions.
;

I saw such a fullness in Christ, and the
love of (God seemed so great, that for
several weeks I cherished the hope that
all men would be saved, but I kept my
views on this subject to myself, and con-

privately. This is according’ to the friendly to education.
They never tinued to exhort sinners to seek an interest
in Christ. One evening in a meeting of
They were taught familiar covenant which so many of us disapproved of learning in the ministry,
but
aside their contriThis is also sug-

so

frequently

taken:

¢ We

do

gestive at present. The main effort of solemnly covenant that we will exercise
questions who have not thonight them out our benevolent societies, in the last two a mutual Christian care and watchfulness
beforehand. Therefore study the art of years, has been to secure regular and over each other, and will faithfully. labor
questioning.—8. 8. Teacher.
None can ask pertinent

may

will be many times gladdened to find the

that

mission enterprises rested upon the few matter for teachers of the Word to neglect
‘who have large means from which to for any considerable time any important
give. This is a serious mistake. No one subject. How long has it been since your
must be deprived of the blessing of giv- ‘chiarch has had careful instruction as to
ing, as no one is exempt from the duty. the proper manner and spirit of discipline?
The scripture already quoted is an
One may lament that he is not able to
give fifty-dollars for the spread of the example for us, The church hardly yet

comfort mam in his pilgrimage alonga
pathof trouble and sorrow to a better
abode” can only be accounted for by admitting that these ‘sweet singers” were set
apart and inspired for their work by the
oly Ghost.—8. 8. Teacher.

a potent influence to bring them into the
church in after years. The idea of carrying the gospel to the masses without cost
is a mistaken one, and New England
Ezrahite, is saidto be the “author of Ps. perintendent should continue to review the sentiment sadly needs a toning up on
88, Ethan, the Ezrahite, of Ps. 89.
The lesson after the same stereotyped form, this subject. The gospel preached in
halls and tabernacles without cost to the
rest of the Psalms are anonymous.
As
each Sunday, before the quarter is over hearers may be good in itself, but if it beAsaph and the sons of Korah are among that would come to be an almost insuffercomes in any sense an appeal to selfishthe Levites whom David set apart as leadable monotony. Care, therefore, should
ers of the singing and the instrumental be taken to make each review in some ness and penuriousness, if it helps to quiet
worship of the sanctuary (1 Chron. 6:15— respects a novel one. The familiar facts the eonsciences of grasping, stingy
19, 33—44), it is not improbable that the can be re-produced in new lights—can be souls, it is effort worse than wasted. The
refsrence to them or their descendants is brought out in a different order—can be people who stay away from the churches
made to illustrate and enforce some new because it costs something to attend them
in that capacity rather than as authors.
trutbs. In such a method there is an in- are not often poor people. One of the
THE COLLECTION AND ARRANGEMENT OF exhaustible variety that will be gewarded
first lessons which our missionaries seek
THE PSALMS.
by increasing interest..
Fig
to
teach is the duty of giving, and we
Whatever method may have been used
Most of the Christian fathers,as well as’
in India which are giving
in teaching, only one is proper in review have churches
the majority of modern commentators, as- —and thatis questioning.
Review day more to-day, in proportion to their means
eribe the collection and arrangement of is test-day—the day that tells whether the for the spread of the gospel,than hundreds
the Psalms to Ezra. Still there is evidence teacher has done
his work well or not. of our churches at home. Do we not
in the book itself of several smaller col- The questions should be direct, simple— need more of the plain, . old-fashioned

Jections out of which the larger and more

stir all our charches to immediate

together,” and *‘ brethren ” leave no room

he

benevolence with religion. This is the
natural result of a rebound from tendencies developed
under the teaching of
Romanism.
It is true that no man can
several accents and pauses.
This mode of buy a seat in heaven by gifts of money to
versifica'ion,
termed
parallelism
by the best causes, but it is also true that
Lowth, will be understood by one or two some people may be in danger of losing
examples:
their seats up yonder because they with-

be

much

There is nothing official or' formal in
this step of personal admonition. It simply means that one brother or sister
should go to another who is evidently
erring, and try to help him back into the
right path without allowing the fault to
be further known.
In the conference you

The statements of our Financial Secretary
in a late issue of this paper ought to

fixes the

church

ed

And shall we not also

which

a fear in the modern mind of confounding

the interests of the

If

he neglect to hear the church, let him be
unto thee as a heathen
man and a
publican.”
From this passage, it. is
evident that the church is the proper
tribunal for the exercise of discipline.
This fact is also shown by Acts 15: 22,
1st Cor. 5: 4, and 2 Thes: 3: 6. In these
passages the words ¢* church,” “gathered

had requested for the aid of brethren in
another country, on the ‘first day of the
week,” the Christian Sabbath. There is

when

all these.

compromise both manhood und religion ?

L.HOUGHTON,

time for setting apart the gifts,
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ve promised to support

we can ill afford?

David is said to be the author of the 101st
andthe 103d. In the Hebrew the others Christ, the only-begotten Son of God,and
are anonymous, but in the Septuagint the earliest disciples, trained to sacrifice
nine more are ascribed to David.
David everything for their religion, were taught,
is said to be the author of fifteen Psalms as they had received the divine gift, to
in the fifth book, and in the Septuagint of give in turn, that they might be, in the
the 137th Psalm also.
The Septuagint measure of their capacity, partakers with
assigns three Psalms (146—148) to Hag- Christin the great sacrifice for the world’s
gai and Zechariah, who may have com- redemption. And so Christianity from
posed them at the time of the restoration its very beginning has been a religion of
of the temple. Solomon is the author of giving. Itis true that the early apostles
the 127th Psalm. Very likely David was went about establishing churches partly
the author of some of the anonymous at their own charges, but only in part
Psalms, so that the title ¢* Psalms of Da- even then; and as soon as churches were
vid” is fittingly applied to the whole col- fairly established they were distinctly
lection.
: taught to be self-sustaining, and that
Certain minor classes of Psalms may they must put money into their church
work. No teaching of the New Testament
also be noticed.
1. Fifteen Psalms (120—134) have the is clearer than this. Ifjdeed, a man who
title ¢* A song of degrees.”
¢ These are professes the religionof Christ, and is
so arranged .that the song ascribed to not more generous, and benevolent, and
Solomon is in the center, on each side of self-sacrificing than before is an anomaly.
which are seven songs, two in eachseven A man’s heart is not revealed by the
being ascribed to David.”
amount which he gives for religious en2. Four Psalms (57—59,75) have the terprises, butby the giving it<elf. The
words‘ ‘destroy not”in their title,evidently
a watch-word of David in the time of con- woman who put * two mites ” into. the
flict in which these Psalms were compos- treasury of the Lord was commended
ed. The title is taken from Deut. 9:26, because she gave from a pure motive, and
‘¢ destroy not thy people.”
gave what she could. All giving for the
3. The heading *‘ on lilies” is found in
support
and spread of the gospel ought,
Ps, 45, 69,80, and in the singular, *‘ on
As the
the lily of testimony,” in Ps. 60.
These therefore, to be a religious act.
Psalms allude to * the struggle, the vic- bringing to the altars of God, under the
tory, and the reign of the Messiah.”
old dispensation, the lambs, and the first
4. The Hallel,or the thanksgiving servfruits of the earth was an act of worship
ice of song, comprised six Psalms, viz.,
Ps. 113—118.
he first two of these and devotion, so the giving of money to
Psalms were sung at the Passover, before promote the enterprises of the Christian
partaking of the Paschal lamb. Other church ought to be a religious act and an
groups are formed from the greater or act of worship, Paul clearly recognizes

work.
Letus, as some are now doing, appoint the speakers and assign the
subjects in season,and let them come preThe heavens declare the glory of God: And
pared with fresh and vigorous thoughts to fhe sky showeth the work of his hands, Ps.
19a.
instruct in the work to be done.
The
In Judah God is known; In Israel his name
OtisfieldQ. M. has devoted a portion of. is great. Ps. 76:1.
three past sessions
to Sabbath-school
The Book of Psalms grew constantly
work with encouragement and profit. and gradually, first out of the personal
Several churches, now without pastors, and national career of David, then out of
the more varied experience of the entire
maintain vigorous Sabbath-schools.
I people.
Hence, while many of the Psalms
will quote from some of the reports re- are historic, others are expressive of the
ceived: Steep Falls now without a pas- ‘national hope, and are, therefore,
rotor. *“ We have raised the past year, for phetic. - Such are Psalms 2, 22, 75, and
library and lesson helps, seventy dollars. the others commoxly called Messianic.

Thereis a gradual increase in numbers

REV.

|

MARCH

we failto do this, shall we not suffer a prompting those who evidently
‘humiliation and loss of self-respect which perform it properly.
:
:

Self-denial is the first duty which
Christianity inculcates.
The
gospels
teach that if any man would be a disciple
of Christ he must *‘deny himself” and
‘take up his cross daily,” and imitate the
example of the divine Master.
The
foundation of the Christian faith was laid
in blood, at infinite sacrifice. The great
pledge of redemption is the gift of Jesus

ol your neglect by a postal? Often in such of Psalms,and the eleven Asaphic Psalms
at the beginning of the third book, the
hubits of neglect are found the germs of a name Elohim prevails; in the first,fourth,
life which will exclude from an entrance fifth, and the remainder of the third, Jetothe gatesof heaven by that easiest “hovah predominates.”
The Psalms are religious lyrics, and
sin of all, the *‘ sin of neglect.”
Now is
though destitute of the modern qualities
a good opportunity to push this workin of meter and rhyme, are remarkable for
all our Yearly Meetings until every school their rythm or measure.
This measure:
is fully reported.
Let a portion of the is on ‘the large:t scale, and consists of
time of
our
Quarterly and Yearly sentences, of varying length, and with
Meetings be

[

THE RELIGION OF GIVING,

There is at present an agent in the
Yearly Meeting, and one in each Quar- ‘of the 89th. The first eleven are addressterly. Meeting.
What is the object of «d to Asaph, and four of the others to the
these agents? Evidently to do something sens of Koran, not as their authors, but
to benefit the schools.
How shall they as the leaders of the choir by which they
do it? The first thing necessary isto learn were to be sung. The 90th Psalm, of the
the condition of these schools;

STAR.

Communications.

are ad-

86th Psalm, of the third book, Heman, the
Ezrahite, of the 88th, Ethan,the Ezrahite,

supply, if possible, their needs, either
through themselves or from other sourees. Early the past year, the agents were
supplied with blank reports by the Corresponding Secretary, and these were
sent to every superintendent or pastor as
far as their addresses could be ascertained.
:
There are, in this Yearly Meeting, fiftythree schools up to the first day of last
Oct., only thirty-seven had reported, and
of these only could there be published
the annual report. Since then, by repeatedly sending and writing, fifteen additional Teports have been received.
One
school only remains to be heard from.
Since this year commenced,the annual report of our Corresponding Secretary has
been sent to each school and with it the
following questions:

MORNING

they had,

to store their minds with useful knowl-

great power,in giv
an ing
exhortation, as I
believed under the influence of the Holy

edge. An increasing desire was felt to Spirit,I warned the impenitent of the danThis led me to
furnish better facilities, At the General ger of eternal misery.
systematic giving on the part of all the for the promotion of each other's spiritual Conference in 1831, a letter was received think that if I spoke ‘under the inflnence
churches. Our benevolent work has been welfare by fervent prayer, faithful admo- from Rev. John Buzzell, urging the im- of God's spirit (which (did not doubt),
too spasmodic. ‘What we need is steady, nitions did affectionate rebukes if neces- portance of a more liberal support of the then the doctrine of universalism could not
systematic effort along the whole line, sary.”
ministry,and recommending the establish. be true, But it was several years before my
mind was fully established on this point.
But we feel this is a very difficult duty. ment of an institution of learning,
The pulpit is constantly enforcing the
The Gradually the fallacy
‘of the arguments
Too
difficult
for
us
to:
perform
often.
It
truth that the principles of religion must
circular letter to the churches for that
to supportit became apparent, and I bebe applied’ to business. Suppose, now, has indeed a very forbidding appearance, year was assigned to Rev. H. Quinby.
we preach
for a while that the strictest but itis a lion securely chained. That
We find this record in the minutes of ‘came satisfied it was not the doctrine of
the Bible, or of sound reason.
proverb
is
not
yet
obsolete
which
says:
business
principles
be
applied
to
the General Conference for 1832:
religion, in all’ the management of *¢ He that saith unto the wicked, thou art
. PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY,
That things are not 80 ill with you and
churches ‘and ‘missions. Can we, as righteous, him shall the people curse, | A communication was received
from me as might have heen: is half owing to
Christian men; do less than this? We natjons Shall abhor him.
Buf to them an association of gentlemen in Parsonfield,
number who lived faithfully « hidden
have sent out our missionaries to India, that rebuke him shall be delight, and a representithat
ng they had erected a | the
life,
building
for
a
seminary” of learning, and GeorgeandEliot.rest in unvisited . tombs.—
we have established ‘schools there; we good blessing shall come upon them.”
| ———
have employed native preachers, and we

‘When the pastorsees this work neglectIl

|

* Letter in the Sta» of Dec, 18; 1878,
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REV. HUGH BEEDE.

| of the sensorial ganglia. I found by dissecting the brain of a man who had died
of delirium tremens that the cells of the
wich, N. H., Dec. 9, 1807, converted
quadrigeminal body,or the cells that send
Sept., 1833, baptized in the Noy. foilow
the nerves to the eye, were in an unnating by Rev. Dudley Pettingill, and re- ural state on the outside, while within the
ceived into the Freewill Baptist chur ch.
nerve cells themselves I discovered a yellow, Susy Jooking deposit.
In 1839, when the Sandwich church
** Now, I asked myself, what is this yelwas divided, his standing was with the low deposit, and what eauses this abnor. First church at the North or Ridge.
‘By mal look of the cells?
It is caused, I
Rev. Hugh Beede was

born

in Sand-

request of the church he was licensed to

preach by the Sandwich Q. M. at its May

session in 1840, and supplied the desk of
this church that year.
In 1841, he began again to preach for
the N. Sandwich church, about the first
of Oct., and in November following, was
accordance with .a request from
church. Rev. T. Perkins preached

the
the

sermon

the

and

H,

Webber

gave

charge.
l
In 1843, he changed the field of his
labor to Tamworth, then to Upper Gilmanton, then to Meredith and = New
Hampton, until 1851, when he suffered
so much from nervous prostration, as he

wrote in a short memorandum that he
considered it his duty to modify his
method and place himself in a position
of less excitement and more out-door
exercise, and was afterward engaged in
farming, and preaching on the
Sab. bath.

In this way he labored with the 2nd
New Hampton and 3d Holderness churches until 1859, when

he

returned

to

his

native town and purchased a farm which
was his permanent home.
:
Again be became a member of the
First church, which he supplied at various times, with other places in the vicin-

ity, for several

years

more

when

his

health so fully failed that he was obliged
to desist altogether and became a great
sufferer for nearly ten years, until Jan.
27, 1879, when .he calmly entered the
rest he loved to contemplate, and for
which he so patiently waited.
In my last interview with him a short
time before his death, he was strong in
faith and firm in hope, conversing of his
near departure with animation and joy.
"Among other things he said he would like
to preach his own funeral sermon, naming the text, which he repeated, ** For I
am persuaded, that neither death, nor
life, nor

angels,

nor

principalities,

nor

powers, nor things present, nor things to
come, nor hight, nor depth, nor any
other creature, shall be able to separate
us from the love of God, which is in
Christ Jesus our Lord.”

Rom. 8: 38,

89.

He remarked that he was. naturally of a
skeptical turn of mind, whizh had been
a trouble to

him,

but

for

years

these

words of Paul had been the expression of
his heart.

His theme would be the strength of the
Christian's confidence in God. He would
give the reasons for that cinfidence—the
results growing out of it—and then contrast the prospects of the sinner and
Christian. The text and general thought
were used by the writer at his funeral.
Rev. D. Calley was present and assisted
in the services.
He has left a sad and lonely widow, a

daughter and two sons, together with
large circle of warm-hearted

friends,

a
all

deeply mourning their loss which no
doubt is his great gain.
;
Bro. Beede did not have the early adovuntages of those now entering the gospel ministry, but with hisnaturally strong

mind and his studious habits, constantly
investigating truths and principles, he
was able as a sermonizer, sound in doctrine, firm in his convictions,

being

able

to give a reason for them, and conscientiously- faithful in, all the trusts commit-

learned after much research,

by the ethe-

real part of the alcohol going straight to

the uvutside. of these cells. Now, if I
drink milk,” continued the Doctor, ** or
eat food, it will take it four hours to pass

through the digestive organs, to be taken

up in
nerve
while
to the

the hlood, and be passed to the
cells, from which the brain is fed;
if I drink alcohol,it will go straight
nerve cells in three minutes. This

an interview with a Dr. D’Unger in Chicago, the latter claiming to have discovered a cure for intemperance :

« My medicine,” said the Doctor, ‘‘ can

be bought
drug store.

at any [some]. first-class
It is red Peruvian bark (cin-

AeR. 2

chona rubra). Quinine is from the yellow bark (calisaya). Now, there “are
eighty varietiesof this bark, I use the

ae Th gy Sok oy aie Sadie SEE

GOL

bark from’ thé small limbs of the red variety. Druggists call it the quill bark because iv comes from twigs about the sizé

SO

ly,

Ed

The Master will raise up out of the flock
men to supply the demands of the cause.
as the case may require.” The work will
not cease because there are no hundred
dollar men among
the converts.—(. 2.
Parson's Baptist Weekly.

"him

saved ; and after prayer, I left

him,

re-

questing that he read every day some part
of Christ's history, as found in the New
Testament, in
addition to the fifty-third
chapter of Isaiah, and to pray constantly
for the blessing that in his heart he wanted.
Three weeks afterward I was called

Sabbath, I preached in Spafford, and
many were much affected. A young man

again to the same parish, and

find salvation.

on

>

the

the Doctor,

spirit of alcohol,”

‘were

continued

digested like soup,

the kidneys and liver would extract from
it its poisonous properties as they extract
the injurious salts from our food, and this
poison would never reach’ the brain.
Once stimulated nonaturally by a poison-

Satur-

He
had come slowly to feel that there was
hope for even him; but felt no relief from
the burden he was constantly bearing.
He said that he had sincerely and persistently sought forgiveness, and to show the

for

ous

substance

like

whiskey,

the

nerve

cells call for larger and larger doses, till
by and by a man can drink two quarts of
whiskey or eat seventy grains of morphine a day.
Cinchona rubra stops
the call for alcohol.”
“Do

both

not

Peruvian

stimulate

the

bark

and

nerve

aleohol

cells?

Then

why can one cure the other?" I asked.

* Well, alcohol is a fermented,

distill-

ed stimulant, with poison in it, while my
medicine is a natural stimulant, containing no poison; so my medicine stimulates the nerves,

and, not being poisonous,

allays inflammation,—that is, it holds the
cells open until the morbid deposit is
forced out, and the cells accustom themselves to receive their stimulus

through the arteries.

naturally

It stops all craving

for alcohol.” -

‘‘ Please explain the passage of food
and Poisoned alcohol to the brain again,”
I said.

* Well, when a man drinks alcohol it
goes, like electricity,straight to the nerve

cells; thefce to the eye through the op-

baptism,

He related his experience

and

was

received by the:

church of Cato and Conquest,

occasioned

by an imposter, whom
they had received
without letters of commendation, judging
from his own testimony, and his ‘appear.
ance, that he was a good man. The
result of this meeting was, that the church
generally became convinced that he was

his

willingness to obey him; and that was to
pray in his family. He immediately said
that he never praved aloud, and he

and

baptized the young man. On Monday I
went to Conquest, and attended a meeting of business to settle a difficulty in the

all his neighbors might know of his new
fealty. I told him he was not ready to do
that, but there was one thing he could do
test

heart,

church.
In the afternoon, I
preached
with the second church in Spafford, and

desire to honor Christ, he
wanted to unite with the church, so that

that would honor God as well as

his

he resolved to seek the Lord till he'8hould

of the nerve cells, which it stimulates artifieially, when they should be stimulated
hatnrally through
the blood.
.| sincerity of his
“If

a discourse in my last

visit, conviction touched

a deceiver,

could

and agreed

to hold no fellow-

ship with him. But, four members were
not; that he could not speak above a dissatisfied with this
decision, and withwhisper anyway.
I told him that God drew from the church—took
part with
could hear a penitent whisper,and would, the imposter for a few
quicker than a presumptuous shouting ; got drunk,and conductedmonths, when he
so wickedly that
and, asking him to begin the new week he was putinto the
State’s prison. Then,
rightly by praying with his waiting wife, I understood, they gave
him up, and conI left him. ° The next evening I saw him cluded that he was
a
bad.
man.
This is
again. His face had upon it not a look one instance among
several within my
of despair, but of unutterable sadness.
knowledge, in which
churches have
He said he saw clearly that it was his
suffered, and the cause
duty to do what had been suggested, but into contempt,by the has been brought
he could not bring himself to the doing; ger without suitable reception of u stranand he therefore felt that he might not be tion. Some good letters of commendapeople have thought
sincere in his purpose to serve God. I them to be unnecessary,
and have supsaid to bim that the morning of the golden posed that they possessed
a spirit of
Sabbath had passed, but could he not be- discernment
which
enabled
them to
gin that night? and then found for him know a man’s heart
by his own testimony
these passages:
‘‘Strive to enter in,” and appearance.
By referring, however,
ete, * The kingdom of heaven suffereth to Acts 18: 27,

violence, and the violent take it by force,”

evident,

and then left him to read and think.
Monday night, having concluded to remain in the parish during the week, I saw
him again; and oh, the change in his

face ; the look of sorrow gone, and in

and 2 Cor. 3: 1, it is
letters of commendation

that

were in use among the apostles .and.
primitive - Christians,—and
it hardly

seems possible, that any Christian, after
reflection, can supp@se himself to be so

its

much more spiritual in discernment than
tic nerve; then to the brain, making a lace the illumination of Christ's forgiv- the primitive
Christians, that he may
man talk lively; then to the spinal cen- ing love! And then he told me, broken- safely dispense with
the use of ** letters of
ter, limbering the back ; then to the mus- ly, the story, bowing for the first time in commendation.”—From
the Memoirs of
cular system ; and when it finally gets to his life before God, and audibly asking’ David Marks.
the stomach, he vomits. Food goes just for forgiveness, forgiveness, forgiveness!
the opposite way. Food goes to the And then and there the sweet consciousEDUCATIONAL.
stomach first, then into the blood, then to ness that the sins of four-score years were
the heart, and finally through the arte- Wished away in the Saviour’s atoning
The London Congregational College
at
ries to the brain.”

“Then

red

:

Peruvian bark-

stimulates

and builds up the nerve cells
begin to receive
nutrition
blood?"

until they
from
the

‘* Yes, that's it. The only credit I claim
is making this discovery and discovering
the location of the disease known
somania.”
S

as

dip-

‘t How did you discover that red cinchona bark would cure drunkenness?”
‘¢ Well, I first discovered it down in
Maryland, twelve years ago. An account was published in the Sun at that
time.

I had a case

of a

Stevers, who also had

drunkard,

Bill

intermittent fever.

It was a hard case of faver, and so 1 tried

red Peruvian bark instead of quinine.
To my surprise, it not only cured his fever,but he never wanted to drink whiskey
afterward. When he went into a saloon
and the
said :

boys

asked

him

to drink, Bill

‘1 can't, boys. That dogon red bark
the Doctor gave me not only killed my
fever, but it spoiled all the whiskey in
Mryland for me.”

* What conspicuous cures’ in Chicago

can

you refer tn, Doctor? ”

“ Well, Dr. S. B, Noble. He had the
alcoholic disease. His nerve cells were
isoned. ‘He was once President of the
llinois Dental Association. He got to be
a hard drinker. His mind began to be
affected, though a scholar

and

a

gentle-

man, beloved by everybody. He tried
red Peruvian bark three weeks ago. He's
a well man now, and everybody in Chi-

cago looks

at his care as a miracle.

Dr.

The following is a contribution to the
Congregationalist by Rev. H. L. Reade, of

Jewett City, Conn. :
In

the ‘month

writer supplied

of October,

an.Orthodox

a central and somewhat

1876,

church

famous

the

in

agricul-

tural Massachusetts town for two Sabbaths. Entertainment was provided at
the house of a prominent citizen, whose
wife, a most godly woman, requested
after the first Sunday service that I should

blood.
Isaw

St. John’s-wood has just received a legacy
ere
EE
times afterwards;- of $45,000
his soul all full of'love and peace. Family
The Hartford theological institute will
worship was maintained ; and he said he lay out $10,000 in books for its library this
found his greatestblessing where he found year.
his first sweet relief.
He was soon examThe Connecticut
school
fund
now
ined for admission to the church and acamounts to $2,019,174.41, against
$2,077,cepted, but increasing disease prevented 641.19 in 1848.
him several

him from making a public profession, and
in less than three months the saved soul

of the old man was with Christ in
dise.
His death was peaceful—the

Edwards Pierrepont has given
a
of Dr. Woolsey to Yale college, which
be completed this spring.

parahand

The Harvard freshmen’s challenge to the

of Jesus under his sinking head.
- Three lessons the experience of thisold

Columbia freshmen to row an eight-oared
race at New London next summer is accepted,

man taught :

- 1.

He frequently said, that he heard a

sermon twenty

years

before,

by

Edwin J. Barlett,so
of President
n Bartlett

whom

of Dartmouth

and when delivered he could nottell, that
had been more or less In his mind ever
since ; that he had had twenty years of a
kind of conviction of sin, which at length
ended in pardon and peace. Who that
preacher was eternity will reveal. But
he was the means of awakening a feeling
in that man’s heart, that did not, would
not, die!

And for the comfort of

unite with the church the next month,

but

was unwilling to pray in his family the
next minute. It is always, as in his case,
present and not future obedience that secures the blessing.
Pp. an a
hahah

HUNDRED

DOLLAR

CONVERTS.

Two church members were

talking

.
re-

cently of a revival in the church to which
one of them belonged, and to which a:
large numoer had been added, confessing
Christ. The question was asked: * Are
many of the new believers reliable ag
pecuniary aids to the church?’ The answer was: ‘‘ No, there is not a hundred
dollar man

among

them,”

spoken

as

if

detracting from the importance of the
work because they were not in possession
of worldly means.
We are told that but
few of the wealthy shall be saved ; that it
is easier for a camel

to go

1872, has

through

the

eye of a needle, than for a rich man to
enter the kingdom of heaven. Yet we
have been compelled to notice with regret this feeling of preferanee manifested

by the church in seasons of extra labor as

of | well as in times. of less activity. «Great
exertions were made for the conyersion
1 went with her to his residence, and of some worldly person, while the poor
found a man’ eighty-two. years of age; but anxious seeker was left to struggle
hair white as snow; hearing considerably on alone or with but little attention.
visit her futher, living at the other end
the considerable village.
4

College and a

graduate

had

271

in

begun his duties at the college as

assistant professor of chemistry.
The senior class at Harvard college
members

thus

far,

the

largest

Mr. Swift Johnson,a young American,
has

gained a scholarship at Trinity College,
Dablin, but being an alien his right to it is
disputed, and the matter

is

to

be

argued

before the university authorities.
The money received for school purposes
in Delaware last year amounted to $98,-

843.38.
The amount expended was 93,623,09, of which sum $61,334.34 was paid out

for tuition.

|

A new department has been added

Cincinnati College of Music,
tion in church music,

organ

for

to the

instruc-

practice

and

choir singing, and it is under the charge of
Professor Whiting the organist of the
college.

:

The N.Y.
TZribune thinks that * the
medical colleges might be more potent
forces for sound and thorough medica! education if they were less wholly dependent for their support upon the fees from
the students.
An expelled Harvard student, the son of
wealthy

western

parents,

makes

his

home at a prominent Boston botel, where
his expenditures are said to be larger than
those of'any other single patron, while
his father supposes he is still in college,
former classmates receiving and transmitting his correspondence
from CamJ
bridge.
_At the last meeting of the trustees
of

Princeton College the degree

conferred upon Rev. James

fessor in the Theological

rut, Syria.

of D.D.

whs

8. Dennis, pro-

Seminary at Bei-

Mr. Dennis is the author of

several books written and published in
the Arabic ‘language which have been
bored
widely circulated.
The last reportof the National Bible Society of Scotland, shows that during the
last year, the distribution of Bibles, Testaments, and portions of Scripture reached
495,548 copies,
an increase of 134,356 upon
the previous year, and of 40,000 on any
year since the Society was organized, The
total receipt8‘of the year were $129,615.

One ofthe! ‘most

(Cas-

gician

ECT IN ORI

I should

say

becomes

Nels

anlmen

0

Yad'd

mare

witha

.

they are poor.

Some of

them

will

grow

Oo

NicHors LATIN SCHOOL.~The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thor.
ough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

The seventh General Conference

BAS
COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
~—For further information address the Pres.
ident,

of the

continuing a week.

;

A hundred years ago a Moravian missionary baptized the lirst negro convert in
Dutch

Guinea,

and

now

Sunday-school,
attend.

the

about

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Sei
R. I.
This Institution enters npon its fortieth
year
Sept. 2, 1878, For further particulars
the Principal,
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE,

Rheumatism.

guiskly,

most

is useless

shall

feel

to

better

medicine.

to-morrow.

Diphtheria

I

need the money to get that lovely, new
hat.
My old one is sucha fright, and people will look more at my bonnet than they

4

Sores,

Burns and Scalds.

Inflamed
or Sore Eyes.
It can be used without Je slightest fearpot
ney

Spring Term

Winter

Term begins Apr. 21.

26.

begins

Term

begins

Nov.

Feb. 3, 1879.

Summer Term.

For Broken Breast, Sore
Nipples, Eitace
is oomiy and
a

Min

need bo called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. The pam-

hlet which accompanies each bottle gives

EA)

directions

how

it

should

be

applied.

Any one can use it without fear of harm.

CAUTION.

POND’S

1%,

EXTRACT

Jib

imitated.

cle has the words * Pond’s Extract,” blown in the glass,
and Company’s trade-mark on surrounding wrapper.
It
is never sold in bulk.
None other is
genuine. Always
insist on having Pond's Extract.
‘Take mo other pre.

June

Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

paration, however much

MDE
CEXTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
| VI
Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classi.
cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

you may be pressed.

Prices 50c., $1.00, and $1.75.
PREPARED ONLY BY

OND’S EXTRACT CO.

Full hoard of teachers.
Expenses low.
Winter
term begins Moray Nov. 4, 1878. Spring term

begins Monday, Jan. 27, 1879. Summer term begive Slonday, Apr. 14, 1879. Fall term begins
onda, , Aug. 18, 1879. Send to the Secretary for

and. -mothers who-have-onceused
it will never be without it.
H
, No phy-

Female Complaints.

Summer

closes

Tm

ly pont So when other medicines have failed,

is

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New HampN ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
coursesof study for both sexes: Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
‘Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in’ the State. Expenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terns

of 10 weeks each.

Mayins

Earache, Toothache;and
Faceache. mid tilt aceording
to directions its effect is simply Sy ondarpaL
Piles, fi ebrtmstinans
roots Sapid

fs Chucatignal. i i

1878.

"2%

For allay."

heat and pain it is unrivalled, and should be
kept in every family, ready for use in case
of accidents.

and

It

Ulcers, Wounds

cured with astonishing rapidity.

remedy for

weaknesses,

ied

and Bruises. ins ad cisnsing.
The most obstinate cases are héaled and

oft times along and tedious,course of treatment is necessary to restore her to health.
Ladies, attend to your health before you
even think of apparel. A fresh blooming
fice in a plain bonnet is much handsomer
and far more attractive to your gentlemen |
friends, than a pain-worn, diseased face in
the most elaborate and elegant hat your
milliner could devise.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is
everywhere acfemale complaints and
sold by drhggists.

is the onl.

oi formas ht

JistTessing coinplaihis Juiekly relieves cold
in the head, &c. Our NasalSyringe is of
essential service in these cases.

form of ribbons,
laces, brooches, etc.
Meanwhile the lady’s face becomes every
day paler and thinner,and her body weaker,
until disease has gained so firm a foothold

knowledged to be the standard

Sore

‘The Extract

Catarrh.

will at my face.
I will wait till I feel
worse before I spend any money for medicine,”
The new bonnet is purchased and
fifty other feminine
necessaries
in the

in her system, that the most thorough

and

Throat. Soiled cstrmaty asqirens
SREY See) aad Se iam set Ht rar
ra,
Hust aympioms

I

Besides,

stanchi

external or internal, it is jLuays reliable
and is used by Physicians of all schools with
a certainty of success. For bleeding of the
it 1s invaluable.
r Nasal and Feo=
m
LJ}
8 an
rs are material
alds in cases of internal bleeding.

75 celestials

take

For

or 8
ving,
ithe:n

Hemorrhages.

"A Woman's Loge.
“It

}epoiher known

preparation
has
ever Jertormed such wonderful cures of
diseaso in its various forme.
ve tried everything else
without
relief,
rely upon being
entire
cured by using Poma’s trae
‘ 3
neuralgic
painsof t
Neu ralgia. head, a
bowels,
are speedily
cured Ly the free use of the
Extract.
No other medicine will cure as

John’s. It has stirred
as never before.
Chinese, all] men, at
missionary society is
them by means of a

which

D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULs

THE GREAT

Publication Society to enlarge its work,
to employ Sunday-school missionaries,
and to supply the infant Sunday-schools
.
with books.
About 300 have been converted at St.
Brooklyn,

CHENEY,

PAIN DESTROYER AND SPECIFIC
FOR INFLAMMATORY DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES.

The Baptists
have raised $16,000 toward
a fund of $25,000
to enable the - Baptist

of whom will join St.
the whole community
Thereare about 120
Boston, aud the city
trying to Christianize

B.

PONDS EXTRACT.

the

Mission numbers 20,130,
A movement has been started in Pennsylvania, for the establishment of a home
for thedisabled Episcopal clergymen of that
State.
:
Rev. F. A. Noble, pastor ofthe Central Con
gregational church at New Haven, Conn,,
has accepted a call to the Union Park Congregational church of Chicago, one of the
largest in the city.

John’s M. E. church,

O.

LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

Evangelical Alliance will be held at ‘Basle,
Switzerland, beginning August 31st and

a Catalogue.

has

number
ever connected with any class
In ihe institution, but only 202 men are
eft.

honest,

faithful toilers for the Master, it may be
safely said, there are millions of just such
cases.
2. We who work for Christ need patience. lt took the clogged mind of the
old man weeks to perceive what some
can see at a glance; and there may be
young persons whose habits of thinking,
or not thinking, put them where years had
put this pilgrim.
;
3. Men are frequently willing to do
duty to-morrow, who are unwilling to» do
duty to-day. The old man was willing to

bust
will

in Hydeville

of that town.
‘The Rev. Noah M. Wells, of Vienna,
Mich., is said to be the oldest Presbyterian
minister in the United States.
He is in his
ninety-seventh year.

Surinam,

LETTERS OF OOMMENDATION .
said, that during

The Baptist church

tleton), Vermont, is to receive $50,000 at
the death of the widow of James Williams,

New York and London,
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
;

~—

PARSONHIELD SEMINARY,
Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with competent
assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and Scientific course of

study

for both sexes.

The

boarding house is being repaied, and no expense
will be spared necessary to thu comfort and wellfare of the stndents. Board, including room rent,
Arom $2 to $2.60 per week. Rooms from $2 to $4

per

term.

Winter

term

ins Nov.

Spring term begins Feb. 18, 1879.
formation address.the Principal.
VV HITESTOWN
gins

Mar. 24,

For

26, 1878.

further in.

SEMINARY.—Spring term be-

1879.

This Institution is one of

the largest and best in the State. Terms moderate.
~
Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y
ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Collegiate,

Scientific,

Theolo,

ical,’

Commercial,

Preparatory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in.

fluences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
ition, incidental
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2
to
‘$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial coui se, unlimited time,
A

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
Spring

dil

Term beging Wdnesday, Mar. 19, 1879.
For Catalogue address, _
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

Hillsdale, Mich.

.

.

.USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

1amilies
English

ads

at reasonable rates.
and Classical.
For

Two full courses,
further information

8 the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

tale ) | Humors,
DEE ierers
Core
3 from Hg 0!

If y ou

The courses

ommercial,

of

study

are

the

gl

College Preparatory and two

ges.

For particular information, send for

* Liver Complaint” only part of these symptoms 2: -

experienced.

Add

Picree’'s Golden

Jemedy for all such cases, I

Medical

Discovery bas no equal, «5

blood,

Propy, Worlds Dispensary

a circu.

IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.~The Sprin,
Term
will open March 11, 1879, and close
May 29.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 27. Commences
Thursday, May

the Secretary,

Ridgeville, Indiana,

29.

’

For

catalogue

PEE SEMINARY.—Pjke, Wyoming
York.

address

M. REED,

This schoel.was never

in

Co., New

better

condi-

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruection., No primary instruction. With three care.
fully arranged .courses of study. The Classical,

A

SANBOBH

Sec.

4

reg

.

it effects perfect and radical cures.
J
In the cure of
hitls, Severe Coug
d
. early
st:
s of Consumption it has astonished the
medical
faculty, and eminent physicians pronounce
it the greatest’medical discovery of the
‘While
it Sutes the severest Co!
begs Y dricgist. esystem

and

purifies

by

RN. PIERCE, M. D..

druggis!

and Invalids’ Hotel, Bulfalo, N. Y.

-

Pensary

Senin,

Jk

ierees

aacant

erative

College

r to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M.,*President.

ment

frregu : r

appetite, and
tongue coated, you are
suffering 11:
Torpld Liver, or CG Billousnecas
many BE
¢

Norm

courses, viz.: Classical and Scientific.
Board, (including room rent) from $2 to $2,50
per week, For further information appiy to Rev.
A. A. Moulton,A. M.Pres. of Trustees,Rio Grande,
i
3
Gallia Co., Ohio.
w=
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,”
Taylor Co., West Virginia, This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advanta-

Tang proper

rows; 0) debilitated,
el
feel dull, drowsy,
Now r
t ha ve sallow

the thorough manner in which instruction orate

Joried.

en

Scrofula
a common
Eru
Mir ne: ral Polsol
and their sists
N
fod vigorous health and a sound constitution estab8.
lo
cum,
Fever Sores Scaly
or Rough
in short, all diseases caused
by bad
blood, are conquered by this powerful, purifying, and
invigorating medicine.
.
y
pecially has it manifested its potency in curing
Tetter,
Rose Rash, Boils, Oarbunelcs,
Sore Eyes,
Scrofulous
White Swellings,
Goltre or Thick Neck, and

RE GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
Spring term beging April. 8,879.
This Institution is acquiring a reputation for

remarkable ‘fasts in
IY,
impaired ; voice broken ; form, once erect “Choice seats for the preferred class; while German university life; says the London
*“ How do you mix it?"
the others were placed where they would Examiner, is the extraordinary
decrease Seminary and English Course. . For full catalogue.
address the Principal.
“1 takea pound of the best fresh: quill” ; Fig commanding, now bent; his hody be most out of the way.
;
in the number of the studentso theology.
more
or
less
under
the
power
of
a
disease
i
IRVING B. SMITH.
red Peruvian bark: (cénchona rubra) pows
The decrease is so ‘great that in several
Among
Christ's
disciples
there
were
no
TILTON | COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wilder it and soak it ima pint ot diluted ulco- that seemed fo give to the mind power of hundred dollar men. Poor
states there has been an ipsufficiency ‘of
fishermen
peréeption in proportion as it took from
ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special. arrangecandidates for the pulpit.,
hol. ‘Then I strain it and evaporate it ‘the
Kiel there ments for fhe esp year. *
animal vitality, He had heard of ny with no gold to give, but who gave their are at present twenty-four, At.
at
For
Siticulars
address
the
Principal,
CLAR.
down to a balf pint—sge it is a pound to u
other
Ger|
lives to the service,—an offering far more
coming to the place, and of work whic
E. BROCKWAY, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary
man universities twenty-eight students of ENCE
half pint. Any one can re]
acceptable.
The
church
needs
money.
as
it.”
Wilton
Junction,
Iowa.
|
.
had been dopé in the village hard by the
theology, altogether fifty<two. Pifty years
* How do you give th
edicine? ”
spring previous; and he immediately one of the instruments in saving souls, to ‘ago there were no less ‘than one hundred
REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY, Was
‘I give the drunken Win ‘a “teaspoon- professed
be
uséd
as
a
means,
not
an
end.
If
we
thankfulness that I bad
TERBURY CENTER, VT.
and sixty-eight students of theology at
ful every three hours,and occasionally called upongreat
labor
for
the
conversion
of
souls
and
the
‘Spring ‘term begins March 4th 1879.
him.
HAG
MUR
:
Kiel alone.
0
courses of study.
Instruetions thorough.
moisten his tongue between the doses the
at once to talk upon the labors are rewarded by the ingatherin
*+ro-+e
Expenses low. Students in this vicinity give us
first and second, days, , It acts like guin- oneCommencing
of
those
who
have
no
means,’
it"is
well.
your
patronage.
For
further
informatoin adhe told me that he felt himself
GATHERINGS.
ine. The patient can tell by a headache near subject,
The Lord" will, through these, provide
Tess,
Li1zzIE COLLEY, Principal.
his
earthly
end;
‘that
he
had
no
if he is getling too much, , The third, day
such means as are necessary for the supCardinal ‘Manning {is spending
three
ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
I generally réduce the dose to a haif hope; that ‘he wanted, as he thought port of his cause! ‘The greatest amount months in Rome.
i
J. 'H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with a
above
all
things
else,
to
become
a
Chris:
complete board of assistants. Kor further partic
spoonful, then to a quarter spoonful, then
of
assistance:
to
the
Church
does
not
come
Arch-Deacon Sweatman of Huron; 'Ont., ulars address the Principal, or E, TASKER, Sec
tian
;
but
that
he
did
not
know
‘how.
I
down to fifteen, ten, and five drops,”
elected has been Episcopal
bishop of | retwSpring term begins Tuesday,
showed him, as'well as'I.was able, the from those who have the most wealth.
March 4, 1879.
‘‘llow long do you continue the medi- successive
The Church receives more service from Toronto.
steps'that
lead
from
the
plain
Northwood Hidgo, N: H., Dea.2,« &y 187s
i
1010,
cinef ”
poor man,
Fr 1| of selfishness urd sin up to the-foot of the an active, faithful, praying
The
Presbyterian
General Assembly
EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi“ From five to fifteen days, and in ex. cross, and asked him to do three things: whose voice is always heard in the prayer meets at Saratoga Springs next May.
ness, scientific. schools or the best colleges.
treme cases to’ thirty days. Seven is read the Bible; think upon this one sub- circle, whose daily life is for Christ,
Term begins August 20, 1878. J. W. HUTCHTwelve Congregational churches in Il- Fall
INS,
A. B., Principal.
For further J
cular,
about the average.”
ject, and pray; and after prayer with apd who gives cheerfully the little linois are petitioning the Home Mission address the principal, or ELIHU HAYES,
“Now, Dlesss tell me the philosophy him and for him, bade him good-bye.
that can be spared from his daily earn- Board for aid.
)
Sec. Trustees.
i
of this medicine~~why it cures 'drunkenW. Lebanon| Me., July 25, 1878.
next Sunday I visited: him" again, ings thas from the wealthy member wha is
Mr. Punshon is authority for the stateness, and how you happened to make the andThefound
only seen atthe Sunday services and makes ment that there are 80,000 backslidden Le
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J,
8.
the
Holy-Spirit
had
been
doing
Sisorery
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent ashis blessed office work in the old man's his dondtions in a bargaining way. Be- Methodists in London.
sistants,
. ‘Well, first you must understand that heart;
that he saw himself a great sinner sides, most of those who follow Christ,
The whole Bible is now translated into
Spring term begins
Mar. 11, 1879
intemperance, first a habit, finally
be- against God ; and the burden of his sor- enter young and without means, but great the Turkish language, which gives it into
Fall term begins
August 26, 1879
comes a disease. It becomes a disease
A
first-class
school.
Three
complete
courses of
promise
of
strength
has
that
church
which
the hands of 150,000,000 of people.
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
of the nerve cells, or, if talking to a phy- row came from the fact that he had lived is full of young members even though
until he had become
a moss-covered
There are said to be 830 Methodist Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
of'a quill,”

ko NET2H

But I could not make

goes

over the sensitive nerves as electricity
goes over a wire, straight to the outside

here does not effect the value of the soul.

grasp even the possibility that he could be

a poisonous fluid electricity,

HOW A MAN OVER EIGHTY YEARS
OLD FOUND OHRIRT.

A CURE FOR DRUNKENNESS.
The Hon. Eli Perkins has been having

or eighty.

It is day night went to see the old man.

Noble knows it was a disease, and doesn't
object to be referred to.”
ted to him. “Many will call him blessed
I am satisfied that if the physicians in
for his labor of love for the Master. He New York will give’ Dr. D'Unger’s diswas naturally diffident and made no dis- covery a trial, they will do more for templay of himself while as much as possi- perance in a year than Gough and Murphy have done in all their lives. It is
ble he would exalt Christ. Blessed are the first remedy ever discovered that kills
the dead who die in the Lord, they rest. the disease and the inclination to drink
at one and the same time.
3
from their labor.
J. L. SINCLAIR.

Selections,

1 told him in slow simple words about

Christ; the old, old, story; that he came
from heaven to earth to save penitent sinners, whether they had sinned one year

shows that alcohol is not digested.

which

in worldly wealth, with years and grace,
and they will be useful with what God
has given them. The rich man of this
ear may be the poor man of next year.
e can not tell what even a day nay
bring forth. The
position we ‘occupy

having acknowledged the kindness of the
King, who bad forbearingly kept him ;
and his wail of agony was: “ God will
not forgive me; ” ** God can not forgive
me; " ¢¢ Why have [ abused his mercy?
** Why have I wronged Him so long?”

Tg
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THE * HTT CATHARTIC-

use of taking the large, repulsive, nauseous pills,
ce
9 ra Hy crude, and bulky ingredients.
ese Pellets are scarcely larger than
aéeda,
Being entirely vegetable, no particular care is required while using them.
They operate without dis«
turbance to the constitution
et, or occupation.

Bina Bond imc, Fate
of th Ch

e
uide!
lood, J Pain in
a
Sy
Ky ol
Sole
lzzinces, Sour Eruecta
ch, Ba
te in the Mouth, Bilious attacks, Pain in region
of Kidney Interna Fever, Bloated feellng about
St
ush of Blood
to Head; také Dr. Plerec’s

Pleasant Purgative Pellets.

In éxplanation of the

remedial power of these Purgative Pellets over so
great a variety of diseases, it may be sald that thelr

action

upon

the

animal

economy

is universal, not a

gland or tissue Sheiping thelr sapmtive impress. Age
(oes not fmpair
the properties of these Pellets.
They are sugurscoiited and inclosed in lass bottles,
thelr virtues being thereby preserved

unimpaired

for

any length of thug, in any climate, so that they are
always fresh and reliable.” This 18 not the case with
Jia Put up in cheap wooden or pasteboard boxes.
“or all diseases where a Laxative, Alterative, or
Purgative, is indicated, these little Pellets
will give

the most
perfect satisfaction. Sold by druggists.
RV.
PIERCE, M. D.. PROP!R, W orid’s Dispensary
and Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
4

CATARRH

MB.—IFrequent head«
ache, dischargu falling into throat,
sometimes profuse, watery, thick
Jnucouss purulent, pensive. os
In others,
a dryness, dry, watery, weak, or inflame
eyes, rd MLA or obstruction,
of the
passages, ringing In ears, deafness, hawking and coughing to clear the throat, ulcerations, scabs from ulcers)
voice altered a
twang, offensive breath, impaired

or total deprivation of sense of smell and taste, dizziness, mental Sepression

tion,

enlarged

fow of these sym

case at one

tonsils,

Joss or a

tic

petite ine 1 ose
ls

ptoms/are {ikely to be present in any

Ce.

%

;

DR. SAGE'S CATARRH REMEDY
oduces radieal cures of the worst cases of Catarrh,

9) matter of how Jong standing. The liquid remedy
may be snuffed, or
better applied by the use of
Dr.

PIERCE'S Douche.

This is the only-form of instru»

ment yet Invented with which fluid medicine
can be
carted HicH | uP and PERFECTLY AFF LIED do all
pars
n
Rassafcs,
Ts oF. cavities communic Th
ia hich
sores and ulcers
frequently
n
recess rich
the catarrhal dl
is pleasant and e
accom
rrh

.

Es

.

\

THE

MORNING

Com-

‘and

In the matter of confessing wrongs and
asking pardon for them, we ean hardly
doubt that a great many persons overlook the importance both of confessing to
and asking pardon of their fellowmen.
Perhaps we might be allowed to say that
many persons sin oftener in not! properly

"confessing to their fellownien, and asking
their forgiveness, than they do in not confessing to God and.asking his forgiveness.
Of course it makes a difference’ whether

the sin is against a person or not—all sin
is against God—whether we do wrong
not

making

personal

confessions,

.in
Our

point is that many people attempt to compromise with duty by confessing only to
God when they ought also to : confess to
tie person they have wronged. They

In the next place, this man will not be
a partisan. There can be no doubt that

he ¢ will not affect to sympathize with

many of the preacher's most convincing
arguments lose force with men from the
the consideration that ¢‘all these ministers
are committed to believing,” that they
are “advocates of some accepted and
defined opinions.” There is adangerto be
guarded against. In Congress, or’ in
any representative partisan body, it may
be known beforehand what kind of arguments will come from the opposing parties on certain questions, so the questioning mind discounts the arguments in
advance. We do not charge the ministry
with the same kind or degree of partisanship. But, so far as they may be in danger of falling into it, they ought certainly
to consider, what effect it will probably
have on the minds of skeptical hearers.
It is here that the presentation -ofa
pure, self-denying, helpful life will be more
effective than the statement of the whole
catalogue of doctrine. Take the doctrine of

rus to the leg of the Lord’s.table,

endless punishment,

for

instance, which

has recently been so much discussed. Dr.
Brooks refers to it in his essay. There
can be no

question

presenting

the

about

the fitness

Bible teaching

on

of

that

question, but after that is done,what more

effective course could be pursued than
that of trying
to awake in men’s lives a
dread of sin, not only by showing its

‘deformity but by setting forth the pathos,
the beauty and the sacrifice of the life that
Christ gave in atonement for it. * For
after all the preaching of rewardseand
punishments through all these centuries,
the #ith remains. that no man in any
century ever yet healthily and helpfully

a system which chains a sectarian Cerbeto bark

at every comer who does not phrase our
shibboleth exactly in our perfect accent.”

will

crowd

If the first be true, it would
the better, both for the

the

be

natives.

‘so much

Chinese

and

the

country itself, if our experience with other

foreigners is a criterion; ifthe second be

true, it begs the whole question of the
efficacy of the Gospel and of the strength
We do not undertake to defend the use of of our institutions to fear their presence;
such language, especially as it appears and if the third be true, we might agree
when standing by itself. This is what
to endure considerable crowding by a
the Examiner and Chronicle says. of it:
people sixty thousand of whom now ia
And these are the words ofa man who,
though known to be one of the loosest California contribute to the annual revenue
of English
open-communioniste,
was of the State over $15,000,000, who have
received with warm-hearted social and already added $290,000,000 to the value
ulpit hospitality by American Baptists, of its property and who are generally inNorth and South,
during his months of dustrious,peaceable,and not much given to
sojourn in the United States! He must.
whiskey-drinking.
needs go to the infernal regions of heathen
mythology for a triple-headed monster,
a fiendish mixture of bull-dog, serpent ——AsS to the text—** Though Jesus himand snake, with which to caricature *‘a self baptized not, but his. disciples”—a
system” under which he was everywhere writer in the London Baptist thinks that
treated as a Christian gentleman and the inference that Jesus did not baptize at
minister. . . . We affirm that he actually
This is his argusaw nothing, in the churches or homes of all is a wrong one.
American Baptists, to give even the color-

ment :

ing of truth to his representation’; and if
¢¢ After these things came Jesus and
what he has written is to be taken as a his disciples into the land of Judea, and
sample of the humanizing influences of there he tarried with them and baptized”
the ripest attainments in open-conmunion- (John 3:22). I ask the reader, who tarism, the less American Baptists have of it ried, and who baptized? See next verse:
the better.
:
¢ And John also was baptizing
in Enon,”
On the other hand the Watch- Tower etc. What does the adverb*‘also"mean—
that John did the same thing, or someexpresses itself as follows:
thing like what Jesus did—baptize ? See
* Our readers will note what was the also John 3: 26: *“ And they (the Jews)
offense of Mr. Mursell. It was simply came unto John, and said unto him, Rabwriting
to an uansectariay undenominabi, he that was with thee beyond Jordan,
tional London newspaper a few sentences to whom thou bearest witness, the same
descriptive of a spirit restricted already, | baptizeth, and all men come to him.”
and getting ‘beautifully less,” let us Again, see John4: 1: * When, therehope, every day. His figure and language, fore, the Lord knew how the Pharisees had
under the constructive use made of them,
heard that Jesus made and baptized more:
taken out Sf their connection, are censura- disciples than John, he left Judea,” etc.
ble, as set before prejudiced American The second verse being only a parenthesis,
readers, but

only

these.

Mr.

Mursell—

now John

expressly declares

twice

that

as against so unfeeling a diatribe, he may Jesus baptized ; the Jews said he baptizshow—had no more thought of a ‘‘coarse ed; the Pharisees also ‘“heard” that Jesus
misrepresentation ofthe faith and prac- ]
ized.
Now, L ask the learned reader
who did not first desire tice
take advantage of the fict that confession | | desired heaven
of a large
and conscientious denomi- to analyze, philologically, the caption of
holiness,
and
no
man
ever
yet
healthily
nation of Christians” than he had, as was this article and see if the adverb not,”
“ean be made to God in secret: they thus
avoid compromising themselves before and helpfully feared hell who did not so recently alleged against him, of having which in Latin is * non,” and in Greek
done other things alike monstrous; and * ouk,” can not be used as an adjective
:
the world, losing sight of the express dec- first fear sin.”
which, in these columns, he showed had and translated ‘‘none,” and harmonize
laration that we must first be reconciled
Unquestionably, the person of Christ, no foundation, either in intention or in
with the other four passages of Scripture,
to the person against-whom we have sin- loyalty to him instead of loyulty to a fact even.
and read: ‘“ Jesus baptized ‘none’ but
ned, before God. can consistently pardon. creed, and the presentation of the ChrisThe closing sentence refers to a report, (he baptized) his disciples.”
Your closet may be full of confessions
tian religion as a person to be believed current soon after Mr. Mursell's arrival
that have never been accepted, because
in instead of as a form of doctrine to be in this country, that he was a sympathizer ——THE one great claim that Unitarians
they were made only to God when they fought over,—this
would have great with the notorious Gov. Eyrie of Jamaica, have made for their system of faith and
ought to have been made tothe individual weight with men in winning them from in his butchery of the blacks, that he had
work—if we may speak of a system where
as well. There is many a church quarrel, rationalism to faith, and from denial to said that the gentility of this country was
there i8 nonme—is that it tends to lift peoand many a. neighborhood quarrel, and praise.
still confined to the South, ete.
ple up, to improve them in mind and
many a family quarrel, all among professMr. Mursell, it should be remembered, body, to ‘‘ help” them. With this claim
Plainly it is only in some direction like
this that anything like a reality of Chris- belongs to that class of Baptists represent- Rev. George S. Merriam joins issue in a
jan union will ever be attained. We can ed, so far as resiricted communion is recent number of the Christian Register.
concerned, by Spurgeon, Robert Hall, He says:
h, aot forbear quoting this paragraph:
President
Goadby and the late Dr. Burns
ff do not see the slightest promise in
I think one great obstacle, the great
| any dimmest distance of what is called in England, and’ by Charles Howard obstacle, to the progress of Unitarianism
e organic unity of Christendom on the Malcom, Dr. Jeffery, Hyatt Smith and —and
I know 1 shall be pardoned for
basis of episcopacy or upon any other Rev.
G. F. Pentecost in this eountry. speaking frankly—is that thoughtiul and
“| Dasis. Td> not see the slightest chance Why is open communion any less to be religious people in the other churches,
of the entire harmonizing of Christian
however doubtful or dissatisfied as to their
on **The Palpit and Popular Skepticism,” doctrine throughout the ‘Christian world, condemned in Mr. Spurgeon, for instance, own church, however attracted by some
in which he attempts to show what kind that dream which men have dreamed than in Hyatt Smith or Mr. Pentecost?
ideas of which Unitarians are the special
‘We “doubtless ought not to include advocates, do not see that the Unitarian
of a man he will be who will most" effect- ever since Christ ascended into heaven,
that sight which no man’s eye has scen in
ively deal with populur unbelief from any age. But Ido see signs that, keeping Rev. Dr. Boyd, of St. Louis, in that list, churches asa body have shown any special
power {o raise ordinary men and women
the sacred desk” His’ ‘argument is a their different thoughts concerning him although his name is now frequently into holier and happier life. Whatever
personal one, and we féar not wholly and his teachings, men, loyal to Christ, found in Baptist papers in connection advantage they have had over other
owning his love, trusting his love, may with the fact that some weeks since he, churches has been mainly intellectual.
void of a sentimental
character.
He
admits the depth and ‘the msltifarious- be united in the only union which is really at his own instance, invited his friend As for kindling moral life in the compuvaluable wherever his blessed name is
at large, saving people, as Jesus
did,
ness of modern skeptieism. ‘He shows known. In that union and in that alone Rev. Dr. Eliot, an excellent Unitarian nity
from their sins, carrying light and“
life
minister
of
St.
Louis,
to
partake
of
the
how it is marked by completeness and can I find myself truly one alike with
and hope among the wretched and dePeter and with Paul, alike with Origen Lord’s Supper, with. which invitation Dr. graded, it is not seen that Unitarian
despair, and how it rejects not doctrines
only, but the whole body of the Christian and Athanasius and Augustine, alike with Eliot complied! ¢Dr. Boyd did not in churches as a body have done more, in
Luther and with Zwingle
and
with
faith. And this skepticism being what it Calvin and with St. Franeis and with all this regard himself as doing violence proportion to their numbers, than Congretional, or Methodist, ‘or Episcopal
38, “the main method of meeting it must Bishop Andrews and with Dr. Channing, to the position of his Church, nor his own, churches. - Toward the class whose need
Be not an argument but a man ;” in other alike with the prelate who ordains me and as strict Communion Baptists ;"—a state- is greatest—the plain and poor people—
ment by the Waich-Tower that is not they have often done less than the others.
with the Methodist or Baptist brother who
words,
“the minister who ‘deals with
is
trying
to
bring
men
to
the
same
Christ
in
insignificant. Dr. Boyd is known as a When I find in any town a small, select,
unbelief most successfully to-day will
the same ' street where I am working.
be not he who is.most skillful in’ proving ‘And no unicn which will not include all Catholic-spirited gentleman, abounding and respectable Unitarian congregation,
side by side with a large, wide-awuke,
truths or disproving errors, but he ‘who these ought to wholly satisfy us, because in love for all the household of faith, and democratic
Methodist
or Universalist
whose
expressions
of
sympathy
and
is most powerful in strengthening faith in no other will wholly satisfy the last great
church, and am told by one of the respectL
Christian courtesy towards the church of able congregation that ¢ Unitarianism
people's lives by the way in ‘which the prayer of Jesus.
In conclusion’ Dr. Brooks states ten our own faith in Charlestown, where he doesn’t seem adapted to succeed among
power of faith-is uttered through his own
are.
gratefully the masses,” the words have a sound o
things which he thinks a preacher may do was recently pastor,
character.”
Sr
most melancholy failure—of suicide. The
Now we suppose that there are a great in his pulpit to make the times less remembered. 1tis to be presumed that church that can not succeed among the

many

people who are trbobled with

phases of unbelief that

no

life,

however

_beautiful, ean remove. They apprehend
the transcendent
beauty of Christ's

character, for instance, and in the region
of the heart and the affections they are
-. mot doubters. Their unbelief is of a different
character. It is intellectual,

skeptical, and to hasten the days of faith.

Dr, Eliot came to the Lords table in St.

These

Louis on his own

are,

first, a familiarity on

the

responsibility and not

the emblems

every preacher should clear up his own

self will have to answer for it,

faith, and decide just what he believes;
third, the preacher should express the
fullest fellowship of faith ,with all be-

while we commend the attitude of the
Watchman and the Baptist Weekly, of New

lievers,

York,

towards

his case,

which,

Meanwhile

men

we

Boyd did wrong, which we might notdeny,

ought not to battle for usages, as though

it ought not to be doubted that a dissent

ment of his pulpit work, to be undertaken

others is the time to keep Baptism and
the Lord's Supper reasonable andspiritual
and grandly simple,and to guard them from

wholesome impression on his mind than
“the more common, but less Christian,

whatever

Christiau

name

the affair of a party ;” fourth,

the form

was supreme:

they

* This of all thus expressed would leave a much more

effort,” is likely to send away many a all suspicion of magic and mechanics ;”
soul with its burden still upon it. - The

fifth, encourage the young to expect more

logical result of such a theory is, ‘that it
makes but little difference what a man
believes so long as his affections are
pure, and his conduct right.

light and

larger

relationship between the pastor and his
people, there should be a frank under-

standing of the fact that the preacher has

bis doubts

others.

and disbeliefsas well us

Men ought never to be led

to

the preacher is asking them
that ose
supp

In |
10 believe what he questions.
hd

A

AA

CURRENT TOPIOS.

:

~——WE are pleased to note the gratifying

weeks, aud the attention of many

of the stu-

dents is turned to spiritual things.

Let prayer

pastor, the

ninth,

to

the

and the

profligate;

of the passions and
; eighth, make Christ's

all preaching and all
the church must

put

off her look of selfishness, frankly saying
that she exists only as the picture of what

the world ought to be, and tenth, let the
truth and dignity of God be felt * down

to the least argument we use, down to
the least bit of church machinery that

clicks in some Dorcas

adit

Vg

district meetings last week

many

ladies

Anarticle in the next column shows what a
church clerk

hood and deceit,

{and

instruction.

The committee

the treasurer

voted under the new law, and nothing oc-

think of the new Church

Records book just

sticeess,

nowhere be more profitably felt than in

plains that bis withdrawal

from the Baptist

‘common schools.

denomination was due to certain’ views and
beliefs which he entertains concerning the ordinances of baptism and the Lord’s Supper,

We hail the omen as

being full of promise.

;

{oti i

a

iif

1

~——Or one huridred and ‘twenty Chinamen in

Boston,

fifty-two

have become

society or guild- members of 4 mission school recently
opened for thew in the Chambers Street

;

appointed to

make the preliminary investigation ‘reported
that ““ some of his methods were out of har-|_

mony with Christianity, and there was a want

The Winchester Q. M, convened

The

at-

were such as to bring religion into
The trial is set down for the 24th,

tendance at conference was
cheering,
congregations to listen te preaching, full,

the
and

eontempt.

Brethren in Christ

Congregational,
and

Christian

Connection

en-

were there

to rejoice

with

the

riper years in experience.

pilgrims

Heavy

and

of

effect-

ive blows were struck in defense of total
stinence from intoxicating drinks

ageby several speakers, before

as

ab-

a bever-

a large

audi-

ence; and the responses from the pews seemed
well to sustain the *¢ strikers.” A brother
minister had words of experience to utter.

The petition for a *“ Home Protection Act,”
in whose behalf Miss Frances E. Willard has
30 earnestly labored, has been presented to the

He had laid aside tobacco

Illinois House of Representatives with 110,000

a8 well

as

alcohol.

Immediately, another brother in the ministry
said, ¢“ I feel that I have corns on my toes the
last speaker has mashed.”» He had used the

names upon it. It is expected that 40,000
names will be added during the ensuing week
or two before it will be presented to the Senate. It is desired that every friend of the bill
should work for it up to the last moment.
“ Thus far,” says Miss Willard, * the outlook

thought

A

people that came to the place. Reports from
the churches, especially Luray and Winchester, were unusually comforting.
Many converts who recently had come into the churches

United

couraging item of information than that, especially when it is remembered that this list
by no means comprises
the whole number of
conversions. The interesting question is, How
many will endure to the end?

is more hopeful than we had
it.”

8, 9.

on Sabbath night the church could not hold the

heen
Bap-

papers.»
We have rarely reported a more

March

with the

church in Winchester,

Presbyterian,

AR ah

Trip to Winchester, Va.

of reverence in some of his sermons”; in brief,

tist,

5

A BAPTIST.

Makanda,
Til,

of false-

A grand total of 5,152 conversions has
lately reported by the several Methodist,

~~

Bros. Gilliland and Manning are still continuing their meetings at Murphysboro with good |

pipe and the cigar and I doubt not

merry shout that burst forth

after the

from

the audi-

ence, on hearing this confession, that that good
brother will break the pipe, and use the pennies he has been: accustomed to spend for

to find

cigars in the

purchase

of Bibles

and

Testa-

ments for the needy,or in some other reasonable
way:
Storer Normal School was remembered

Denominational Heos.

in the following resolution :
:
Resolved, That we rejoice in the success of
our Normal School at Harper's Ferry; and we

Ohurch Records.

will give to it

our

prayers

and

hearty

sup-

He has been

church

clerk,

town

honor and

elerk,

scribe to various organizations, and if
there is anything he prides himself on,
it is a good record. The book was placed
in his hands. He examined it closely
for some time ; then, with a satisfied

ex-

pression on his countenance, he remarked,
¢ Just the thing for a church record!”
When told the price of the book, he seemed astonished at its cheapness.
The arrangement of its departments is
itself suggestive as to what should go
down on church records, as wellas where,

and how to record it.
should be a doubt
the book, a careful
“ SUGGESTIONS TO
clear. “In short,

as to just how to ‘*keep”
study of the page of
CLERKS” will make all
this record book is a

gem, the cheapness of which places it

as to what facts should enter into it, and
how they should be arranged. Every one
of our churches should have this book
and be prepared to start off with the denomination on its second century of history, with a clean record: with a record
‘that has in itseif the prophecy of a clearer

and fuller account of church doings than
the meager and disconnected jottings of
some, if net of most, of the old books.
PAsTOR.
Liberal Sentiment.

Six years ago there was no such thing as a
Freewill Baptist Q. M. in this part of the

country.

There was here and there an open

communion
accomplishing

church

with

much,

and

no

facilities

in faet they

They

for
were

were generally known

as

“Freewills”" by outsiders, and the Missfonary Baptists took great pride in
alluding to them as having no well defined or
established principles,

and

as

being

the only

Free Communionists. Those liberal sentiments that so naturally arise in the minds and
hearts of the thoughtful and pious were then
quelled if not totally suppressed. Much is due
to the labors of Bros. Manning and Gilliland
in bringing together these scattered fragments of

Open Communion Baptists and consummating
their union with the regular Freewill Baptists.
This work has been greatly blessed. Many
have been converted and brought .in, new
churches organized, and old ones renovated
and enlarged. Popular prejudice is giving
way, young wen of promising ability are
entering our ministry, Such items as the

following from the Carbondale

of talking

in the

lection for Home Missions within

the

Q.

M.

And was it not cheering and exciting beyond
words to express, to see the children advauce
eagerly to the table in front of the pulpit with

their pennies

and

their dimes?

Amount

of

collections at this session, $10.23,
The winter is passing away, for until within
a few days, cold,freezing winds and snow were
with us. To-day the air is balmy, and the
promise of spring seems about to be fulfilled.
Everything appears to be saying, **“ Let the

name of the Lord be praised.”
A. H. MORRELL.
Harper's Ferry, March 10.

But in case there

within easy reach of the smallest and
poorest churches, and it should at once be
placed in the hands of the clerk of every
Free Baptist church in the denomination.
The first century of our deneminational
life is nearly measured. Before it shall
quite close, every Free Baptist church
should crystallize
the important facts of its
individpal
existence into history. The
record book contains not only the blank
space for such a history, but suggestions

The

sweet privilege

presence of both old and young.
At the close
of this talk, the school and others took a col-

Free Press

And such as this from the Baptist Banner,

the Close Buptist organ of Southern Ill:

Eid. J. W. Phelps, of Knob Prairie, recently

S-O
0b
* +0

Western Ministerial Work and Pay.
Here in the West we are continually

receive

ing letters of inquiry from young ministers in
the East, but few of them ever come West who

receive answers.

One letter I remember

stat-

ed that the writer was located, received only
$500 per year, and was thinking of coming
West if an opening presented. I would not
wish to discourage any one who earnestly ‘de.

sires to labor for the Master, but probably a
few facts will enlighten our eastern brethren,
as well as let our friends

know

something

of

the sacrifices being made with scarcely a murmur by our noble western ministry. Last
year one brother, who was pastor of four
churches, on the first Saturday in each month
had twelve miles to ride, attend monthly cove-

nant meeting that afternoon, preach a sérmon
in the evening, another sermon on Sabbath
morning and usually another in

the

afternoon

or evening, besides attend to a multiplicity of
wants of the brethren before his return ride
home of twelve miles. The second Saturday
and Sabbath he officiated at his: home church,

two miles from his residence.

The third Sab-

bath, distance twelve miles, sermon in the
. morning, another in the evening.
The fourth

Saturday and Sabbath, distance: seven miles,
same services as qu first | The first church is
about wes} of his home, the second I think
south,

east

of

north, and as he is the only F. B. preacher

the

third

north,

the

fourth

in

that section or scope of country,

and

at least

as much more, he was being constantly called
for on funeral occasions and for other ministerial work, thus having no’ time to devote to
other pursuits, often being compelled to ride
nights to meet the demands upon him, besides
holding ‘protracted meetings with all
the
churches. For the year's work he received’
less than $350.00. This is an extreme case,but
here is another brother’s labor for this year,
not yet closed. Saturday and Sunday services,
1st week, seventeen miles, 2d week one omehalf miles, 3d week seven miles, 4th week
eight miles; nearly all his time occupied.
For about the snme work last year he received

less than $300. But the West is sorely in need
of ministers, and earnest, ‘consecrated men
will find plenty of work for

the Master,

while there is not much hope of our

becoming rich by salariés,

their

and

ministers

‘actual needs

are not neglected by the brethren.

ou.

Soll bod
For

Myrtle Hall.
A year ago the Woman's Missionary Society
called upon the people of this denomination to
‘raise a thousand dollars, that the work on the
enclosure of Myrtle Hall, at Harper's Ferry,

might be resumed witheut danger of debt.
The people nobly responded; in six weeks
the sum was raised, workmen were employed,
and the building enclosed! More than that,
churches, schools and {ndividuals took rooms
in the building till the first two floors have

been nearly finished, one is occupied, and
enough funds have been sent te finish the

rooms of the third floor.

The ‘school is so

operations of

threw off his allegiance to the Baptist church ‘crowded that these rooms will be occupied as
at Knob Prairie and joined ' the Freewills. He
is gone to his own place,
; soon as they are ready, but rooms can. not be
furnished till windows are in, doors hung, and
I clip one more item from the same paper:

the United States life-saving service, with "its

Eight hundred:dollars more are needed that

notin accord with the theory and practice of
the denomination. *
The last annual report

:
of the

n

,
The face of our church clerk was roseate port.
In reference to the Morning Star:
;
with smiles as he laid the long-looked-for
Resolved, That this conference recommend
record book on our study table. ‘Size the Morning Star, and other publications of
and proportions just-right,” said he. the F. B. Printing Establishment to the families of our congregations.
‘See what excellent paper! Bat the best
Warm-hearted and excellent sermons were
of all is the nice tabular arrangement for preached to eager, listening congregations on
the classification of the statistics desirable the occasion, by Revs, J. D. Myers, W. P.
to be kept in church records.”
Fisher, and J. H: Rideout; and at 3 o'clock, r.
In the evening thé church treasurer M., Sabbath, the pastor at W. (Rev. B. Kirk)
-eame-in—to—-bring—the—weekly stipend: |. had his S. S_in the front pewsand-I had the

are appearing in our county papers: .'
Rev, John H. Culley organized a church of
curred, excepting in a few individualcases, published by the Printing Establishment.
‘These expressions of opinion are the more val- the Freewill Baptist faith at Beaver Pond
to detract from the propriety or dignity of usable because wholly unsolicited.
| sehool-house,
some tive miles east of this
A
lice, on the 8rd instant, with a membership
the occasion. Woman's influence can
Rev. F. F. Emérson, of Hartford, Ct., ex£26. A good work, truly.’
Hi
Ji

shaping the policy and character of our

as

prepared by Dr, Landers himself. On our
part we are endeavoring to keep cool and
¢“‘see the salvation of the Lord,”

The Brooklyn Presbytery has decided to try

communion.

[inquiry is pervading Bates College at piésent.
' Meetings have been held almost daily for three

spirituality to the

of to-day. In the first place, he should be ‘believing;
Injorder to have a’ clear

method of crimination and rebuke.”

paper, but are giving the public & synopsis

generally opposed to missions and other
benevolent enterprises. These societies were
looked uponas the representatives of open

BRIEF NOTES.

be offered in their behalf.

materialist,

can

There is nothing like a discriminating taste.
“ Reluet” the Congregationalist uses and
defends, but “ relict” it regards as antiquated
and obsolete.
¢
No one who has read the recent numbers of
the Watch- Tower, the new Baptist paper in
New York, could have failed to discover that
it is not now the organof Rev. J. D. Fulton in
any sense. Rev. Dr. Olmstead has the sole
charge of it.
;
;
‘We are glad to learn that a spirit of religious

truth that ‘is preached to them; sixth, results of the first practical trial of woman
practice no trimming
: preach the highest suffrage in New Hampshire. In the school-

. At the same time, the kind of a man “highest morality
shiat Dr. Brooks describes as in his opinion seventh, get hold
best enleulated to meet the unbeliever is enthusiasms of men
such as the world stands greatly in need ‘life the center of
a eandid man;

developments of the

It

unworthily, nobody but him-

ment rather than by a life. And any
minister who is a recognized leader
- among men,if he acts on the theory that

with distinet preparation and with speciul

at all.

on Dr. Boyd's, and that if he partook of erhood alive in its own members.

bear: * Let not religion come to seem to

“to meet unbelief is not a special’ depart-

succeed

preachers part with the character of the

the case, it must be answered by an argu-

And that being

not

not keep spiritual faith and human broth-

skepticism that surrounds us ; second, that

they dissent from Dr. Boyd's course, do
it in a kind and courteous spirit. If Dr.

rather than sentimental.

masses can

the clamor about church communion based on
unity of doctrine and discipline. The Missionaries refuse to publish this debate in their

And that
is about all the present * admission
of women” amounts to.
Dr. Talmage on the * common fame’

Little,

PR

Secret Societies,

letter to the London Christian World, that

third, that they

D.J.

tend to. silence

Fe)

Mormonism,

munism. All of those evils should be duly
exposed on all proper occasions, but to
make:-them the bug-bear of every Sunday's discourse, while scores in the congregation may be hungering for the bread
of life, is neither wise nor profitable. - Of
eourse we say-that with the understanding
that every preacher ought to know, what
his audienee is most in need of, and that
he should be left at liberty to supply those
needs as seems best to him.

in a

Rev.

dA

waste their powder in bombarding an
enemy from which their hearers are in no
danger. We know of a‘minister who is
repeatedly preaching against Catholicism,
while not one of his congregation is inclined towards that faith. And so of

Mursell

and

EY

not

and

Arthur

for

Missionary,

EWS

tell,

Rev.

Landers,

Freewill, will, it is believed,

‘Have you heard the news? asks the
Alliance, referring to the much-heralded * admission of women to Harvard College.” We
had supposed that the professors in that institution had always been at liberty to receive
even womenas private pupils, provided they
paid the required $3 per hour

Baptist ehurch.

The recent discussions between the Rev. Dr.

& BH Bh oss

sermon

by

ex-

is now called to his

a Freewill

bd = A

every

pression

an

A Council

place to organize

A

try to make

Can-

of the.two papers mentioned, was

the Chinese in this country are, first, that

they can not be used for political purposes; second, that they are heathen, and

example.

‘Dr. Boyd) of St. Louis, recently invited a

Unitarian Minister to commune | with his
narratives of adventure, details of work; and ‘church, and the said Minister did actually
i diagrams of equipments for performing its commune, So say the St, Louls papers.
3

dS

themselves

remind orthodox preachers

.that they should husband their. resources,

sphere where beliefs are forming.
dor is the handmaid of wisdom.

to not because of its freshness as a matter
of news but to show the characteristic tone

for the

anid

erations, but our présent use of them is to

every

refer

waiting

LE

Those words suggest the: gravest -consid-

and theological seminaries, and to

which we here

been

right opportunity to throw off the shackles.
Neveral others will no doubt soon fellow his

EA

thodoxy. Hence their preachers are wasting their &fforts when they direet their
main attack against orthodex theology.

under consideration,

——As we understand our correspondent
whose article appears on the first page,
the points that he tries to make against

he has for a long time

dN

They are not in danger of lapsing into or-

fom the fellowship of the
Baptist denominan.
)
Rev. Phelps is a man of ability and says

has had experience in teaching them in of imperiled and ship-wrecked sailors.
The text of Rev. Phillips Brooks's first serthe West, and is able to speak their language. The instruction is principally mon was from 2 Cor. 11: 3, * The simplicity
that is in Christ,” and he says that a cruel
moral and religious, and the pupils show
classmate’s eriticism of it was that, *¢ There
good interest besides being apt and dili- was very little simplicity in the sermon, and
gent. It can’t be subjecting our religion no Christ.” - The criticism may bear a hint to
to a very great strain when half the most preachers. Christ and simplicity, but
¢ heathen” Chinese in a given city join an | not silliness, are what the people need from
the pulpit.
:
i
evangelical Sunday-school.

AD

thrians that their drift is towards practical
anbelief in any spiritual truth whatever.

Such a man as Dr. Boyd and Buch a church as
will retain him as pastor, ought to be cut off

NE

Rev. George S. Merriam tells the Uni-

Chronicle and the Walch-Tower, the latter
a Baptist paper recently started in New
York by Rev. Dr. Olmstead, for a long
time the genial editor of the Watchman
and
Reflector of Boston. The subject

of the
behalf

LAM

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H,

duties, presents an interesting study
costly and often heroic efforts made in

a

be

They are under the care of eom-

petent teachers, one of whom at least

RE

&c., should

on business, remittances of money,

upon the same topic by the Examiner and

church.

halls built.

Gh

tion
ar Ad communications designed for publica
letters
shouldbe addressed to the Editor, and all

DEALING WITH OFFENDERS.
The spirit and manner of a man are
shown more in what he prints, or
causes to be printed, than in what he
says in the more limited sphere of private
conversation. We have lately had a good
illustration of this fact in some remarks

aa lh

19, 1879.

MARCH

AJ

i a

WEDNESDAY,

1879.

wh

The Horning Star.

19,

A

days when faith is sufficiently hard, he
is not a true man who deliberately makes
it harder by upbraiding men for doubting
whut he himself can not! believe. ‘The
minister who tries to make people believe
that which he questions, in order to keep
them from questioning that which he
believes, knows very little about the
certain workings of the human heart and
has no real faith in truth itself.”
Before we deny the soundness of that
sentence let us be convinced of its
And let us apply it not
unsoundness.
only to the teaching of the minister, but
children at -home,
teaching the
to
‘in colleges
young ' men
teaching

MARCH

«These have not been provided for,

the building may be completely 'finisheil and
paid for. Several men and women ha ve offerJ

0 FARIA]
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|
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existe between

pastor

bear the burdens of others,
Rev. A.J.

Canney

.
'

closes

a very pleasant

with the Lawrenee church’ During the past
year the society has paid an:old debt of
$1045.85, all of which (except $100) was incur

'dedi-

cated May 80, finished and freed from. debt,
There is till an opportunity for churches to

red while building their

labor in the furnishing of these rooms, as only

a few out of the whole number have been pro-

len.
.
i
y
Rev. E. C. Coffin, of Tracy Creek, writes:
‘“At the commencement of the Week of Prayer

Eastern,

_| the church at Mecca had a mind

themselves.
ren Center

D.

Wartimes

worked in his characteristic way, with

all his.

Rev. W. W. Davenport, wife

and daughter, were present one evening, and
contributed to the interest of the meeting.
The writer helped what little he could. The

Rev. E. G. Eastman has closed a very successful pastorate with the Abbot church.
"During his stay with them the membership

tween

twenty

and thirty

enlisted

under

the

banner of Prince Immanuel.”
Rev. H. Whitcher writes: “The last week in
Feb. I attended Q. M. at E. Hamlin, which

as it did the Parkman, Abbott and N. Guilford
churches. Preaching two or three times every
Sabbath, and riding fifteen or twenty miles to
meet his engagements, and it being not unusual for him to have appointments for every
evening for weeks in succession, all this told
on Bro. Es health and he goes to a field
where he hopes to find less exposure, if not
less work.
He will settle with the church in
Rockland.
Interesting meetings are being held at the
Essex St. church, Bangor.
It is said that the

was a good season. I also stayed and protracted the meeting over the Sabbath and the week

Sabbath,
church,

continuing the Q. M. held there on Friday and
Saturday.
A good revival began and five
arose for prayers, The meeting is to continue
through the week,
Bro. Randall is the pastor,
well liked by all. He will continue to labor at

Kendall.

Bro.J.

M.

Crandall

leaves

Wal-

worth; and Bro. Hart takes his place.”
Rev. H, Whiteher will preach his 50th anniversary sermon Marchs23, at 3, rp. M,, in the
old stone church in Ogden, known as the.
Union church, where he began the ministry
fifty years ago. All old friends are especially
invited to be present.
Province

Q. M.

who devoted his whole time"fo the min-

istry, Rev, W. H. Lyster, of Moes River.
Now there are two more, Revs. F. Randall, of
Bulwer, and O. Roys, of Massawippi.
During
the fall and winter, Bro. Jordan, an evangelist,
held meetings with the Compton and Bulwer
churches with glorious results. At the Q. M.
held with the Compton church in Dec., it was
stated that some one or more in almost every
family were Christians, and in many instances
all the members of the family took part in the

his

farewell sermon next Sunday, and date his
. resignation from that time. Mr. Hall has been
about two and a half yeats iu this city, during
which time he has earned, in a remarkable degree, the confidence and respect of all classes
of our community.
He is recognized everywhere as 1 most earnest Christian worker, an
«enthusiastic lover of his profession, and a
preacher of much more than ordinary ability.
His constant effort since coming here has been
to do good, and to this end he bas always been
among the foremost in every good word and

family devotions. A large number have already united with the church, and. still there

work, whether in or out of bis own
particular
society, His departure will be a public loss,
C. E. Davis closes a winter's labor with the
North Woodstock church, feeling it to be his

are more to follow.

Bro.

Randall,

pastor

of

the Bulwer church, expects a large addition
duty to attend school the coming term.
God to that church before the June session of the
Q: M., which is to be held there. Several
has blessed his labors. The church has been
revived, backsliders reclaimed and sinners con- other churches have received additions, The
Stanstead church id the batner church of beverted. He leaves with the best wishes of the
nevolence in the Q. M. ' Although its resident
Woodstock people.
:

membership as recorded in the Register is the

Island.

smallest,
it has
given for Mission
purposes during the last six months more than all
the rest of the Q. M. The last Q, M. was held

The Park St. church, Providence, resumed
services in their house of Worship, on Sunday,
the 16th inst. An equitable rent is paid until
the litigation, in which the church has no part,

at Coaticook, March 1, 2. Revs. A. H. Milliken and A. D. Jones from the Wheelock Q.

ceases,

M, were present.

Massachusetts.

The spirit of revival was in

the midst and it was

About two hundred friends assembled at the
residence of Dea. L. G. Howe, of the Paige
St. church (Lowell), last Wednesday evening,
in commemoration of hissixty-ninth birthday
which occurred a few days previously.
Dur-

ing the evening he was presented with an elegant silver ice-pitcher and a gold-headed cane
—of which however he appears to be in no
immediate need.
His pastor, Rev. Mr, Porter;
made a suitable presentation address, and the
worthy deacon very pleasantly responded,
Rev. J. 8. Burgess writes from Lynn:—
“* The readers of the Star have been already

a large and

profitable

session. Last Satarday, March 8, the Coaticook church held its monthly conference for
the first time for years.
Quite a number were
present and the prospects seemed good.
They
Lad preaching on the Sabbath following. Ar-

rangements were made by the Q. M., by
which they are tobe supplied with preaching
tl

A

of worship, through its debt of some $18,000,
which it was wholly unable to pay, about two
and a half years ago, the subsequent purchase:
of the High St. Baptist house, for $6,000, their
occupancy of the house, and settlement of
Rev. A. P. Tracy over the church,
Some two
years since, in the course of eight months, we
obtained in pledges and cash, the sum of

A few God fearing and God serving individ.
uals of Houston desirous of having their usefulness enlarged, after prayer fully eonsidering
the best means to attain the desired end, came
.to the:conclusion that it would be for the best
interest of the dear Redeemer’s cause to identify themselves with some evangelical denomination of Christians, and requested Bev. D. D.

Mitchell, pustor of the

Money Creek

Mission Soc. has

ganizing them into a Freewill Baptist

sides, repairs much

needed

lust year been made on
cushions and carpeting,

and all nearly
also during the

have

paid.

Huoston Q. M., then

within the

the house, including
costing in all $1200,

paid for. The church has
last year raised $54.00 for
di-

vided between them. To the ladies of the
<hurch belongs the credit of providing the
carpeting and cushions, by their own labor

and means without

expense

tb the

in session at Pickwick,

Rev. P. Fuller, D.
them.

D.

Mitchell

Feb. 11, H. A. Corey

Sunday-school.

The -best of all

is, several are seeking Christ, and finding him
precious. The church seems well united and
* engaged in the Master's service. We enjoyed
the day very much with the brethren, who
gave us a collection of $10 for the Dexter
~ ¢hurch. The loss of the Union St.” property
has really been the

gain,

or

salvation, of the

<hurch and society, The Home Mission Soc,
has been well compensated for its timely . aid,
the writer for some

hard,

self-denying

‘work,

in providing funds, and all who have contributed to so gratifying results. ‘God be praised

for his goodness ‘and

mercyto the

Lynn!
.

church.”

»

4

The church in’ Haverhill has béen steadily
gaining conquests over the enemy, as the troTho prayer
Phies of souls saved testify.

‘meetings are full of deep thought

and’ earnest

discourse on the part of the ‘chureh, while:
the Sabbath services attract and hold a larger d

audience than at the earlier part of the pres:

ent pastorate, : By persistent effort in well
doing, Winter Street church retains
ik dis

the ree
Hh

Brann

to

act

and

with

and D. D. Mitch

ell, with their wives, visited this place and
called a meeting at the house of John B.
These being satisfactory,

Bro. M. read the church covenant, which was
subscribed to by all. Bro. C. spoke of the im-

with the Plymouth church

in _Labette Co,

Traveled twenty miles and a storm came on
us, and it snowed so hard'that at the urgent
request of the ‘brethren of the Plum’ Creek
church, we commenced a protracted” meeting.
Continued one. week, preaching day and
night. The church wus greatly revived, one
added, and five rose for prayers the

last

night:

of the meeting. Bro. Scott, who was licensed
to preach at our last Aug. Q. M., has done
good service, preaching the Word with good
acceptance,” Bro. Henderson acknowledges
a donation from friends in Science Valley, and

adds that ¢ there is a great field and opening
here for Free Baptists who can work all the
week, ride twenty miles Saturday night,preach
on the Sabbath, and back at work Monday
Morning

*

Indiana

Revs. J. F. Tufts and

Wm.

Tucker

held

a

protracted meeting at the Franklin church,
commencing about the 10th of Feb., and continuing about two weeks.
The church was
considerably revived and encouraged.
Two
additions
to the church and quite a number

Nebraska.

protracted

meeting

of

from Rose Creek
he commenced a

two,

weeks;

though the weuther was very cold

and

al-

and other

disadvantageous
circumstances
had
to be
contended against, yet he was able to organize
two churches of twelve and fifteen members
respectively. One of them bears the name of
Liberty, and the other that of Center church.

John B. Gerard,
prevailed.

clerk.

The best of feeling

These ten thus uniting

themselves

together feel that they need rauch of the grace
of God to enable thém to stand fast and to
teach

others

the' way

of

salvation.....The

OIL

JELLY,

Wilbor's Cod Liver 0il and Lime.—The
great popularityof this sife and efiicacions preparation is alone
attributable to its intrinsic worth.
In the cure of
Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis
Whooping Cough, Scrofulous Humors, and’ all
consumptive Symptoms, it has no superior, ; if
equal.
t no one neglect the early symptoms 0:
disease, when an agent is at hand which will cure
all complaints of the Chest, Lungs or Throat.

Chemist,

We have often thought that there is no ambition
which, being gratified, affords such happiness to
its possessors asiresults from a successful effort
to alleviate the sufferings of mankind. There are
millions of human beings suffering untold ‘miservarious

forms

of diseases

which

be the crowning glory of the age?

From reports”

and the demand for Dr. M. W. Case's Carbolate of
Tar Inhalents, we are led to believe that relief in
many cases fay have been found.
For particulars regarding Electric Belts, address

PULVERMACHER
N.Y.
.

GALVANIC CO.,

New York,
eow20

A Man of a Thousand.
When death was hourly expected, all remedies
having failed, and Dr. H. James was experimenting with Indian Hemp,he accidentally cured his
only child of Consumption, and now gives this
Recipe free for two stamps to pay expenses.
Address CRADDOCK & C0., 1032 Race Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

v
CONSUMPTION

1332

‘
CURED.

miles north from Bellville, in Republic Co.;
Kas. Elder Millard is about leaving to settle
farther west, out of the bounds of the Center
church.
He is a candid man and a good
preacher.
Elder George Thompson is well
liked in these ¢hurches.

Quarterly Rleetings.

by this motive, I will mail, free to all who desire,
this recipe in German or English ‘with directions
for use. Address with stamp, naming this paper,
M. C. ROSE, 154 Powers’ Block, Rochester, N. Y,
3mll

WATERLOO Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Waterloo church, Feb.
7—9.
Notwithstanding
the severity of the weather, the
churches were well represented.
We
were
quite limited in ministerial help. but we had
the pleasure of listening to Bro. Baker ull the
more.
Bro, Brown was engaged in a protracted effort with the Oelwein church and thought
it good not to leave.
Bro. B. held a series of
meetings the first of the winterin a country
place with good success, and as the result a
church was organized last Sabbath, making
him four preaching places.
Bro. Baker is still
labering with the
Waterloo church, The

Far superior to
ommon
porous plasters, liniments, the so
called electrical appliances, &e.
It is the best
known remedy for
Lame and Weak Back,
rheumatism, Female Weakness, Sciatica, Liu.

Macedonian cry is heard almost on every
breeze, Come overand help us: Andas a Q.
M. we feel more thin

ago, Diseased Kidneys, Spinal Cemplaint
nd all ills for which porous plasters are used.
Ask your Druggist for Benson’s Capcine. Plas

command of the Saviour to pray the Lord of
the harvest to send forth laborers into his vine-

ter, and see that

ever

the

force

CELEBRATED

of that

BRANCH (MIcH.) Q, M.—Held its last ses
sion with the ‘Alganseé church, Feb, 7--9.
good representation - from all ‘the thurches.
Good roads and fair weather all went to make
up u very interesting and profitable session,

union

and

harmony

prevailing. .' The Word

was preached to good aceeptanee.
Rev. Wm.
Taylor the principal speaker. Much interest
wus added to the meeting by the presénce of

Rev. H. 8. Limhocker and G. F.

the Hillsdale
resolution ;

Q.

M.

Adopted

Griffin from

the

following

‘Resolved, That we, the delegates from

the

Free Baptist churches of Branch Q. M. in
conference assembled, believe it to be the ime
perative duty of all persons, and especially
Christians, to abstain entirely from the use of
all intoxicating drinks as a beverage.
Next session with the North Bethel church.
C. F. MYERS, Clerk.

Q. M.—Held its last

session with

of the Capae church was licensed to’ preach’

Gospel.

Rev. George H. Howard

the

was present

as corresponding messenger from the Genesee Q.
M., and by his preaching and words of counsel
added much to
the interest of the meeting. Rev.
G. B. Cutler was appointed to attend the next
session of the Genesee Q. M., as corresponding
‘messenger.
On Saturday afternoon 102 spoke

of their love to the Saviour

and

The preaching was excellent

and well caloulat-

the church.

the whole Testing:
God’s ‘children rejoiced,
sinners wept, and one backslider was reclaimed,
He said he would go home and erect a family

* whether

in the body or out of the body

an one enjoyed

could

the meet-

WORLD

you

get

nothing

Next session to be held with

[Pickwick church is now enjoying a series of
meetings,
Profegsed Christians have been

much quickened and
God is working in the
verted.
|
ory
u"

many
hearts
;

are feeling that
of the’

Michigan,

uncon.

:

Rev. Geo, H, Howard bas resigned a nine
years® pastorate with the Ortonville church to
take effect; April 1....There has been

a good

In Brownfield, Me., Mur, 8,by Rev. 1, 8, Jordan,
Mr.

fiiesbury, + Perkins and Miss’ Emma L, hall, both of

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Me.

5250

DEARBORN

Q.

with the Franklin
8.

Lo

.. EJ. DovLe,

New York.

P=

sermon

Friday

evening,

£3

E. 0. DICKINSON,
Central

Association

Jresched quite acceptably

Saturday

Christ.

Sunday, at 10% A. M.,

preaching

by

Rev. J. F. Tufts, at the close of service the
Lord’s

Supper

was

attended,

Collection

Receipts.

Catt Q M eol.

i

Mie

Benj and Rhoda Crary int
id
Speacet Ketchum int on Bible S note
Mrs RB Wood int
hi
;
Wom Miss Soc Fairport per Li A Crandall
Hamlin ch per Rob Nesbit
Rochester Q M col
;
'
J Kinney Ill
per Rev H Whitcher
Jdafferson Q M col per WH Merriman
Mrs C Runde int per E J Agard
MissL/:
*
“do
Miss IC Mitchell do
Wm Stanley do
For. Miss do
WH Garlock int

7.00
5.00
2.00
8.00
12.00
11,00
2.82
5.00

250
2.49

4.00

Cook int
Ber J D Smith
0
int do
Miss May
do
Middiesexch- do

5.00
14.00
1.40
1.75
1.76
20.00

C. A. HILTON,

No. Parma, N.Y.

Reported hy Financial Sec

185.54
Treas,

Societies.
Receipts.
FM

in Star Mar 5 und 12
Legac les—
Estate of Michael Artman
late of Hillsdale Mich for
per fund
Estate of Rev J Baldwin do

92987

there were no additions to the church, yet

we

100.00
623

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete.
FULL
WARRANTED,
Chtntngue sent Free,

VANDUZEN

sermon
P.M

at 117A.
l

MM.’

Business meéting
at ‘2
C. €. RUBLE, /Ulerk,

Doz. Vurfety Patterns for both

Post-Office Addresses,
E,N, FERNALD. (to. whom all contributions

SOAP.

Some of our lady friends have been using the, | Hora
Da

Glove Soap, and say that itis the choicest article
for washing they have ever used.
It is used in
our family with entire satisfaction; nothing like
it for removing dirt- and stains, For cleaning
type we regard the Printer's Globe ‘Soap as superior to any other article. Afni wanted,
Address
R.A. TYLER,
DOVER, kT

RA Li

pe LE

EE
I CR hi
a

GLOBE

I

H

useful

and

mental work.
Address Mrs. R. Hapatord,
hill Center, Vt.

No. 40 State
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orna-

COMPANY, 201
6teows

July & Aug.

B
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PARTY TO

Third Year.

Send for book

* Two. Months

in Europe,”

circular of Smrnmenr’s tour.

and

Baking Powder.
Invented by E. N. Hersford, late Prof. in Harvard
Univer=ity.
It is Better and Healthier than ordina«
44 Baking
Pdvder,
Cream
‘I'artar or
east.

"HALF
A CENTURY_OLD,

DOWNS LLSTR!
eases, when used in season.

years ago, Elder

_ Universally nsed and recommended
prominent Physicians.

by

Put up in packages
containing
ounces, just enough
for 25 pounds

11
of

’

The Horsford Almannc
sent free on application.
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192 pages.

will send
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DOORE

ondition, our choice

pie viche NEW AND

and many |
AR
your choice of varieties, see our
page C
e, free toall. Wealso offer nu immense stoc
Fruit and Ornamental Trees Evergreens, Small Fruits
bs, ete. Catalogue with Colored Plate, 10c.
ardy Flowering Shrubs.
«...6 sorts,
urrant
Bushes.

of

ines........

weet

Chestiniit 5+ 50 Catalin Trees....

Year,

5Cts,

If you can not find them at the nearest
Musie Store or Bookseller's send to

onrcaco.
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CO.,
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Publishers,

| 76 East Ninth St.
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eenhouses:

400 Acres.

Fe CO., Painesville, Ohio.

Caswell’s Slippery Elm Lozenges.
For Coughs, Colds, and all, affections of the Throat

and Lungs. Consumptives will find them soothing and healing; use
them freely.
In traveling,
the Church, Concert and Lectire room, don’t fail
to use them. Always have them
by your bedside;
two or three,
sone
taken when
Si
<

PPERY

£y

death
cae,

DLs
piates,

butai give

abundance.

them them Sli Slippery Elm Elm Lozenges
Lozenges
iin

Large rn

postage paid,
to any
ceipt

of

prietors.

My amnual Catalogue
Flower

Seed

of Vegetable and

for 1879,

rich

in

engravings

from original

photographs, will be sent free to all

‘who apply.

ustomers

of last

year

need

not

write for it. I offer one of ‘the largest collections
of vegetable seed ever sent out by any seed house
in America, a large portion of which ‘were grown
on my six seed farms. Printed directions for eultivation on each package. All seed warranted to
be both fresh and true to name; so far, that should
it prove otherwise, I will refill the order gratis.
The original introducer of the Hubbard Squash,
Phinney’s Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican
Corn, and scores of other vegetables, I invite the
are

anxious to have their
wer, fresh, true, and o
WwW
GETABLES

SPECIALTY.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mase,
1

BEST CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in Crim+
CLINTON

ANY LADY

BROS., Clintonville,
1y24

l

or Gent

their

sends

will

us

el

oC ox dra

es, in

0

afford
to be without it. Sent

of price.

D. LOTHROP

HONEY

© No

student can

postpaid on receipt

& CO., Boston.

BEES.

NEW PRINCIPLES IN BEE KEEPING.
Every one who has a Farm or Garden can now
keep Bees with profit. Bees kept’ on my plan are

Haolbroo a
Hoag
ea
Hodge—G W Hoyt—J James—W H Jenkins~T
ri
napp~H Lockhart—M A Lufkin—G
inard—-E Morse—FE F Morton—T F

or garden. Xvery hive of Bees kept on my
Ian
[will pay a profit of Fifty dollars every year.
i. COTTON,
for circular. Address MRS. LIZZIE

more profit than anything connected with the farm

West Gorham, Maine.

Ware, Window

-

4t11
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Polishing

Silver

and Plaited

Glass, Mirrors, Marble,

Paint, &c.

This is the most convenient and effective prepara-...

tion for these

purposes ever offered to the public.

by ROBINSON

BROS. & CO.,

It maybe used even by inexperienced help with.
entire Safety, as it contain nothing that can possai-~
bly injure
the finest plate or jewelry.
Many
of”
our largest Manufacturers and Importers of Sil.
ver and Plated Ware have used
Soap,
. and(
have given it their unqualified approval.
CAUTION.
The original and only
genuine
Silver Soap is known world-wide as the
INDEXICAL SILVER SOAP, and is the only
r
thing to use for cleaning
Silver, Electro
A,
Goods, Marble, Jewelry, Statuary, &. Made-only
Boston.

»i

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
lh
ln Colds, Whosging®
AY
Perhaps

ne

one

ewer

secured so wide a repu;
tation, or maintained if
80 long as AYER’S CHBRRY

PE@PORAL,

It

has

been kaewn to the public

D THIS.

authors. Prepared in England with access to old

re-

Boston, Pro-

INDEXICAL SILVER SOAP,
| For Cleaning and

34151

Records and rare Manuscripts,

Sent by mail,

& CO.,

For sale by all Druggists.

at

plb frees Address SHERMAN & CO., Marshall, Mich.
6m10
The Story
of English Literature. By Lucy

cents.

part of the U. S., upon

CASWELL

re-

00 per month and
pad
dy commission
sell our ness
say. Sam.
what we
BS inventions. We mean

e lives

price.

value
free by mail.
b
ly about two hundred
Greenwich St, N.Y.

AGENTS REA
ex io
bi. prin

that

address

Sejve soinetuinig of

Eaton—J
L Cotton—E O
G W Gould—J George—

Eddy—G W
reeman— Mrs

1

$1 by mail.

Neo.

by mail.

BIGLOW &

&

FRANKLIN.

10 CHENIN

Six beautiful Carols for Easter, $4 per 0;

73 Randolph

Snowflake

ready mail, gad gudrantde their safe)

[arrival in G

$5 per 100; 6 Cents by mail

Annual

Lily,

2 A GREEN-HOUSEAT YOUR

Palmer’s Book of Anthms.
Easter

Agents,

"BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS

per 100; 35 Cents by mail..

Words pi

Chromo,

.

r

Hymns

for

.
For sale everywhere.
I.S. JOHNSON & €0., Bangor,

Only $10 per 100 copies; 15 Cents by mail.

With Music,

work

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment will positively prevent this térrible disease, and will positively cure nine: cases in tén. Information that
will save many lives sent free by mail. Don’t delay a moment, Prevention is better ‘than cure.

with Musie, for the Sunday School,

Gospel

is a splendid

DIPTHERIA!

MUSIC.

Service.

(IHustrated)

Cards, 10¢
Name in gold.
Northford, Conn.

Song and Chorus, with Piano accompaniment.
Mailed on receipt of 35 Cents.

115 Songs

TYPE

TESTAMENT.

Nothing like it. All want it. Price $2.00. Address H. 8S. GOODSPEED & CO., New York or
Cincinnati, O.
S645

cumstances he compounded §
this Elixir, was cured
and lived to a good old age:

Hymn

1.

Agent, 124 State St., Boston,
TESTE
8t10

LARGE

NEW

and Coek Book

CHEMICAL WORKS,
Providence, R.

W. G. SHILLABER,
I

Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Consumption. Under these cir-§

You can try it for the price!
of one doctor’s visit.

It restores
the
nutritious
elements
which are taken from the flour in bolting.
No ordinary Baking Powder or anything
else used for raising bread does this.

our.

Is"a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung dis-

SACRED

y

The cost of raising Bread, Biscuit, etc.,
with it is only abont half as much as by
ordinary Baking Powder, and the 1esult
is much better.

Unusual advantag-

es at very reasonable rates.
O.R.BURCHARD,
State Normal School, Fredonia, N. Y.

Fifty

:

PREPARATION,"

The Healthy and Nutritious

every

whereto sell to fami* lies, hotels and large
consnmers; largest stock in the country; quality
and terms the best. Country storekeepers should

VACATIONG®

Boston.

SELF-RAISING

BREAD

TEAS

call or write THE WELLS TEA
Fulton st., N.Y. P. 0. Box 2 60

Street,

GEO. WM. BALLOU & CO.,

Under-

Agenets Wanted
PU

DEBT

'HORSFORD'S

ARIETY PATTERNS. To any one sending me 25 cts., I will send them, post-paid, 1

son or Jet, 13c.
conn,

Star of Feb, 19, only
114.50 were received in Feb.
This rum added to the 334.00in this report makes the

BP

yl

100.00
6.23

Concord, N.H.
Nor. Of the 297.67 H, M. receipts published in the

HArow

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

.

the total

CITY.

. No. 72 Devonshire St., Boston.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

100.00
6.28

2036.10 440.73
330.97
SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

REV.

1y42

and Scientific oure for Nervous Debiiiey,

patronage of all who
seed directly from the
the
strain.

Soc

for the indebted-

CHAS. A. SWEET & C0,

Ad.

free. Electro- Chemical Pad Go. .0.box 3329, N.Y.

224.74

Ed

of contr jbuticns for H, M. in
hy
2.26, Rreaching Sunday evening by J. F. amount
the legacy. ‘This sum
is
less than the
ufts. The meeting was continued several sides
amotint reported in last week's Star by Bro. F.: but
days by J. F. Tufts, assisted by Rev. William | th 18 60.00 deducted from the 174.50 was received in Jun,

borhood, the gatherings were small, and while

con.

17 Wall Street,

. without Medicine, from whatever cause. ‘Mailed

83450

HM

000.00

HM and Ed Soc tor do
Int oun J Baldwin's bequest

Tucker.
Owing, however, to the inclemency
of the weather,
and some sickness in the neigh-

Finance,

for investors.

Publishers,

5.00

;

the

ness of the City, whose Public prop-

4.50

French Creek Q M col per W'U Edwards
Sherman ch do

»

Co.,

4,00
1.05
© 175
18.59
11.00
13. 4
900
¢ 10.00
B85
35
33
1.75
1.85
2.25

N Band Mrs E € Jackson int

evening.

abbath, at 9 A. M., an enjoyable season was
had in social worship, many testifying for

Clerk, _

A S Humphrey int
Abigail Filkius
J M Phelps int
Ww
Brown
G W Weatherly int
>
Genesee Q M col per E 8S Smith
Varysburg chper D Jackson
Humphrey & Gt Val ch per Mrs'A C McKoon

February

Was called to order by the clerk, and Rev.

VATE, is holden

Per order of Ez. Com.

Benevelent

Wm. Tucker elected moderator. The: churches were all represented by letter or delegates.

NEW

Street

information

&

¢ Where is my Boy To-Night ”

OAKLAND Q.M. will he held with the Commerce
chureh, April 11-13. President Dargin is expected to
be present, Reo, F. W.Westfal] will preach the open-

Clerk,

M.~Held its last session
church, commencing Feb.

xter

SHEET MUSIC.

NEW ENGLAND
‘A880. (Convention) of Free Baptists will be held in the Paige St. F, B, church, Lowell,
Mass. April 22-24. Let all the churches be represented in this meeting. Allmembers of F, B. church=
es in New England are entitled to membership in this
Association. —¥ec.3.
Programme anon.
2t
>. W, PERRY, Chairman Ex. Com.

ing

of Wall

valuable

dress

Latest Things in Music!

R. I, ABSOCIATION of F. B. churches will be held
w ith the Pascoax church, on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, May 20, 21 and 22, .
CoM.

are undoubtedly

| For sale in their various denominations by

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE

Sold

ddd
aid A 2
HILLSDALE
Q. M, will hold its next session with the
Piftslord church, ' Opeénirg sermon Friday evening,
Aprilll, by Rev, C. B. Mills. | J, 8. HARRINGTON,

Bonds

OF THE

CURED ANNUALLY.

ME, F .B. HOME MISS. SOC.

These

most Perfect security ever issued,
as all property, PUBLIC ard PRI-

427, or more than

For sale everywhere.

&

= |

percentageof Debt to Valuation
only Feur per Cent.

erty aloneis estimated at $37,651,-

Ly

All money Sontriputed for mission work in Maine
should be sent directly to ‘Rufus Deering, Portlaid,’

the New Haven

0

else.

Making

In Phoenix, N.Y, Feb, 27, Dy Rev, J. H. Durkee
Mr. Peter E. Mader,
of Muhone
Nova Scotia, and
Miss Huldah M. Corey, of Pennelvy lle, Ni Y,

Hotices and Bppointments.

ing gloriously.” Collection Sabbath morning,
$42.50, for the benefit of the Capac church.
church, May 23—25.

OVER.

by all Druggists. Price,.2 cts. |
Mailed on receipt of price b
SEABURY
OHNMNBON, 21 Platt 8t., New York.

yard. | One hour
was devoted fo earnest
prayer that the hord would call young men to
the front who under God should be able to

Kathen into the garner such as should be saved.
:
Next session will be held with the Fairbank
church, of which:due notice will be given.
‘
HIRAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk.

the

The manufacturers were awarded the highes:
and only medal given rubber plasters at bot
the Centennial and Paris Expositions.

Four Per Cent Bonds;
mr

1t12&14

permanent cure of consumption, bronchitis,catarrh,
asthma, throat and lung affections, also a positive
cure for nervous debility and all nervons complaints. ' Having tested its wonderful curative
powers in thousands of cases, he felt it his duty to
make it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated

CITY OF BOSTON

'Total Debt . . . . 20,169,776

N. Hickok and Miss Georgii A. Hardy, both of R,

have

seemingly come with them into the world, and
cling to them even to the brink of the grave. We
have also thought, as we have looked upon human
loveliness gradually sinking from our sight under
the blighting disease of Consumption, that if ever
a cure for that terrible disease was found} it would

LOAN!

Less Sinking Fund . . 16,207,246

In Rumney, Feb.15,by Rev. Thomas Wyatt, the
bride’s tather, at his ves idence, Mr. O. B. French and
Miss Evy 8. Wyalt, both of R. March4, Mr, Wilson

Complete History

from the churches for our
Benevolent Socleties’ should
meeting-house at Money Creek is being cal- feel that the church has been revived, and we besent)
Lewiston, Me.
52u
cimined and repainted, a work that has long trust that the good seed which has been sown, | Rev W Mitchell Hortonville
Wis. = =~
will germinate and grow, ahd the result will
been needed. April 1st, Rev, D, D. Mitchell | be—8ouls born into the Master's kingdom. '
will enter upon his second ‘year's labors with. 4 RexXtspssion with Providence church, the:|,
Money Letters Received.
MH
Abbey—E
Blak
this church. The last year has been a profitas first Saturday in May 1879, commencing with a ‘LW. Anthony—W, And

ble one both for the church and the pastor.s«e

Cilley Fairtield Me.
G W Fayette Deckerville Mich, 3.
v J H Darling Waverly Mich.

taining

>

NEW

Coupon or Registered, 20 Years to Run.
Valuation of City of Boston, « . . §686,000.000
Dent, ....... $42,457,022

8 Stone k Killingly Conn.
P Haines Waterloo Io,
N
av
H Howard Ortonville Mich. 2,
Barvtiett Lisbon Me,
Harris Evosburgh Falls Vt,

Married

Rev. L. L. Harmon, pastor of our church at
‘Hampton, still supplies Organs and Pianos on,
very favorable terms, sending them, to any. part
of the United States. His address is Hampton,
N.H.
:
;
Bwortf3

ies from

MAIL,

J Moon Iona Ontario.

apt

Sold by drug:

Manufactured only ki A.B. WILBOR,
Boston, Sold by all druggists.

Forwarded.
BY

retired from practice, had givThey are situated, ‘one on ‘each side of the |en Anhim,old byphysician,
an East India Missionary, thé formula
head of Rose Creek; six miles apart, and ten of a simple vegetable remedy, for the speedy and

Union ahd dispatch characterized the business
The right hand of’ of
conference, . Our youngbrother, C. B. Lariin hehalf of the bee, who has lately "entered upon the work,

Money Creek church, with well chosen ree
marks by Bro. M. This organization is to be
known as the Houston Branchof Money Creek
F. B. church. After the consecrating prayer,
Bro. Chas, Smith was chosen deacon, and

LIVER

Books

3ms8

delicate stomach will not reject it.

hardly tell, but such

T.

church.

J. K. REEVES,

double the quantity of any liquid oil. = The most

The Q. M., agreeable to their request, appoint-

portance of family prayer,
The audience room fs well filled on Sunday, fellowship was extended

prayer-meetings in the vestry largely attended,

COD

ed as committee, H. A. Corey,

candidates present.

society.

QUERUS

altar, which he did. - Rev. J, R. Currier, pas: ‘Rev 'C Cook int
Fisher
C
tor of the church, whom
God had made instru~
‘mental in’ bringing about a glorious revival, CRnionSu ith col
int
was happy beyond measure, and, like Paul
rs J Johnson

Girard.
After a season of prayer, they listened to the desires and experiences of all the

The building is well located, every way pleas.
ant, good as new, modest and . unpretentious.
with a good

a committee

to visit them and considerthe expediency of or-

Be-

Home and Foreign Missions to be equally

Five stand, ready for baptism. Closing our
meetings, we started for our Q. M,, which met

| ed to strengthen and build up, The presence
F. B. of the divine Master was manifest throughout

church, to lay the matter before the Winona &
and request that body to appoint

been

‘added ‘to its ‘membership.

Deckerville and Koylton,
The business was
done in perfect harmony. Bro. John T. Sifton

$6000, a sufficient amount te pay the entire
purchase claim. Since that time about onehalf of this amount, including what the Home
has

revived and six

the Bruce church, Feb, 21—23.
All the churches were represented except three:
Brockway,

+e

Minnesota.

how our church at Lynn lost its house

done,

‘The Lord was with us, the church was greatly

OXFORD

Western.

Address

yard—D Wentworth—8 H Whttinore—A E W llson—G
P Weber—D G Yaung—J York,

alive, We commenced a protracted meeting the: gists and E. H. TRUEX, 8 Platt St,, New York.
etl
3d Sabbath in Jan., which continued 9 days

once in four weeks for the coming quarter,
rr

Circulars mailed free,

43 Chatham St., N.Y.
FMCWSl LLL ER a

tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,

of Quebec.

The churches in the Stanstead @. M. are
small, no one alone being able to support a
minister.
During the last year the Lord has
been blessing them abundantly, NA little over
a year ago, there was only one minister in the

A sure cure for nervous debility, premature decay, exhanstation, etc. The only reliable cure,

with more benefit secured to the patient than with

Rev. Ives Marks writes
that about the last of Jans

N. Parma

Brrr
ELECTRIC
BELTS.

+

Kansas.

the 1st Sabbath in March with

the

West's Liver Pills cure Indigestion.

‘We have received the following communicat®n from Rev. J. P, Henderson, dated at Win~
field: ¢* The Cowley Co, Free Baptists are still

:

Bro. Hilton, the pastor, who is doing

ris—Miss J 8 Orpe—E Owen—L Olmsted—H Perry—E
Sutersonskt A
Palmer—D Plerce—L
Preston—J C
Osgood— WE Porter—0 F Russell-W N Roberts—S L
R
1—C L Robi
Mrs G W Riehards—B 8 RolIm—J T Sinkins—Mrs M A Sanborn—Mrs 8 E Swan—
S.A Steere—~Mrs A M Blieldon—Susan D Shaw—) Taybox—Miss I, Toothater—t I) Vandoren—IL. M Wentworth—A Wiggin—~E Wheeler—A Willson—EMW
ood-

Business Potices.

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New Yor,
for lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutri-

est.

a good work,is to remain with them.

Hampshire.

advantage

encouraged.
Bro. Hyatt, the pastor, is much
beloved and is to remain another year. Spent

"March 9, I spent with the East Gaines

March 8, Rev. J. J. Hall, of Pine St. church,
Manchester, baptized three persons, and in the
evening gave the right hand of fellowship to
five persons.
We clip the following from the
Daily Union of that city:
We regret to learn that Rev. J. J. Hall, of
the Pine street Free Baptist church, announced

advised

Detroit & Bay City R. R.; and the
of a church at that point is evident.

Bad roads and sickness in
detracted from. the inter-

The church was much revived and

church.

that many

Millington is a thriving town en the

arose for prayers.
the neighborhood

following.

more conversions are hoped for.
tev. W. 8, Packard closes his labors as pastor of the Corliss St. church, Bath, the last
Sabbath in this month, and wishes to correspond with any church desiring a pastor.
It is stated that Rev, Oliver Butler, for many
vears one of the editors of thé: Biddeford
Journal, is about to start a new Democratic
weekly in Biddeford.

Rhode

the year,

meetings continued nearly three weeks,and be-

has been more than tripled, 8, 8. and mission
work greatly stimulated, and the house of worship remodeled at an expense of $750.00. His
field of labor has been very large, embracing

vesterday [March 8] that he would preach

Bro. Green, pastor of the
church, preached several

might and soul.

of $41.70 from friends in LaGrange.

aud

work;

during the meetings. The people appreciated
his earnest and effectual talk. Bro. Brown

shaken

with pentecostal power,
Rev. F. A. Palmer acknowledges a donation

strength,

to

D. Brown, their pastor, had 4 mind to help
them. The Lord always helps those who help

A very powerful revival is going forward at
Forest City, a smart little village lying away
by itself, on the line between Maine and. the
provinces. Many backsliders have been re-

New

méeting-house,

respondence may be held with Dea, Ti 'T. Al

Wlinisters and Churches. |

<burch is gaining

neat

Also they commenced and have nearly finished
and paid for a pleasant. and comfortable pare
sonage. ‘They will be without a pastor. Cor-

FM,

is

having

and in all probability will be completed during

;

York,

dolars each? If we will all do a little, we may ,pastorate with the church in Ellenburgh, the
easily raise the sum required, and ‘paying it in ‘third Sabbath in April, to commence labor

claimed, and the whole community

thirty

house‘at Millington is. being pushed forward,

and

are better borne if we help to
. New

Maine,

church,

fh

Ourburdens

these rooms.
Are there not fifty people who
«7111 hold themselves responsible to raise ten

vided for.

Davison

ot bk
ok pk

blessed harmony

Where individual members have finished
rooms, the churches to which they belong
may be able to pay for a window or door in

be

the

were

people in their endeavors not only to advance
the welfare of their own home church, but in
aiding our various denominational enterprises.

at: three dollars each?

by the first of May, Myrtle Hall will

work in

extra

Dn

invested in the building, offers to be:

the seventy-eighth.
Now can not 8 hundred Sunday-schools take

or door

The

evenings

“MIN SV 0009 SV 13} ONV_

ty-ninth, and a lady who already has some lit-

a window

citizens.

on: week

EEZPSEC®O
23g

«done; another minister offers to be the seventle money

of all classes. of

Joined the church.
Evangelist Palmer was
largely attended, and with the excellent social with Bro. Corey a few days and his labors
meetings resulted in the conversion of a good- seem honored of the Holy Spirit....Rev.I. R.
ly company who are waiting an opportunity to Spencer leaves Goodrich, April 1, and takes
attest their faith by publicly uniting themselves the place vacated by Rev. N, H. Farr at New
with Christ and this branch of his church. A Haven....The work of building a meeting-

enterprise

benevolent

one

that we may have

spect

preaching services

$0100 ONY SHIN0D 000°001

«ed to take final shares in these incidentals, one
saying he will pay the last ten or be the eigptieth of eighty persons to raise ten dollars each,

93

Mabout. forty yeaus, by a
i long-continued
marvellous

series of

cures,

that

fi

have'won for .it a confi
/\ deénee in its viztuespever
—
equalled by any other
medicine. It still makes the most effectual cures
of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that cam be made
by medical skill. Indeed, the CHERHY PEOTORAL
has really robbed these dangerous disepses of

their terrors to a great exten, and given a feeling.

of immunity from their fatal effeots, that 1s well.
founded if the remedy:be taken iw season. Every
family should have it in their ¢loset for the ready
and prompt reliefof its members. Sickness, Suffering and even life is saved by thia timely protec.
tion,
Nol.

PREPARED BY
DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,

\
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Poetry,

In this manuscript

his church, and then go
cred offices of God.”

through the saIndeed, it may

¢t Fa'th, an’ that is so, your riv—I mane
your honor,” said Michael, who had now

safely be said that, from the first establishment of Christianity among us down
| to the present time, bells have been a
distinguishing
feature of our country,
and peal-ringing our national peculiari-,

been touched in a very sensitive spot.
“ Give me the deed ov it, Colonel, sor,
that I may carry it right home to the ould
woman.”
:

Some children roam the fields and hills,

‘Which is your lot, my girl and boy?
Ab, if it is, its glowing sun

The poorér life should shine upon.
Make glad one little heart to-day,
And help one burdened child to play.
—St. Nicholas.
tA
Ape

TIRED MOTHERS.
A little elbow leans upon your knee—
Your tired knee that has so much to bear—
A child's dear eyes are looking lovingly
From underneath a thatch of tangled hair.
> Perhaps you do not heed the velvet touch
fingers

holding

yours

tight,

We are so dull and thankless, and too slow
To catch the sunshine till it slips away.
And-it now seems surpassing strange to me
That while I wore the badge of motherhood

when

you

sit

.

down

to

You miss the elbow on your tired knee—
This restless curly head from off your breast,
This lisping tongue that chatters constantly;
If from your own the dimpled hands had
slipped,
And ne’er would nestle in your palm again,
If the white feet into the grave had tripped—
I could not blame you for your, heartache
then.

the

date

then in the different

1296;

but

I

church

towers,

as

well as of hand bells, &e., used for other

purposes. The ¢ sacring bell” was rung
at the moment of the elevation of the
host ; in some places a peal of small bells,

worked by a wheel, was rung in place of
the tinkling of a single * sacring;” the
“sanctus,” or ‘‘ Saunce bell,” hung in
the small bell cote often seen in thé apex
of the chancel gable.
The decorations upon bells consist of
encircling inscriptions, usually on the
haunch ; encircling borders both on the

their

gown;
Or that the footprints, when the days are wet,

Are ever black enough to make them frown.
If I could find a little muddy boot,
Or cap, or jacket, on my chamber floor—
If I could kiss a rosy, restless foot,

And hear it patter in my house

Mr,

blessed, or consecrated, in honor of some

;

I wonder that some mothers ever fret
At
little
children
clinging
to

ones.

particular saint—frequently the patron
saint of the church where intended to be
placed---and this is still occasionally
done even now.
The inventories of
church goods taken in the. reign of Edward VI. afford a vast deal of interesting information as to the number of bells

:

The little child that brought me only good.
rest,

than, moderm\

fear this statement must be received with
great caution. Early dated bells—i. e.,
pre-Reformation dated bells—are of very
rare occurrence.
Bells were formerly

I did not see it as I do to-day—"

And if, some night,

closed and locked his safe, turned the key

ton, and to bear

A year ago

"1 did not kiss more oft and tenderly

a heart, straightway rose from

Ti the illuminated manuscripts of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, bells
are represented of much the same general form as those of the present day.
Medieval bells were, however, not so
* squat” and * dumpy”
ps,
buf
longer
Ellacombe states the oldest known dated
bell in England to be St. Chad’s, Claugh-

Yeu almost are too tired to pray to-night.

ohce more—

crown, the haunch, the waist, the sound‘bow or rim, and of moreor less elaborate

If TI could mend a broken cart to-day,
To-morrow make a kite to reach the sky,
There is no woman in God's world could say
She was more blissfully content than I.
But ah! the dainty pillow next my own
Is never rnmpled by a shining head!
My singing birdling from its nest has flown—
The little boy I used to kiss is—dead.

design; crosses of every conceivable
character ; figures of saints and angels;
evangelistic and other symbols; heraldic
bearings; heads of kings and queens;
grotesque figures derived from medieval
literature ; ornaments of various kinds—
roses, fleurs-de-lis, crowns, quatrefoils,

family Circle.

“&c., and marks
and devices, as well
as

ABOUT CHURCH BELLS.
A very fascinating study, but one

initials and names of founders. These, it
is unnecessary specially to recount.
The variety of lettering used upon

has

been

sadly

neglected,

that

is that

of

bells is somewhat remarkable,

may well be devoted
thing of their history,

to

learning

and more

someof their

historical interest and romance.
They were, it is more than probable,
introduced into this country long before
the time of the coming of Augustine, in
596.

It is

said

that

in 550,

and many

admirable examples, which might well
be taken as copies for many decorative
purposes, are exhibited upon them. On
early bells the inscriptions
are frequently’
wholly in Lombardic capitals, or in
‘“ text,” i. e., old bardic capitals or ini-

church bells, and, therefore, a short time

tial

letters.

Often,

too,

they

are

in

what are generally called Gothic capitals,
and very commonly
in plain Roman
capital letters,—English Antiquities.

Odoceus,

Bishop of Llandaff, removed the bells
from that cathedral during a time of excommunication; and earlier still they

are assumed
to have been in use in Ire-

MICHAEL'S TRIANGLE.

land, about the time of St. Patrick, who
diedinA. D. 493. In those days much
superstitious feeling, as in later ages,

“1 hav’ worked for ye stiddy- a wake

hung around the bells, and many

this toime, an’ ye are afther owin’ me
tin dollars,” said the little County Clare

sweet-

ly pretty and very curious legends are
known respecting them. Thus, it is said,
St. Odoceus, of Llandaff, * being thirsty
after undergoing labor, and more

accus-

Irishman,

Michael

Holloran,

to

the

wealthy mill owner and Christian gentle-

man, Col. Ives.

|

:

‘“ Yes, Michael,

this week.

you

have

done

Now if yeu will keep

well

on at

tomed to drink water than anything else,
came to a fountain in the vale of Llandaff, not far from the church, that he
might drink; where he found women

work through the month, I'will pay you

washing butter, after the manner of the
country, and sending to them his messen-

dollars now df you I will give to your

ger and disciples they requested that they
‘would accommodate them with a vessel,
- that their pastor might drink therefrom;
‘who ironically, as mischievous girls,said,
* We have no other cup besides that

which we hold in our hands’—namely,

the butter ; and the man of blessed

ory taking it, formed one

mem-

in. the shape

of a small bell, and he raised his hand
so that he might drink therefrom, and
he drank. And it remained in that form

—that is, a golden one—so

that it ap-

peared to those who

it

beheld

to con-

sist altogether of the purest gold ; which,
by Divine power, is from that day rever-

at the same rate. Then, if you will keep
sober, I will give you a steady job in the
card-room at increased wages. The ten
wife ; she will use the money for the
good of yourself and your family.”
. “Ts it that, thin,

sor?

no

hav’ the spendin’ 0’ me own

mon

wage;

shall

an’

it’s the tin dollars I'm afther wantin? now,
for some flour an’ mate an’ tobacey.”
““ Here

is

one

dollar,

Michael,

but

don’t go down to that dram-shop with it,

my man; and

be on hand

carly Monday morning.”

bright and
5

“ Yis, your honor,” and with a bow

the bullet-headed, but hét unpleasant |
visaged little man left the countingroom of his employer only to return in

an hour clamoring for the mine. dollars
due him.
'
BBO:
- ently preserved in the Church of Llan.* What has become of the dollar I
daff, in memory of the holy man, and it paid you just now, my poor fellow?” askis said that, by touching it, health is giv- ed Col. Ives,good-naturedly.
:
en to the diseased.”
Wie
* Och, an’ its well your honor knows.
The earliest known form of bells in I wint to Jack Sullivan's place for me
our own country, both Anglo-Saxon and, tobaccy, an’ it’s there the shilling goes to
Irish, appears to have been that of an the penny ; an’ here is the penny, sor, the
inverted wedge—not cast, but made of only wan I hav! now.”
;
plates of iron, riveted together, of more
“ You haye bad too. much whisky to

or less quadrangular form.

They were

not,

suspension;

however, .intended

for

but were used as #intinnabule, or “hand
bells. Exainplesof these: are preserved’
in various collections. : 'Many of the
Irish examples are inclosed

in rich

and

costly cases, elaborately decorated. with
patterns in relief and in enamel...

This wealthy cotton manufacturer, with

ty.

and narrower

so

You do not prize the blessings overmuch—

But it is blessedness!

flood last year, when my dam above there

gave way and sent them rattling down
upon it. The Triangle will make a nice
little homestead for yourself and your
growing family. And just to think of the
sound of it to go back to 1reland : ‘Michael
Holloran, a land owner in America !'”

And others work in noisy mills;
Some dress in silks, and dance and play,
‘While others drudge their lives away;
Some glow with health and bound with song,
And some must suffer all day long.

Is it a life of ease and joy?

it was a piece of fine meadow before the

¢ sugar-loaf” form. Other illuminations
also show bells hanging in towers, and
prove that they were in use for actual
ringing, not striking, at an early date.
Egbert in 750 commanded ‘* every priest
at the proper hour to sound the bells of

WHICH I8 YOUR LOT?

Of warm, moist

a tower is shown, in

which hang four (evidently cast) bells of

his chair,

in his counting house door, and preceding
the little Irishman, crossed the street,and
with him entered lawyer Jameson's office.

the lady of amanor,already,”said Michael,

ag our own shop.” Whin a lad in the ould
counthry, many’s the, salmon I've killed
on the Shannon, an’ havin’ a loike for fish
meself, we deal a bit in thim, un’ eyesters
beside.
;
‘“ But the best I haven't towld your honor yet; they have built the pretty church
up there above us, as ye sees, an’ the
hymns used to come down un’ stretch
over us, an’ by an’ by the childer took to

a Bull
ndy I pay

a)

.

The paper on * Religion and
the late Prof. Tayler Lewis,

g

we make our charches mean

the State,” by

which

opens

the

March number of the Princeton Review, is
sufficientto give this bi-monthly an eminent
character

for the whole year at least.

The pa-

per fills about thirty-six pages of the Review,
and presents

an almost:

of this great subject.

exhaustive

treatment

Its object is to consider

the State (or Government)

in its moral aspect,

# related to the progress or hindrance of such
great questions as the Bible in the

schools, the

It

observance of the Sabbath, the acknowledgment of God in the Constitution—questions
‘which were beginning to especially agitate the

cam aboot that we all wor afther goin’ to
the meetin’, an’ now we are all av us

Lewis's lite. His definition of the State,and his
manly Christian words spoken in behalf of all

singin’ thim, an’ it was not long before
meself an’ the mistress did the

Protestant church mimbers,

same.

your

honor.”

the corn’; set the kittle from the fire and
stir until if is cooled a little, and you have

public mind during the closing

that gives effectiveness

to

years of Prof.

morals, are

full of

weight: No State, he says, can keep outside
of the great law of Christ, ‘‘ He that is not for
me is against me.” He then shows how specious

and

inadequate

are

the

arguments

by

which a false liberality or a false theory of individual rights would reject any formulated
acknowledgment of God’s sovereignty.
Referring to the claim for religious neutrality in
the Constitution, in the schools and sach
Ce
es, he says: ‘ Stated in the plainest tng
undeniable terms, this vaunted religion’s * re-

ligious liberty’ is nothing more

nor less than

an absolute claim of right on. the part of any
set of men, however few their numbers, hows
ever low their intelligence, however false their

principles, however debased and sensual their
lives, to veto anything and everything which
tbe moral heart of the nation demands as conservative of its highest well-being.
All shall

come to their level;
it.”

nothing

shall rise above

And applying this doctrine ta the

sition to the

Bible

oppo-

in the public schools he

says,“ We defy any man to show why this is
not applicable to education in all its departments, as well as to morality and religion.” He
continues :

This veto power may demand
of the classics,or of any system

losophy,

so fur us

they

the expulsion
of moral phi-

are taught

in any

school patronized by the State, on the same
round that it clamors for the exclusion of the
108pels, or of uny literature that has ever been
deemed sacred.
Its course is ever downward,
and there is no consistent stopping-place except at that lowest point which sets itself up

ax the limiting

measure

for.all,

Blind indeed

must he be who
fancies that religion alove will
suffer in this process. It foretokens the doom
of every thing that is highest, and noblest in
human culture. . , . It was impossible to remove that book from the place it bad so long
held in education without fixing a stigma upon-it us something in some way dangerous to
liberty and the social good.
Its erect must be
to give an infidel biasto the mind of every child
who. witnessed, but could not ex lain, the
strange phenomenon.
Why
should extracts
from Shakespeare be found in all our readingbooks, whilst the words of Christ, and Paul
and Moses, were thus thrown out? The wound
could not be healed by the plea of reciprocity.
Experience is showing how utterly false this
is, Irreligious books do come in; they
will

«Driving up

the main

street of

the

borough, noticing the various changes
and improvements, his eyes presently fell
upon a sign affixed to a small but tidy
looking shop—*‘ Michael O'Holloron, Veg-

New York women take their embroi-

The towers . of Anglo-Saxon
man churches show that peals of cast | have

dery to morning lectures. It must be pleasant to match shades and count stitches
and cultivate one’s mind all at once.
Circulars for traveling are of gray,navy

etables, Fruit, Fish, Oysters.” ‘ This is blue, brown
the place Jack Sullivan used to occupy,”

said Mr. Jaineson to himself;

* this is an

improvement, and no mistake. Michael
Holloran—the name seems familiar.”
~ Just then he met a bright-looking,
breezy little man driving up with a load
of early cabbages. Drawing up his reins,
he called out, ** Good morning; Mr. O’Halloran, how do you do ?”
‘ Finely, sor, as your honor sees, but—
but—ye knows me name, the ‘ O' and all
—and ye—I don’t know,” and Michael

dropped his whip into its socket attached
to the new and brightly-painted ‘ business’
wagon, and with his disengaged hand
scratched beneath his now grizzled curls
perplexedly.
;
* Have I indeed grown so old that my
former friends and neighbors fail to reeognize
me?”
asked the
gentleman,
laughing.
“ Arrah, sor, an’ the laugh lets ye out,
Mister Layer Jameson, an’ it's blessin’the

pointed
silver.

or

hoods

black,

and

and

clasps

have

long,

of oxidized

:

Last year's mantles can be worn this
year by all women whose principles in
regard to following the fashion are not
too lofty. Imitation thread lace will he
used in great quantities, and it is said
that beads will be employed.
Single-breasted ulsters
in English
home-spun cloths are to be worn for
steamer cloaks this summer.
The new patterns for spring suits have
open-throated waists, with which a flat
folded scarf, like a gentleman's, is worn

in New York. In Paris, a frill of lace or
a pointed collar is preferred.
wiki
Veils of silk tulle have hems four inches

deep stitched with silk of several colors
or with gold thread.
Flounces are to be side-plaited this sum-~
mer, and stitched on the skirt an inch or
more below the upper edge, to give it a
standing heading. Another style of flounce

:

gintlemin that pat a bit o’ hope in-

an ornamthat
hides a defect. |
ent

Jeeetniithe nine dollar bit o’ land that I ‘roidery have been imparted by the New
“foouldn’s get down me t'roat. There! York dealers in underclothing, and are
in use in those days; indeed, Ing
gi’bget that down your throat, if you Mister Layer Jamesoti,d'yé dee 'that now»» sold at the same rates as the nun work, "|
says, in speaking,
of the peal ©
as’hdving driven up the head of the street The use of satin and velvet pekins will
ly, Michael.” =
Gia
ig
bells at Crowland Abbey, *‘ Nec eras:
Shire, sor, an’ its jokin’ ye are, The, they came to the Triangle, which now lay bring about the employment of satin in
tunc tanta comsomantia companarum in bit 0’ island, ye're afther spakin’ ov, the before them like an emerald set in its bor- i
costumes, - from which it has
tota Anglia.” The Crowland peal was same owld ughly sphot0’ ground the der ‘of gray stone
and rippling
water, . 71 litherto been excluded.
She
Stan
destroyed by firein 1091; the names of byes call the ‘Triangle,’ is but'a hape o’
“I remimberall yo towld me,” con- ~The new red for the coming summer is
The bells. were Pega, Bega, Tatwin, Tur- stones, Your: honor would ‘niver' be’ tinued Michael. ““We picked up the stone called Prince of Wales red, andis even
étyl, Betelin, Bartholomew and Guth- chating a poor |
"1Mion ‘off his and built the wall with ' them, and put “brighter than cardinal.
lac; and they were succeeded by two wage in that way?™" 38
rave up the house ‘with our wage at the "The nse of skirts that. may be either
small bells, given to the monks by one
“ Go to work, you and your boys, my mill—an’ 8 snug, comfortable house it is. short or long at will is increasing,
:
Fergus, a brazier, of Boston. An earlier man, and pick up the stonesin a leisure Me childer haye grown up honest an’ ‘daSoft twilled satin arranged in loops,and
instance of direct evidence is afforded by hour now and then, instead of brawling cent,an’ there was wather enough to kape drawn into irregular folds, will be used
the Anglo-Saxon manuscript of St. before Jack Sullivan's bar. Under the clean an’ to drink beside; an’ sure, while on bonnets this year instead of set bows
Zthelwold's betiediotional,by Ceddmon. stones you'll find plenty of good land; we stopped at home an’ worked nothing and stiff plaits.—Boston Transcript.
bells, some of large size, must have

hee

-

when

been, and is not to-day, aristocratic.

they

‘We have

no orders of nobility ; we have no royal titles;
we hyve no ancient families; we have no
great

landed estates; we have no materials from
which to create caste which, by reason of its
traditions and fits glory too, can be regarded
respectuble,
The introduction of aristocratic churches
among a Democratic

people, is such a folly and

a wickedness as to
find no palliation in the
state of society and the temper of the times.
Here, in America, and among

uf P’rotestants,

too, who refuse rank and
titles even to the
vicegerents of Christ, there is no shadow of
an excuse for such proceeding.

Here,

if any-

where on God's earth, religion should be popular; its privileges should be the People’s privileges; its expression and administration, the

working out of the people's life,
These

principles

apply. to

individuals also,

They apply to us all, and should be admitted to
that
position of power over us whence to shape
our Silly lives, If, therefore, there be
aay
strength in us, any grace, any equipment of
faculty by which we are made eapable to do
what the average man can not do; then should

we lend ourselves

in

the

advantage that we

have over others to those who have it not. He
who ¢an make money when the many can not,

should make it for the needy

and not for him-

self alone. He who ean think beyond the average man, should think for the average man.
The artist, the sculptor, the author, the orator,
the singer,—these, and whoever represents any
paver, any grace, any influenee, any ministry
elpful to man beyond what the mulitudes
know, should give of their gifts to the multitudes even as Christ guve of the bread, formed
by his power, to the famishing thousands.
Men famish to-day. They are hungry
in their
minds, starved in their souls, and they need

the Christ-men and Christ-women

of this age

to give thei bread which they alone can give.
Kor what are gifts, attainments, capacities,
culture,—wWhat is art, and science, and eivilization itself,—if
not means by which God, the
muker
of all, works for the upbuilding of men?
In spiritual! things we are all helpers one of
other:
The strong are to help the weak, the
rich assist the poor, the wise teach the igno| rant, the cultured be an example for the rude.
A church is not ap edifice, but a brotherhood ;

and at its head is one Father and Elder Brother of us all.

N. Tibbals & Son (New York) publish a catalogue of theological works, embracing a list
of books in the various departments of theological literature: exegetical, historical, doc-

trinal and practical.

The books are classified,

hut the classes are not alphabetically arranged,
except in the index.
A condensed list of pop-ular and standard works in general literature is
added.
(10 cents).

"Out of his Reckoning 1s & dramatic

tale by

Florence Marryat,
relating how a cynical
bachelor, with no taste for any society, but that
of his club, bought a ragged beggar girl out of
jail one day by paying her fine for stealing in a
London police court, took her to his home, had
her trained by his housekeeper, by
and by
educa
d her, and at last married her, it hav-

Following this paper is another on * The
Messrs. C. Kegan, Paul & Co. expect
Genesis and Migrationof Plants,” by Princilish in April a new volume of poems
pal Dawson,of Montreal; a thoughtful snd
valuable paper by Rev. Phillips Brooks on Aubrey de Vere, entitled “ Legends
“ The Pulpit and Popular Skepticism;” a pu- Saxon Saints,” The same publishers
per by Edward A. Freeman, the historian, ‘sue immediately the lectureson French

on ** Sentimental

which

he shows

and Practical

Politics,”

in

by referring to many leading

political, social and military

events and

poli’

cies in the conduct of European affairs, how
nearly both phases must unite in order to
make the best political system ; a most interest-

ing biographical sketch of
De

M.

Pressense; a discussion, by

of the doctrine of“ Final Cause’

Thiers,

by E.

Pres. McCosh,

as lately pre-

which were delivered by Mr.

W.

H.

to puh-

by

Mr.

of the
will is-

poets,
Pollock

last year at the Royal Institution.
The “ Life of William

Cullen

Bryant,”

by

Prof. D. J. Hill, of Lewisburg University, will
be published by Sheldon & Co. ina few days.
This is the second of the series of American
authors which Prof. Hill is preparing, the

“ Life of Irving” having been the first.

The

sented by M. Janet and Prof. Newcomb; un art

“Life of Bryant” will be 1 book of 250 pages,and
will contain a steel-plate likeness of Bryant. It
is the purpose of the author to make each

Rev. Dr. R.

ography of one of our great authors, and tune
success which he attained in the * Life of Tr-

paper,
by Philip Gilbert
Hamerton, of
France, on “ Continental Painting in Paris in
18785” a paper on * Premillenarianism,” by
N. Patterson, of Philadelphia,and

on ‘“ The Islands of the Pucific,” by Sir Julius
Vogel, of New Zealand, Dr. Patterson presents an outline of the Premillenarian system,
shows that there is Bible authority for much
of it, takes up the assertions against post-mil-

lenarianism, and then considers

(1)

the

pre-

volume a personal, literary, ghd

anecdotal bi-

ving” has awakened high expectations

of. the

series.

:

Emily 8. Oakey has written ¢“ Dialogues and
Recitation. Conversations,”
for the use of
schools. The book consists of fifteen original

sumption and (2) the positive argument against
pre-millenarianism,which he believes to be “an
error.”
i

dialogues and seven conversations, euch brief, :
pointed, instructive, easily learned and enter-

It certainly

berg’s,
Cyelopedia . of English Literature
have further reduced the prices. | Purchasers:

One may use commendatory
adjectives nt
will in speaking of this number ofthe Review.
presents

the

mest

thought, the

most scholarship, and the most matter of vital

current interest, of any of its ‘contemporaries.
—New York: The Princeton Review, 37 Park
:
;
Row.
—

The March number of the Golden Rule mag-

azine (Boston) presents the following table of

contents :—Frontispicce, “ The Pets;” ¢ Adie

taining. The book
Barnes & Co,N, Y.

is

published

by A. =.
duty mois

The publishers of the Acme edition of ('ham-

ordering before April 30th will get the eight
volumes complete, in paper, for $1.75; cloth,

$2.00; half morocco, gilt top, $4.00; or bound
in four volumes, half meoroceo, gilt top, for
$8.20, Sample yolumes sent post-paid for 30:
cents,45 cents,65 cents'and 90 cents; This is:
not only a choice work, but it is offered at vemarkably low rates.
Specimen pages and:

rondack Tale,” with illustration, Mr, Murray ; terms to clubs willbe sent free. on request hy
“Richard H. Dana,” with portrait; “ An the publishers, the American Book Exchange,

Early Bic'of Spring,” JennieR. Becker; “The
Riverside Press,” Bradford K, Pierce; ‘ Who
is John Higgs, Jr.#” Geo, A. Moore; “ Ser-

ih
elf, an’ I niver had ony hope but’
van get away so much of -the
Breton lace is set on in double rows up- mon : ¢ Homan Equality,’ Mr. Murray;
“The
o 4 tomy men. I will give you the: balance’ the kind I got trough the whisky: An’ on handkerchi
efs for very young ladies.
Household, ¢ M. C.,’” W.H, Merrill; “ Music
and Nor- if the ten dollars in land. You shall won't yer honor be afther drivin’ up. an’ | Large quantities of prison hand em- for the Home,”
song, Geo. J. Breed; '“ Poe©

God

menn man?
4
This introduction of false distinctions into
our Protestant churches is all the more shanheful because it is in no sense necessary; that is,
neither the structure of our society nor the
tendency of our civilization demands it. These
are rather opposed to it; for thé structure of
our society was not in the beginning, has never

each grain separate and crystallized with
the sugar; care should be taken not to come in more and more,
‘whilst any_objestion ing transp
| that she was *‘ the heiress. of .
{the Tetigionist
may make w ill ‘be at once set | ‘Abbotsville,”
lost by her father when a mere
on Sunday evenin’. -have-too-hot-a-fire—lest—vou scorch the down to the score of a narrow-m
| “Took at the prap-ar-ty
bigotry
corn when crystallizing. Nuts of any insensible to the progress of the inded
child, and bsving come up through the workage.
An the Summer comin’ on ‘the mistress
We are
not to seek far for the reason.
house and the street to be at length restored tokind prepared this way are delicious.
Unbelief.cloudsays we can be afther movin’ in a wake's
ing itself in negations, ‘has an immense adher parents.
The characters in the story are
vantage given to it by this hollow assumption
toime. But, your honor, it's kapin’ me
TETE-A-TETE.
Bundles of half a dozen of neutrality
drawn
with
a
free hand, and are quite like
.
Religious instructi
is ini ts
Job I would loike to be, if ye are willin’.” pieces of skirtsteels cut into proper lengths Very nature positive—positive. weon mean,
what one may meet sometimes outside the covyin
form as well as in essence,
Itis open and honers of a romance.—Boston : Loring, publisher.
¢¢ Certainly, Michael, but how are you for the waist of a dress, and tipped with est;
it presents an unmistakable. target to iis
8vo. pp. 102.
to manage to move on to your land so brass, are sold in England for two pence enemies; but irreligion conceals
itself under
eyes disguise.
A system wholly subversive
soon ?”
half penny.
of
the idea andthe feeling of moral retribuLITERARY
NOTES.
*¢ Plase kape aisy, Colonel, sor, an’ the
Shirley Dare says that there is a great tion 1s all hidden under an empty babble about
Miss Yonge's Young Folks® History of Engould woman will fetch it about. She an’ demand in New York for fine knitters, physical law anda obedience to nature.
The
conscience is never touched by it, whilst the
land will be published March 17, by D. Lothe children wer all up there at work. be- and that she knows of orders that have undermining process goes steadily
on. Neither
throp & Co.
>
the
child
nor
his
parent,
perhaps, can exfore the sun rose this blessed mornin’, an’ been standing unfilled for months for
plain how it is, but the instructions and readSix Little Rebels, just issued by D. Lothrop
its meself that has put in an hour's toime want of capable pefsons to undertake ing-books of the school-room are bringing into
& Co., is by Kate Tannatt Woods, formerly edthe soul something which is more and more
since me breakfast.”
them. .
!
iter of American Homes, now of Ehrich’s
felt to be at war with the positive
A dozen years passed, and the lively
A New York woman recently borrowed of the Scriptures. And so the poisonteachings
Quarterly, N. Y.
is perlittle village of Ivesville had grown inw a articles of jewelry from several of her severingly given whilst the antidote is studiously exeluded.
Mr. Rassam has discovered a cylinder of
bustling vorough.
Lawyer Jameson, friends, pawned them and gave the money
Sennacherib, dated B. C, 700. [It will proba-And
so
Prof.
Lewis
proceeds
to show that
who had removed to another State, and to her husband to pay off a debt.
Afterbly help to decide the exact year of Semnachehad entered upon a different, and perhaps wards she confessed, and kindly told her nothing but the utter dereligionizing of the rib’s expedition against Hezekiah.
;
political and social life would satisfy this modmore useful field of labor, a month after victims where their property was,and they
Mr. Theodore Murtin finds it necessary to.
ern demand, and that there can be ‘‘ no neuextend his “ Life of the Prince-Consort” to a
drawing Michael's deed of that (riangular had it redeemed without making any pub- trality in moral teaching.”
* An ethics that
lot, now returned for the first time during lic outcry about it. How lovely is wifely studiously excludes the idea of 8 God is a de- fifth volume, an expects to publish the fourth
and fifth volumes together near the end of the
that period on a brief visit.
i
;
nial of his existence.”
devotion.
:
year.
on Monday morning, to Col. Ives. ¢ The
children an’ all av us wint up to take a

Lord I am that he lets'me set eyes” on’ ye is a plain, ‘straight band, eight inches
onecr more. It was ye and his honor, the deep, with side plaits, into which fans are
Colonel,
God rest his soul, that made’a man inserted. |
;
night already, Michael,” said the rfl’ ay me. Do ye remimber that night, whin | Lengthwise trimming on the front ‘and
} ownef kindly,
‘If T shonld pay you the me shillin’ wint to the penny, an’ ye made side of overskirts is one of the summer
hine dollars now; you would be god for out the dade? Well, sor, since that time prophecies that is very comforting to pernothing for two weeks. Now, Michael, the penny has gone to the shillin’ an’ ‘I sons who have old suits whi¢h they wish,
It was to remodel.. There’s double pleasure in
I will tell you what I will
«4 dom’ have quite a store of them now.
like to see that 1at, evil-eyed

ye

small fruit in the borough, an’ sells them

‘“ You are a public benefactor, Mr. O'Holloran,” said Mr. Jameson, as they
The conveyance, with certain conditions drove back down the hill. *¢ You have
wholly for the Lenefit and protection of made the desert blossom like the rose,
the whisky-loving grantee, were duly and you have brought up a sober, indusmade. *
trious, Christian family. But what has
“Now, Mr. Holloran,” said Lawyer become of Jack Sullivan, who used to
Jameson, confidentially, as he was fold- draw you poor flies of workmen into his
ing the deed, ‘ that little triangle of land toils P”
up there may be the makjng of you and
** Oh, yer honor, bad luck came to him
your boys and girls. There are good, afther a while, an’ he’s at the poor-farm
sound timbers enough on it to make :you widout a frind or a pinny in the world.
the frame of a comfortable house; and God help an’ save him."—Christian Stan:
sufficient drift-wood to supply you in fuel dard.
Ef
for a year, all of which your kind employer conveyed to you in this same deed.
HOME TOPICS.
There are stones in plenty to build a subTne EpucaATING POWER OF A ROOM.—
stantial wall around the land to keep the Some of you who resolutely put all the
water from encroaching when the brook pretty things away, and live always in the
is high. You never need’ vouch whisky darkest and gloomiest corner of the house,
again, for there is no drink so good in forget the educating power there is in a
the whole country as the water of ¢Cold room.
School and books and teachers
Brooks.” You will have no excuse for and companions arenot the only influences
not keeping clean, the ‘real stuff’ is so which
are molding character in your
handy.
But, better than all, you and the children.
Every picture on the wall, the
boys will have plenty to do to clear up the tints of the paper, and the pleasant or
¢ Triangle,’ so you will be out of mischief disorderly arrangement of the house,
during leisure hours these Summer morn- have a share in making the boys and girls
ings and evenings, and when you may be pure-minded and sweet-natured, or the
out of a job.”
reverse.— Christian at Work.
*“It's the truth ye're afther sayin’ now,
To SUGAR OR CRYSTALLIZE POP-CORN.
Mister Layer Jameson,” said Michael,
Put
into an iron kettle one tablespoonful
confidently, shaking the counselor's hand,
of
butter,
three tablespoonfuls of water
and started for his not over cleanly and
“hardly habitable tenement in that part -and one teacupful of white sugar: boil
of the village known as *¢ Tough End,” until ready to candy, then throw in three
very much elated with the fact that he quarts of corn, nicely popped ; stir briskly
until the candy is evenly distributed over.
was a ‘‘ land ¢wner in America.”
¢¢ The ould womau feels loike she. was

Literary Bebreto,

bad came over the brook to us. Now we
have the best garden for vegetables and

try,” original, Elaine and Dora Goodale, Marie

Le Baron, Lucrece, G. 1., Mrs. Mason;

Out-

Door Life and Sports ;” # ®loriculture and Rural Affiirs,” IHustrated; “For the Children,”
Hlus,; “Editorials,” Mr. Murray; “ Social
Topics, ete.” W. H. Merrill; “ Literature and

55 Begkman St.,N, Y,

{

The Library Magazine for Mareh willLe
ready on the 28thi—not dated in adyan e, a8 is
the custom—its contents being mainly

from the

foréign publications of same date, thus giving

what 18 newest in the literary world. $1.00 'n
yéar, of 10 cents a number.—American, Book
Exchange, publishers,
N.Y.
=
|
Col, John G. James, - superintendent of ‘the

“ The

Texas Military Institute of Austin, has prepar:
ed a collectionof extracts from the writings of
eminent Southern authors, sueh as Sidney

‘We present the following from Mr. Murray’s

Houston, W. H. Taylor, A. H. Stephens, Margaret J, Preston;W. H. Trescott; J. R.Ran<:

Men can not do a worse thing than to sec-

dal, L, Q.C. Lamar, Wade Hampton, J. Proctor Knott,.and others, with a view to their use

Arts”

¢ Our

West-Window Outlook”

. Monks of Old,” full-page illustration; “fhe

Fashions,” With original cuts.

sermon, it being the closing partion :

\ularize spirituality.
“ When the silt hath
lost its ‘savor, wherewith can it be salted?’
When religion has lost its fine religious element, which makes it superior. to the
world
and able to overcome the world, has bee
overcome by the world und ‘become ‘worldly

iiself, what shill Shan mi (ith its own bev

enly force

again

at shal

into that which has become edt

ut

the

divine

How shall

Lanier, Paul H. Hayne, J.

for exercise

R. Tucker,

in reading nnd oratory

Sam

in Souths

érn schools: ‘The work is published by A. S.
Barnes & Co., N.Y. Although a school textbook, and thoroughly sectional, it will occupy
a broader field than the Southern schools alone

can offer as a specimen of Southern literature
of the present day,

wh

a

eh

URLs raw UA
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THE
the University till 1808, when he graduat-

| Kiterary Miscellany,

ed,

And counts the hairs of every head.

Though trials come,

God’s watch-care, love and truth attest.
On life's lon Journey wus aud rest,
Him

to

bring

you sal

ome,

™
gy
. E. P, Willard.
Pleasures do but weaken the mind.— Seneca.
Be rigid to yourself and gentle to others,—
Confucilis.
Strong passions work

ds u

wenders, when

great strength of reason to

curb

Tucker.

People do
«die.

not

there

them.—

reflect that they may

If they did,

their Quarrels

800N

would quickly

terminate.~Buddhist Scripture.
Despair makes a despicable figure, and descends from a mean original.
’Tis the offspring of fear, of laziness, of impatience; it
argues a defect of spirit and resolution, and
oftentimes of honesty, too.— Collier,
Human happiness has no perfect security but
freedom; freedom
none but virtue; virtue

none but knowledge;

and neither freedom nor

virtue has any vigor or immortal hope except
in the principles of Christian faith, and in t

sanctions of the Christian religion.— President
Quincy.
No enjoyment,
«confined to

however

the

present

inconsiderable,

moment.

A

is

mun

is

the happier for life for having made onee an
agreeable tour, or lived for any length of time
with

pleasant people, or enjoyed any consider-

able merval

of innocent

Smith.

pleasure.—Sidney

We do not know to what unfathomable ne«cesyities the
times and seasons of life and

death

may

correspond, and as little do we

know, in looking at each
may be unfolding or what

as seen from

within.

other’s lives, what
may be concluded,

That

which seems

to

others a cutting short of activity may be to ourselves the laying down of arms no longer

needed; our eyes may see the haven where our

{Iriends can see only the storm.=Inter-Ocean.

Value the ends of life more than its means.
watch ever for the soul ot food in things evil,
and the soul of

truth in

your

to

things false,

and bee

side the richer influence that will flow out from
lifeonall

whom

you

minister,you

“avill do something to help the solution of that
unsolved
problem of the human
heart, the reconcilintion of hearty

mind and
tolerance

sith strong positive belief.— Phillips Brooks.

LATER

ENGLISH

Thomas
BY

De

FRED

De

nights he wandered through the markets
of London where the poor were expend<
ing their money and discussing their
means. Such were
his delights, and
such were the pictures which at u later
time tyrannized over his dreams.
Soon after leaving the university De
Quincey retired among the lakes and

mountains

of Westmoreland, where

COLBY.

XIV.
Quincey, the famous opium eater,

was born at Greenhay, then

a suburb

of

“Manchester, in Lancashire county, Eng-

land,on the 15th of August, 1785. He
was the fifth child of a merchant who
_fpent most of his time at foreign ports,
and who

at his death,

in 1793, leftto his

family a fortune of sixteen
hundred
pounds a year. The family of De Quincey
was of Norman extraction, and held high

Tank among the old aristocracy of Eng-

land. One branch of the race held ‘the
earldom of Winchester for two hundred
years. Thomas De Quincey claimed his
descent from this noble line, and the
Quincys of America, at the head of which
stands
the Hon. Josiah Quincy, trace
their lineage from the same’ Norman
source.
De Quincey’s childhood was chiefly
passed in rural seclusion with
three
sisters and a brother for playmates.
A

younger brother, Richard, the Pink of the

Autobiographic Sketches, was a closer
associate at a later time.
Genius has

often been fostered by misfortune, but
after all, ease and fortune are the best

stimulants of the plant,

The old Roman.

nurture will do for a Romulus or a Remus,

but for more susceptible and refined
minds, beds of violets are better than the
lair of a she wolf. = This Grecian nurture,
De Quincey had. His early life was one
holiday. He had one of the best of howes,
and his training was of the. most beneficent kind. He himself says, * If I should
return thanks to Providence for all the
sepurate blessings of ‘ny early

sitnation,

these four I should single out as worthy
of special commemoration : tat I lived in
rustic solitude ; that this solitude

he

remained for the most part until 1821.
Seven years of this time he resided in the
cottage of Grasmere, where Wordsworth

had lived before him,

Among his family

associations

were

Wordsworth

Coleridge,

Southey,

Charles

himself,

Lloyd

and

Wilson.
He made frequent visits to London,
Bath and Edinburgh.
The study of
German literature occupied the most of
his time, and he was the first to introduce
Kant, Fichte, and Schelling to English
readers by translating
their
works.
Though be indulged in opium once a

weekit didnot begin to disorder his health
until the year 1813.
From that time
nothing but opium would still the pangs
of the physical man, and he became a
regular and confirmed
opium
eater.
Twice in his life he triumphed over the

and twice he relaps-

ed. After a third attempt he gave up in
despair.
In 1821, De Quincey went to London,

WRITERS.

Quincey.

MYRON

but the

was in

: where

he

became

London Magazine.

connected

with

the

This drew.

him

into

association with Charles Lamb,
Hood,

Cary and Allan

Hazlitt,

Cunningham;

who

were all on the Magazine force. The
next year his Confessions of an English
Opium Eater appeared in the pages of
that periodical. The work became immediately and immensely popular. It
was printed in book form in 1822and
pussed through several editions in Eutope
and this country, as once placing its
author in the. front rank of vivid and
powerful writers. His reputation made,
he entered upon a course of authorship as
brilliant as any in this century after Scott's,
Byron's,

and

Dicken’s.

His

numerous

contributions to the periodical press were
paid for ata large price. All the great
British periodicals, = Bla¢kwood's Magazine, Tait's Edinburgh
Magazine, the
Edinburgh « Review,
and
the North
American Review published articles from
his pen.
He
also furnished
several
articles to the Encyclopedia Britannica.

Alternating
for a time between London
and the Lakes, De Quincey in 1843 took

up his residence for good in the village of

Lasswade,
about twelve miles from
Edinburgh. Opium eating, the pen, and
occasional jaunts into the Highlands,
Wales,

and

England,

the

Northern

from this

date

counties

forward

of

oc-

cupied his time. He was an energetic
and industrious worker, and probably
wrote upon a wider and more diversified
range of subjects than any other author of

his age.”

He had like most men of genius

several idinsyncracies, and One of these
was his habit of disappearing from his
home unannounced to be absent several
days, returning just as the family was beginning to be fearfully alarmed about

England ; that my infant feelings were
molded by the gentlest of sisters, and him, In person he has been described as
not of horrid pugilistic brothers ; finally, rather unprepossessing, being diminutive
that I and they were dutiful and loving in stature and awkward in his movements.
members of a pure, holy and magnificent His face, with its shriveled and’ yellow
church.” The naturally solemn tone of parchment-like skin, was only redeemed
bis mind was deepened by the deaths of from absolute ugliness by eyes of flashing,
two of these sisters before he reached his eagle brightness, He died at Edinburgh
ic December, 1856. He was the father of
twelfth year.
The
~The boy attended various schools. At two sons and three daughters.
an early age he distinguished himself by eldest of the daughters became the wife
hisjproficiency in Greek. He attended the of Robert Craig of Ireland. It was this
one, and the youngest,
who were present
grammar school

of Bath from his twelfth

to his fourteenth year, and when he left it
his master said of him that he *‘could

harangue. an Athenian mob.”
From
Bath he was transferred to a school at

Winfield,
Where he remained a year.
He now experienced for the first time that
bane of a school boy's life, a desire to
roam. With ten guineas and a volume

of Euripides in his pocket he ran away

from school and wandered into North
Wales. His money was rapidly exhaust-,
d by the inns, and ‘he soon found himself

destitute. For several weoks he subsisted
on one meal a day. He contrived at last
to secure

a passage

to London, where a

fiercer stage of his sufferings commenced.
He had no friends in the - great city, and
homeless and hunger strick®n he experienced all the woes of the poorest
child of humanity. Aa eccentric individ
ual granted him}leave at length to sleep
ina large unoccupied house in the suburbs.
Here he found a companion in a ragged,
friendless girl of ten years, who rejoiced
in obtaining a protector during the dark-

ness amid the rats and
weeks of suffering in
means to correspond
who relieved him from
life he led.

ghosts. After six
London, he found:
with his relafives
the bondage of the

Some more time was spent in attending

various schools

in England,

until he

reached his ninteenth year, when he was
matriculated at Oxford. He remained at

during his last hours. The
second
daughter, Florence, was with her hus-

band, a colonel of the British army, in
India. The two sons were both absent:
one in India, a captain in the army; the
other, a physician, in Brazil.
De Quinoey’s writings have, since his

death, been collectedin several volumes.

They include autobiographical eketches,
literary reminiscences,
miscellaneous
essays, and historical, philosophical,

and

derful eloquence of his style, the suggest-

iveness of his thought, are here as apparrent and more so than in most any of his
other works we could ‘name. To have

written them would have entitled Macau-

Caesars are a series of sparkling,
papers upon some of the most
of those imperial personages.

critical
important

and his rich and brilliant style into as
interesting and readable a collection as
has ever emanated from one man's brain.
Some one has said, and said so truly

I am

that

forcedto quote his words,

“De

Quincey

sometimes
against

makes

with
him,

one

him,

but

at

that,
think,

sometimes
all

events

to

think.” His works belongto the literature of power as well as to the. literatare
of knowledge. The least noteworthy of
‘his writings

are pervaded

and enveloped, in

thoightfuliiess..

an

by the spirit

They inspire as well as'

Let a person. read Dinner Heal and
Reputed, or the paper on the Essenes, and
in them he will see at once. De Quincey's

peculiar

powers.

His

erudition,

thorough grasp of the subject,

the

his
won-

@bitunries.

Truth iz sed to bestranger than fickshun,—it is, to most pholks.

If yu undertake to hire a man to be
honest, yu will hav to raize hiz wages
every morning, and watch him dredphull
cluss besides,
:
I hav
finally cum to the konklushun
that if I kant prove a thing
without betting 5 dollars op it, the thing haz gota
dredphull weak spot sumwhare.
The reputashun that a maa gits from
hiz ansestors often wants az much altering to fit him az their old clothes would.
It is truly thus.
Yung

man,

set

down,

and

keep

still,

you will huv plenty ov chances yet to
make a phool ov yureself before yu die.
It iz a. wize man who proffits bi hiz
own experience—but itiz a good deal
wizer one who lets’ the rattlesnaik bite

the other phellow.

The things that i kant prove i beleave
the most; i beleave that one apple iz sour,
and another one sweet, but i will giv enny
highly eddikated man a span ov matched
mules who will tell

me what makes them

80.

J
The world all praze the philosophers,
but toss their pennys into the caps ov the
monkeys,
Thare iz 2 things in this world for which
we are never fully prepared, and that iz,

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy

at the rate ot FOUR CENTS PER
words. VERSES
are inadmissible,

Zoning.

From

879.

Billings’

Allmanax

for

PARAGRAPHS,
Oliver Wendell Holmes is
sixty-nine
years old.
A book has been woven in silk, letterin Lyons.

In the reign of Henry

III., four

had seats in Parliament.

women

:

The Bank of England

will

celebrate

its

185th birthday on the 27th of next July.
Rose

Terry

Cook,

in

her

childhood,

used to have to commit to memory every
day a column of Walker’s Dictionary.
Have you

read

the

¢‘ Memoirs

of

Rev.

David Marks?”
For a brief description,
see an advertising column on this page.
Bret Harte has been translatéd into
Servian, and on the title-page of the book
one reads ‘‘ Shest
Breta Kharta.”

Kaliforniiskikh

Pricha

Waiter to member of the Ohio Legislature.
‘ Will you have some dessert :”
Member to waiter: ¢‘ No, thank you; I'll
take a piece of pie.”

:

A beok once owned by Martin Luther,
and containing manuscript notes made by
his own hand, is owned by a citizen of
Maine.
Folks’ History of the

United

been

three

translated

into

g
has

States”
foreign

lan-

guages, and is now printing in raised letters for the blind.
Dr. Schliemann has just deposited in
the British Museum a dagger believed to
be made of meteoric steel and exhumed by
him in the royal palace of Troy.
When you feel boundto enclose a postage
stamp in a letter, glue it to the sheet if you
haveany

grudge

against

the

person

to

He

was born in St. Alhans, Vt,, May 6, 1822, He
professed religion for more than twenty years,
and for ten years was a worthy member of the
Ellenburgh F. B. church, from which he passed to the church triumphant. Bro. Lasell
promptly answered the call of hs country, in

er hour of peril, and entered her service a

yery robust man; but went out of it an inva-

over twenty years and had been several years

a worthy member of the F. B. church in
Ellenburgh.
She was fully prepared for her
| departure to the better country she had buen
seeking.
Im her last conscious moments, she
called the family around her bed, and earnestly entreated them to prepare to meet her in
heaven, and bade them the last farewell: after
which she heeame unconscious, and after remaining
enshrouded four days in the dark,
cold mist thut bung over the river, she went
up to possess the goodly land.

Maria E., wife of Dea. Lewis Bundv,

in Mooers, N. Y., Feb. 2, aged

50

died

years

and

8 months. Sister Bundy embraced religion
-when she was about sixteen years old, and

united with the F. B. church.

She

was a

worthy disciple of her Muster the remainder
of her life. . For many years she had been fee-

Wearisome

days and nights

were appointed unto her; but she bore her
infirmities with a Christian patience. Her
hope and faith were strong.
She frequently
“talked about dying, with great cheerfulness,

got almost home,” and “How

sweet it is to think that we can walk up to the
gate and say, Here, Lord, I am.”> She was a
great physical sufferer,especially during the last

days of ber earthly pilgrimage, and

longed

to

reach the Jue of the celestial city, but waited
the will of her Heavenly Father, and finally
passed triumphantly from this world of sickness, pain, and death to her heavenly home
of eternal rest.
le
A. J. CANNEY.
Mgrs.
JUDITH BUNKER, . wife of David
Bunker,died in Epping,N. H., Feb. 16, aged 84
years and 11 months. She was a native of Raymond, and in early life, probably about sixtysix years ago, made a profession of the Chris.
tian religion, and was baptized in that town
by Eld. Josiah Shepard, of Gilmanton.
On
marrying, she, with her husband, settled in
Candia Village.
About sixty years ago they
took up their residence in Epping. After some
years, she united with our church in Raymond,
and was ever regarded a true Christian and an
acceptable member.
With that church she
worshiped till age and infirmities rendered it
inconvenient,
She with her husband lived in
the married state almost sixty-four years. In

the family she was a faithful wife

and among

the best of mothers, in the neighborhood a
quiet, peaceable and valued citizen, in the
church and world a confiding, faithful, living
and exemplary Christian.
Her husband, two
daughters and many friends will all remember
her with grateful affection. Her last illness
was a paralytic affection, under which she

| sunk rapidly and went, us is trusted, to rest.
Jos. FULLONTON.

MRS. SARAH T. PHILLIPS, wite of Mr. Levi
Phillips, died in Attica, N. Y., March 2d,
aged 08 years. Sister Phillips became an ear-

nest Christian in her childhood, and spent her
whole life in the service of the Lord. She was

one of the early members of the F. B,
of Dale, and warmly loved the church’
choice, frequently writing letters to the
when her health no longer permitted

church
of her
church
her to

attend public worship. She was a woman of
unusual Christian intelligence, and made good

use of her talents in her own family and neigh-

borhood. She leaves many
friends to mourn their loss.

kindred and
G. W.K.

whom. you are writing.— Boston
_Advertiser.
MRgs, DORA E. BooTH, daughter of Rev. A.
Only a few short weeks and the small Hopkins, departed this life at her residence in
boy will be selling dandelion greens and Spring Lake, Mich., Feb. 8, a little over 40
vears of age.
Her
remains were borne to
old bones, and the realization of spmng
Hillsdale, and laid beside her mother who died
will be upon us.— New Haven Register.
-| four years previous.
At twelve. years of age,
‘ Have you ever been in prison?” asked Dora was converted to God, was baptized by
a lawyer of a witness, whom he was dis- her father, and united with the F. B. church
in Alabama, and has since been a humble and
posed
to badger,
as the profession are
devoted follower of the Saviour. At the age
apt to do. ¢ Yes, sir.” ¢ When?”
¢ In of sixteen she removed with her parents to
1863.” ¢* Where ?”
¢ In Andersonville.”
Hillsdale, Mich., was one of the first students
There was a momentary
pause for breath,
in Hillsdale College, and graduated with the
and then a round

the court room.

of

applause

that

shook

The Methodist Missionary Society has
received the cheering news from Japan
that sixty-two persons have united with
their church at Naghsaki,
among whom
were
prominent merchants and
well.
known citizens, that a church has been
organized at Sappori, and that 28 professed their faith in Shinshu.

The British and Foreign

Bible

Society

has issued an appeal for enlarged support
based upon the deficiency of its income.
The deficit last year was $75.000, and the
reserve fund has been reduced to $235,000. This state of thmigs has resulted
from the unusual drain upon the resources
of the Society, during recent wars,
Daring the Franco-German war, the cost of

distribution among the soldiers

to

have been reading one of the regula-

nonsense,” said Mr.

class of 762,

Evarts, good-natured

ly; “I don’t object to that sort of thing
at all, People who expect to injure me by

get that the only persons really opposed
to long sentences in this country are the
criminal classes,who deserve them.”

The fourteenth annual report of the
trustees of the Peabody
Donation Fund

shows that at the end of 1878 it amounted

to £699,130 17s 4d of which £540,947 14s
8d had been expended: The trustees have
provided

for

artisan and laboring poor of London

the

5170

rooms exclusive of bath-rooms, laundries
and
wash-houses.
These rooms comprise 2348 separate dwellings, which are

rate in’

years

by 9860 individuals.
The death
2 Pudbhay Yilidhigs for the three:

commen

anuary

ed a life that was sweet,

cious.

period,

¢ average.
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Exchange

gaining the sanction of his parents, that
the ministry should be his life-work, start-
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ing off from home alone to foot it 368
milés to Providence where his parents
had the opinion he could be educated
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he

Brown University, but to his great disappointment was informed
that tuition
would be given him, but there was no
provision for board and clothing. One
evening on his journey home, coming to a
toll bridge, all being silent, and without
having money enough to pay his expenses
home, he said to himself, ¢ You can climb
this gate, pass over the bridge without

yi

paper, fifty-two times 4 year, each paper
containing an average of forty columns of
reading matter, that costs the

subscriber

only a fraction over four cents. This
reading matter embraces correspondence
from the principal countries of the world,
contributed articles on topics of interest

in social,

national

and religious

harming it, and thus save a little that will

ing items of political,

personal and religious information,

the gate

keeper,

who

opened

the

lessons

of truth,

al lessons and notes on
school

and

merest

abstract of the details
However,

of
for

the

25th chapter :
Tour to New York and Upper Canada——Letter
on Slavery—=Discussion

of

Campbellism—At-

tends N.-H. Yearly Meeting——Arrival of Mr.
Sutton and affecting address——Revival in New
Durham—— Attends Holland Purchase Y. M.—
Attends seventh. General Conference——Removal
oithe printing office of the
Morning Star to Dover,
N. H.—Tour to Maine
and‘severe illness at Wilton——Sickness und death of Mr.Beede—-Locates
in Portsmouth——Rise of the F. B. Home Mission
Society——Visits Whitefleld’s tomb——Organizu.-

tion of Rockingham Q. M.——Sufferings from dys-

pepsia— Anti-Slavery character of
the Morning
Star—~Mr. C. G. Finney’s Revival Lectures—
Geo. Thempson, the abolitionist——Confession of
a Man of Pleasure——Attends N. H. Anti-slavery
Society—N. H. Yearly Meeting—Siavery dis-

cussion—Ordination

of Mr. Eh

Noyes

the

&th

——Resigns his agency for the

General

Book

Editorial

DENOMINATIONAL NEWS.
With the beginning of the next year
we hope to have two hundred

denomina-

tional, news-gatherers in the field, East and
West, who will keep our

on what is traaspiring

readers

in every

posted

part of

our Zion.
TO PASTORS.

‘The importance of the Star in stimulating’ an
interest-in-the benevolent
and religious work of the denomination can not
be over estimated. Will not every minister interest himself to put the Siar into
every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life
and activity of his church. Several pastors who have done such a work, can bear

witne s to the truth of that statement.
SPECIAL

FEATURES.

as mis.

sionury to India—Trials in consequence of temperance principles——Meetings and baptism on the
sle of Shoals——Mr.Phillips appoin
missionary
to India——Attends

and

makes the Star indispensable in every

of

what this book is made up of, we insert a

general Sunday-

Editorials

Freewill Baptist family.

Mr.

as a sample

portion of the table of contents

work,

notes and paragraphs on the living ques:
tions of the day, and particularlyea
department of Denominational News that

self-denial are instilled into the reader by
the relation of one incident after another
in the life of the boy-preacher, who began his intineracy when but fifteen years
of age and kept it up till the end of life.
Mr. Marks’s first trip to Ohio, over
Lake Erie, treats of traveling in old times,
and whose interest increases as those
pioneer days recede in the past. It isalso
in this chapter that we are told about the
organization of the Huron Q. M., and of
the rise of a Freewill Baptist Yearly
Meeting on the Ohio river and the trials
that followed that undertaking.
But we have no space to give even the
Marks’s life.

book

especially to the interests of our own
henevolent work, a Sunday-school department embracing hints on the Internation-

gate,

honor

social, educational,

notices, a department of missions devoted

and laughing heartily replied, ‘* Ah, dear
child, you may go. free, I will receive
nothing, and may blessings follow you.”
Thus the

life,

stories adapted to the entertainment and
profit of the family circle, the best selected and original poems, selections of a religious and literary character presenting
trigat views of morals as bearing on the
great questions of the day, practical
thoughts on experimental religion, anecdotes and facts of interestin science and natwrai history, the progress of theArts, latest
news from all parts of the world, embrac-

do you good without injury to- any one.”
He did so. But he had not gone far when
conscience was too much for him. He
returned, and trembling told his story to

Conference,

Concern—

N.H. Legislature refuses it an act of incorporation

on account of its Anti-Slavery charactei——Vis.
its Upper Canada—Resolutions for holy living.

It will at once be seen that no Freewill
Baptist, who is loyally interested in his
own people, can afford to be without the
reading of these memoirs, especially as

Among

the special attractions in the

next volume will be articles from an able

“corps of editorial and special contributors,
sermons, essays, discussions of doctrinal
and

theological

questions,

:

correspon-

dence, the continuation and enlargement
of the Western department, and the
freshest and best matter in every

part of

they-deal
so largely with the early history the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers
of our denomination and cover so large a
territory. The book is a large sized 12 will find the latest market reports in its
‘mo., containing 516. pages, and may be
had at this office, postage paid, for’ $1.10
per copy. “Address,
Rev. 1.

D.

STEWART,
Dover, N. H.
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For

will find it a

the public.
PRICE.

who are struggling with the hard times
we have red:._ the price of the Star tothe figures mentioned at the head of this
announcement.
This will necessarily

reduce our income.

«

** clubs of ten or more, to one address..
Lesson Papers, Monthly, Adults or children
ad
.
50 or more, at rate of $6.00
per hundred for the year.
Psalmody, large, in Sheep,. wens
csene
. Sees
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“
ol. 2. The Acts,

advertisers

desirable medium through which to reach

As showing onr desire to favor those

The figures below are CASH prices, and include
SAAS
the postage on papers and books.
Morning Star, Piyment in advance......... $2.20
“
“
f not paid in advance....... 2.50
‘

columns, and

REDUCED

Bb

We could not safely

risk such a reduction but for the belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that

many new subscribers will be. added to
our list. Wiil the friends of the Star go
89
32
22
20
173
1.12

to work for it at once?
All letters on business
dressed to

113

:
should

be

ad.

I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
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ster for 1879 is now ready for delivery.
in aad to all the matter heretofore found In
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CHEAPESTIN THE WORLD
=

and

was kindly received by the President of

1v24

Om

paid at this office—we offer an eighi-page

poor, |

1000

CHARM MI

For $2.20—the fwenty cents being for

and in giving David his time, were really
giving him more than they could well
spare,” ‘My heavenly Father provided
me friends,” he writes. ‘¢ Strangers, when
they learned the object of my journey,
were very kind, often bestowing a little

Rom.

Street,

Tk
Taw
We mean that it shall continue to stim-

ulate the growthof all thatis trae and
goodin the daily life,

For instance, imagine a boy of thirteen,
fully decided in his own mind, and at last

Treatise..........
Minister's Manual.
Rules of Order....co.coeuee

PORTLAND, Maine

sor

therewith,

Freewill Baptist Publications.

FURNISHING
UNDERTAKERS.
CHEAPEST PLACE IN PORTLAND

#8 a family visitor and religious instruc-

and

are told by himself in a touching manner.

Ty!

ne

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1875.

BY

MARILLA
MARKS.
(Mrs, M. M. H. Hills.)

pre-

tfa7

fo iE

Among the most entertaining and profitable of Freewill * Baptist biographies is | In placing the Morning Star before the
that of Rev. David Marks. The vividness public for another year we do so with a
of his early religious impressions, his con- firm conviction of its increased usefulness

Little

1, 1876; and
the

LIfe of David Marks,

Com.

THE LAUNDRY JACK!

the head of each family in residence % the
age rent of each dwelling

Wilber

whom

ADVERTISEMENTS. |

ending’ osomber bi, 1878 was 90.76 per
1000, which is ‘about. 1.80 in 1000 below

the SWerage of all Lond

to

with

of Dora B.’s mother, her aged
father made his
home with his daughter, in the sweet anticipation of thus spending his remaining days, but
God has planned it otherwise. Thus bas clos-

calling attention to my long sentences for-

up to the present time

She was then married

C. Booth, of Columbus, O.,

~lived sixteen years in the bonds of social and
domestic happiness.
To these parents Were
born four children, three of whom survive,
but too young to realize the loss of an affectionate mother.
Four years
ago, at the death

was $80,-

000 and in the Russo-Turkish war it was
$115,000. The need of larger contrbutions
is stated to be imperative.
Secretary Evarts is credited with saying
a very neat thing at a dinner, the other
night, in reply to somebody who happened

OF THE

lid for the remainder of his life on earth.
He
was a great sufferer for many years. He became reconciled to his Master's ‘will, though
he longed to receive the summons to * come
up higher.” He leaves a widow, one daugh<’] ‘money to defray my expenses.
‘Someter and eight sons to mourn
the loss of a
kind
times they would weep, and frequently
and loving husband and father,
ABIGAIL C., wife of se
{ died in
express much surprise upon seeing a
Ellenburgh, N. Y., Nov. 10, 1878, aged 62
In twelve
years.
Sister Bond was a professor of relizion |. child alone so far from home.”

saying *¢ she had

0-0-0

press und all,

LINE of eight

Nov, 4, 1878, aged 57 years and 5 months,

ble in health.

“Tie Morning Star’

MEMOIRS

version and call to the gospel ministry,

SMITH LASELL died in Ellenburgh, N. Y.,

JOSH BILLINGS" PROVERBS.

atmosphere of occupied

inform.

Paralysis,

Which so often arrests the steps of business men and hard brain-workers
after
they have passed middle life, might in
most cages be prevented by an occasional
use of ¢¢ Compound Oxygen.” Nature usually gives atimely warning ofthe. approach
of danger from this: direction, and they
are wise who heed it. Get our “Treatise
on Compound Oxygen” and learn all about
this new cure. It is sent free. Address
Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1112 Girard St.,
Phila., Pa.
;
.

*+0-

critical discussions, a mighty mass of tion jokes ubout the Secretary’s endless senerudition transformed and transfused by tences, and gracefully repeated it. ¢ Oh,
his depth of insight, his subtlety of thought

ARGLy

MORNING STAR, MARCH 19, 1879.

use of it soon grew to be a pernicious lay to u separate scepter. Murder Considhabit. It unfolded to him visions of ered as a Fine Artis another striking subecstacy and bliss in which he delighted. ject wonderfully treated. And just now
He sald that for ten years he ‘lived on I am reminded of another little paper,
the earth the life of a demiurgeus,and kept numbering about six pages, entitled, On
the keys of paradise.” It was his custom
the Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth. If
to drink laudanum,either on a Tuesday or this is not an imperial trophy worthy to
Saturday night, once in three weeks. adorn the name of any of our kings of
Tuesday nights he attended the opera, literature, what is? What perhaps will
where, in the brilliant scenic display. and prove of greater interest to a larger numthe elaborate harmony, he raad over his ber of readers, ure his two essays respectpast life, with its passions
exalted, ively entitled Joan of Are, and The
spiritualized and sublimed. On Saturday English Mail Coach. His Lives of the

imperious demand,
SOME

during

lulling the pains of rheumatism,

He clothes the lily, floats the thread
Of spider, paints the sunset bars,
Numbers the sparrows, guides the stars,

Trust

It was

this period that he resorted to opium
taking. He took it at first with a view of

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

O faithless hearts!

taking his degree.

a

5

7
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The above-named hooks are sold by the dozen
at 20 per cent. discount from the retail price.
XI. D. STEWART, Agent,
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& CO., 82 Franklin

PENFIELD
& CO., Hillsdale,

St., Boston,
Mich.,
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%
Dover; N. H.
a Money will be refunded if more are ordered
than can be sold, when the balance isreturned.

Helos Summary.
OURRENT EVENTS,

The grand prize of the French

near Szegedin, containing about 400 hous“es, was totally destroyed, and its inhabit-

poetry bas been
refugee Renard,

ants were forced to take refuge on a hill
As soon as the two dams burst at Szege“din, 5,000 men were set to work on’ the re-

of the Theiss

broke through the only remaining embank-

ment on: Thursday, destroying, according
to the latest accounts, three-quarters of
the town and causing the death of several
thousand persons. The river Natos was
still rising rapidly, and numerous villages
in its vicinity are threatened. Czongrad,
containing 16,000 inhabitants, has been
partially inundated, and Szentes is also
struggling against the inroads of the
waters.
Suez Canal stock is now selling in
Europe at about $143 per share and is advancing.
The annual revenue now
has
have probably reached their

the

maximum

at

about $3,500,000.
There are in all 400,000
shares of stock, and the British Govern-

ment could sell out to-day the large

ceremony.

In New York, at ten o'clock, Thursday
night, while a delegation from Kottes Post
and Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, were
on guard in the govermor’s room in the
city hall, over the remains of Bayard
Taylor, a large portrait of Jacob Westervelt, which had been draped for some
time, broke from its fastenings and fell
with a deafening crash,shattering to atoms
frame.

The
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and
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RULES FOR MAKING GILT-EDGED
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pail

milking
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quietly and at regular times,
cleanliness observed.
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‘be
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New

still farther loss in xeserve is reported.

York

The

ked up to 4 per cent, which of itself

to rates.

The

to impart

banks

are

now.

charging from 44 to 5 per cent, with but little

at any lower rate, although en the other hand
there is something doing in miscellaneous paper
at from 5% to 6 per cent. Call toans on satistac-

done
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mium of 10 cents” a thousand. The gross exFanges were $3,667,114, and the balances $1,334,
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The Star goes to press Tuesday morning,
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New
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Plants, suitable for immediate bloom,

DIURETIC.

COLORING.
When likely to Be deficient in
color add a safficient quantity of The Perfected

Trieste, Feb. 18, wh ere they arrived safely the’

evening before, in two
and a haif days
Corfu.— Lewiston Journal.

the outlook for the citizen who’

has the peace, happiness and presperity of
his countryat heart is not very cheer—
Ing Arian
Jee.
8.8: Field, superintendent of the: Electrie Light Company of San Francisca, has
combined the principles of several electric.
machines 80 as to work the electric light

Pa.,

ge

C0., ILL., Jan. 14, 1878.

| KIDNEY COWPLAINTS,

BUTTER. —Trade’ has been extremely dull the
past week and for most of the stock on the market
prices are easier. Buyers are not flispased to operate except at yey low rates, and it is difficult to
soll good strai
airies at over I
while some
ehoice ;old
dam es —
are held
he! Sleds 3186
i
Tho.
very few

dles with an easy, regular motion not too. fast
nor too slow.
rt
The butter should come in about forty minutes, alittle; more or a little less if the tempera-

Place,

HUMORS

@ $1650 ¥ ron.

paddles
in cold

water, and turn the paddles; pour off and pour
in your cream. In churning revolve the pad-

organization, - the

we hope it may become a permanent affuir:——
Letters from ex-(Gov.' Dingley and wife, and
Pres. Cheney “have been’ received, dated at

ting ready to put in another season’s
work, and Congress gathering for a spring
session that may last ever te the hot days.

. And instantly killing,

THE DINQEE CONARD
&
CO's
53, 535 and 57 Park

FEED. —Shorts, Fine Feed and Middlings at $15

' resume operations, the Russian plague leader and 1st violin, C. 8, Cook,2d violin, W.'
C. Hobbs, cornet, A E., Tuttle, bass viol. The
pursuing its devious way toward the civ-: orchestra
ture of ‘the cream when put in was about 58
made a very successfuldebut at one
ilization ‘of the West, pleuro-pneumonia ofithe meetings
of the Eurosophian Society,and
degrees. ascertained by the thermometer.
threatening the cattle, the potate-bug get-

duplex of 198 miles.

Frank Leslie's Publishing House,

temdes

grees. Chucn early in the morning,

labors. Very interesting prayer meetings are;
held daily at the ¢lose of each afternoon recita-
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ing gnined by long keeping.

for

have his owa copy free for one
of three subscribers sending $9
copy to their pastor or any other
:
must be made by cheek, or pos.

The Doctor's Certificate.

In New York the money market has shown a
hardening tendency during the week, the general

TE-S “*~

very strong religious feeling hss lately’ sprung

Inrking in the dirtiest/spots of the South,

one

In ner.

For CANCERS

tory colliterals rule at fiom {1 to 5 per cent. New
York funds are
¥ firmer at from par to a pre-

utmost

Rev. Dr. SCHAFY,

Rev. Bishop WIGHTMAN,
Prof. WILLIAM WELLS.

B85 Any minister sending nine dollars
subscribers will
year.
Any club
may order a free
clergyman.
All remittances

SOLVENT. and

do

.

8B THREE DOLLARS A YEAR. To Giorgi, $2.50.
B3-$1.50 will be received for ix months.
2921.00 for four months,
&3-Send 2) cents for Jauuary number.

yous debility it is invaluable; and I recommend it
to all who may need. an invigoratrg, renovating
tonic.
O.T, WALKER,
Formerly Pastor of Bowdoin.sq. Church, Boston.

ural result of a hardening of rates.
At the clearing-house Jody the rae for balances betweén

banks was mai

Rev. Dr. HunrsT,

R. I., 164 Transit St.

family have used it for the last two years.

money appears to be on the increase, with the nut-

MARG'T E, SANGSTER,

Rev. Dr. LEYBURN,
Rev. Bishop MeTYRIRE,

H. R. STEVENS, Esq.
/
1 feel bound to express with my signature the
high value I place upon your VEGETINE.
My

millions at this time last year,shows the peculiarity
ol the sitnation.
In this warket the demand for

tends to restrict discounts and thereby

purifier of

J. L.HANAFORD,

Pastor of Eglestomequare M. E, Church.

PROVIDENCE,

ReviDr. POTTER,
MARGARETJ. PRESTON,

Col.PAUL H. HAYNE,

"BEV. 0. T. WALKER SAYS:

logs

the fact that the surplus is reserv-

more firmness

and

highly

TONIC.

ed now less than four millions against over sixteen

rymans

The

recommend it as a great cleanser
the blood.

Rev .N. BIERRING,
Prof.W. E. GRIFFIS,

Vegetine for some

time with the greatest satisfaction, and can

bank statement has not been in favor of ease, as a

and pans

BLOOD.

Mr. H.R, STEVENS,
Dear Sir,~1 have been using

money market, and a favoring prospect for its con-

is not large, hut

THE

BOSTON, MASS., Jan. 13, 1877.

(From the Boston Advertiser.)

should be of the best quality of tin. A rehable
thermometer is a necessity to every good dai’
MILKING.

PURIFIES

Affairs.

of the

"all its products.

VEGETINE ACTS IN FOUR WAYS.
ALTERATIVE.

MARKETS.

The influence

all the nambers of permanent value. It has
Serials, Biographical Sketches, Short
Stories, Exegesis, Sketches of
"Travel, Sermons, Poetry,
I!
y Editorials,
iscellany,
.
Musie.
Each humber contains 128 pages royal 8vo, The
articles are profusely illustrated, and new engray.
ings will be made both in this country and in Eu.
repe.
The folowing are among the distinguished wri.
ters who have made contributions:
Rev DR, LYMAN ABBOTT, Rev. Dr. RAY PALMER,
Rev.WILLIAM M. BAKER, JOSEPHINE POLLARD,

the

in many forms. To accomplish so direct a result,
it must necessarily possess more than a single
mode of action; and such is the case. We may
say, then, that |

BOSTON, SATURDAY EVENING, March 15.
The week closes with a” firmer ruling of the
tinuance.

seeks to make each number of fresh interest, and

there was

By destroying

It matters not whether this be of one or engrafted

Merit.~* Brown's

Financial

FEEDING,
Select your cows with reference
to the quantity and richness of the milk produced.
The best cows are the cheapest for
butter, so getthe best you can of whatever
breed ‘you may select.
ive them good pasturage in the summer, and plenty of pure wa-,
ter, with frequent accessto salt. . In winter,
feed sweet eurly-cut hay, well-<cured corn fodder, roots, cabbages, etc., and a ration of bran,
corn-meal, ground oats, or middlings.
IMPLEMENTS,
Huve the best implements,
and keep them scrupulously clean, well-scalded, and often exposed to the sweetening in-

The milk

True

Eminent yhysicians endorse ddamson’s Botanic
Balsam as the safest and most effectual remedy
for Coughs, and Colds, ever discovered. Sold by
Druggists and Dealers at 35 and 75 cts,

© -0-o

fluences of the sun,

of

Bronchial Troches” are the most popular article in

ly digested, extremely wholesome and nourishing.
Bread or biscuit may be taken with
it as the stomach gets: stronger,

is of a:
coughs,
tion.——Tbe Sophomore prize declamations
cold and diphtheria upon us, yellow fever are to occur in’ two | weeks.—=This ‘spring we

of summer,

Article

this country or Europe for Throat Diseases and
Coughs, and this popularity is based upon real
merit. 25¢ a box,

mto jelly and mix it well. Tt may be taken alone
or with the addition ofa little milk; in cuse of
stomuchic debility or consumptive disorders;
at the other meals. The dish is light and easi-

[]
News.

ings, and you did not maryel becanse

only one ‘root to the whole.

root, you could’ have ‘destroyed

An

table-

the

told you Nong thls was the restit of varlons graft:

employed 600 vessels.

spoonfuls of cold water, mixing the whole well

service

exported. 160,000

a

all

of sunny .days

in a bowl

Me.,

tons of coal and 960,000,000 feet of Tumber, and

not
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ef congratulatory letters
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in Augusta,

E2usue;

Rev.

an

and the following
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firm,
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Railway. Company

and others,

practiced.

manufacturing

range of cali loans
being from 3
to 5 per cent,
Mr. H. R. STEVENS,
although there have been exceptions alas low as
is now estimated thdt between three and four
Dear Sir,—This is to certify that I had been sufSETTING.
Strain the milk slowly into the
235 per cent. and as high as 6 per cent. Prime disfering
from a Rose Cancer on my right Dress
thousan«{ persons perished at the former place
pans, four
to six inches deep. It is an excelcounts are quoted at 4+ 3 5 per cent.
which
grew very rapidly ; and all my friends had
alone. Of 9,700 houses in the town but 261
iven me up to die,when I heard of your medicine,
lent plan to strain the milk into a large can set
‘egetine, recommended for Cancer, and Cancerous
Boston Produce Report.
were saved, and the loss of horses, cattle and in cold water, and cool down to 60 degrees L-e+-Humors. 1 commenced-towake it; and soon found
To
SATURDAY, March 15,
sheep has been immense.
To add to the hor- fore putting into the small pans.
The milk
myself beginningto feel better. My health and
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
spirits both felt the benign influence “which it exror of the situation, diphtheria has broken out
must be set in a pure atmosphere, at such u
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese
and
erted; and in a few months from the time I com
among the fugitives at Szoged.
The waters
temperature as will permit. the cream to rise
8,. beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 8 menced the use of the Vegetine the Cancer came
are but slowly receding, and farther damage
in from thirty to thirty-six hours after setting.
Quincy Market, Boston.
put
almost bodily.
CARRIE DEFOREST.
by the inundation is feared.——Imypressive fu- 3 In order to do that the room should be kept at
FLOUR.—The market for flour has become quite
I certify that I am personally acquainted with
dull, and the bonyaut feeling, noticed for som
neral services over the remains of the late Bay~ about 60 to 65 degrees, and not allowed to vary
Mrs. DeForrest; and consider her one of our very
much either above or below.
weeks past, has been 0st. We quote: .
:
ard Taylor were held at Cedareroft, Pa., his
best women.
DR. 8. H. FLOWERS,
former. residence. on Saturday.
The hearse
In hot weather keep a large piece of ice in a
SPRING WHEATS.
was followed by tlie relatives of the deceased,
tub in the toom.
Cover it over with a thick
Western superfine
Gov. Hoyr, Dr. Furness, the Legislative comblanket, and, if arranged so that the water
Common extras:
Wisconsin
mittee and a long line of carriages.
The pall- will run off, it will keep a Jong time and keep
bearers were Dr. Franklin Taylor, of Philadel- the room very uniform.
phia, F: Taylor Ganse; of Wiliinkton,
Jacob P. “In cold weather some arrangement for |
;
CINCINNATI, Ojo, March 19, 18:7.
WINTER WHEATS,
Cox, of Kennet Square, James M. Phillips, of warming the milk room should be adopted.
H. R. STEVENS.
Patents, choice
Kennet Square, Edward Needles, of WestchesSKIMMING. Skim as soon as the milk begins
Dear
Sir,~I
haye
used your VEGETINE for some
Patents, common to good
ter, Marshal Swayne, of Kennet Square, Geo.
time, and can truthfully say it-has been a great
Ohio
H. Boker, of Philadelphia, R. 8. Stoddard, of to turn old and sour. Do not neglect this rule,
benefit
to
me;
and
to those suffering from disMichigan.
N. Y., E. C. Steadman, of N. Y.,and Whitelaw fas it is impossible to make good: butter from
eases of the KinDNEYS I chearfully reco:
d it.
Indiana...
Reid, of N. XY, The first-nameé six were old cream that has become sour. When you pour Illinois...
Respectfully,
O. H. SMITH.
schoul-mates and friends of Mr. Taylor,and the your cream into the eream jar, splash as little
Attested
to
by
K.
B.
Ashfield,
Druggist,
cor.
St. Lonisee......
Eighth and Central Avenues.
latter were
his
literary
companions and | us possible, Stir the cream every time you
friends.
:
add more to it, and wipe the sides of the pot.
Keep the temperature at about 60 degrees, and
VEGETINE
Oat Meal, Western................... LI
Hducational.
the cream-pot in the coolest part of ‘the house,
Prepared by
Oat Meal fancy brands
‘
covered with a fine
gauze netting strained on
Bates College.
Buckwheat, #.100 Ibs. .evviieiane
H. R. STEVENS, Boston, Mass.
a hoop, not with a tight cover. If covered too
Corn.—Mixed
and
Follow
at
47@
A Bates correspondent says the eollegians
tight, fermentation 1s often too rapid.
4c’
¥ bu.
Vegétine 14 Soi@by All Druggists
have nearly all returned from teaching.——A
CHURNING., Churn often, as there is noth12

of Cyrus W. Field in Gramercy Park, New
York, Monday evening week.
Upward of
a thousand distinguished gentlemen, representing the various walks in life, were
present. Speeches were made by Cyrus
David

been

appalling lossof life bythe floods in Hungary er than milk by foul odors, and surely at times
is fully confirmed by the latest intelligence: with nearly all cows there is enough animal
from Szegedin and the adjoining villages.
It" odor to it without adding any more.

graphic cable across the Atlantic was appropriately commemorated at the residence

W. Field,

has

A"

recently received an order for 7,200 cradles.

Iogether; then add two tablespoonfuls of
farina of
potatoes; letit be mixed thoroughly
with the liquor in the bowl. Then pour in as

From the
best calenlation that can be arrived at, it appears to be - an almost foregone
conclusion that Mr. Randall will receive the
caucus nomination on the first ballot.——=The

‘or the use of the telegrarh facilities of
the latter, to run twenty-five years, and
similar contracts are likely to be made
with the other leading trunk lines.
The twenty-fifth anniversary of the formation of the first company to lay a tele-

William Adams

on the Hudson River this seasot.

a oo
won
RE
[SA]

Erie

an egg

.

Latest

ring amid surroundings so solemn, created
a profound semsation among the watchers.
The Western Union Telegraph folks are
on the alert. They don’t like the sound
of that bill which failed to become a law
_ in the last Congress, permitting Railroad
companies to use their wires fer public
business. The order of the day is to buy
up the R. R. linés, and so make such a bill,
even if 1t should pass, inoperative.
The
Western Union has already signed a new
contract with the

be questioned,

Tne Supreme Court of Tennessee, on Thurs.
day,decided that sleeping cars running through
that State are taxable.
An appeal will be taken to the U. S. Supreme Court.

and when the canal was opened were worth

circumstance

Rev. Dr. Deems.

eh te A io Sam

taste like the wings of the turkey.
Nearly 2,000,000 tons of ice have been secured

of preparing this- valuable
article of food as
recommended by Sir John Sinclair: Beat up

:

moters.

only $60.

its massive

rarely the remedy

A great
East African company is to be
formed in London on the model of the extinished East India Company.
Sir John Lubain and Captain Burton are. among
its pro-

block

of stock which Mr. Disraeli bought four
years ago, and pocket a profit of $5,000,000.
The par value of the 400,000 shares
of stock is $100, but while the canal
was
being built they sold down as low as $20,

this

efficacy, however, in cases of debility

in France has been made a member of
cabinet and placed on the same footing as the postwaster general of the British government.
Mr. Clarke, superintendent of New York
Public Works, is arranging plans for an early
opening of the canals,
They are to be thoroughly bottomed out and put in a first-class
condition.
:
The marriage of the Duke of Connaught and
the Princess Margaret, of Prussia, was solemnized at Windsor Castle, Thursday, the urchbishop of Canterbury and the bishops of’ London, Winchester and Oxford performing the

expenses

‘Though

The roasted wings of the ostrich, it is said,

of potas

nvENE

and

It

than

took place as far back as fifty years ago.and respect 50 extraordinary a personage as Voltaire,
it is astonishing how
little it is known and how

yard on

telegraph

him.

hands higher

Artesian wells have been’ successtully constructed in the Sahara Desert,
1t is proposed in Texas to sell enough wild
lands to build a new State-house.

and

har.

:

mony and solution, that their combined action is
—
always uniform, palatable, and pleasant to the
most delicate and refined taste. It should be said,
; ft certainly excels in value the Snnday maga.
also, that VEGETINE contains no mineral of an Y | zines of the old country
.”— New Covenant, Chicago,
dort, and mo opltim, morphine, nor anything
else
“This splendid magazine is crowded with good
of a baneful narcotic mature. Whatever
r for
ood it
possesses it owes to the beneficent Yokota. things.— Presbyterian Weekly.
Bio pro ucts Wilkih the imi hty Poni Btu
Fh
“This magazine which began well, is gaining
in our native
woods and
pastuyes,
and whic
Are extracted po! Yakde AronIots by human ground’ with ‘éuch successive number. Christian
ney and skill. There is not so much as an
Union.
4 vy f poison in the whole compound; neverthe-,
| i cJ4: posdenses the s
(penetrating ac- ' “The fact 1s, this magazine has from the start
on of the most virulent
poison,—never for injury, distanced all competitors,
and is now trying to out.
do its own sell.”— Central Protestant. ;
orks
in all directions, ani stil
8 No
me
ot that itis
a “cure-all.” Far from it. Tt will
1 and ‘there are many
The intention of the Editor is to inculcate Chris.
nearly one and the same tian morals in the most pleasing way; to make
cause.
2
bas’ Soh ‘many Kinds of magazine which shall be instructive and interest.
fruit
growing
on
the same tree; but common sense’ ing to clergymen and the youngest, hdc.
He

4
J

two

perfect

EDITED BY

gaugrey

$6,000,000,

toes and water.

demands of the men for an increase of one cent
The director of the postal

remedy had restored

yolks of eggs beaten up with the flour

the building completely

and halfa cent a

Iceland - ponies average
than the Shetlanders.

of such

MAGAZINE.

a

88TH:

crept up to

:

a yard on fine work
low grades.

simple

state

concentrated, and in a state

The Croton Aqueduct in New York is 40 1-2
miles long, and cost $8,775,000.

but that nevertheless

consisted in taking no other nourishment

destroyed.
The carpet weavers’ strike in Kensington,
Pa., is ended, the employers acceding to the

all

of

of

dozen or more earefully-sélected barks, roots and
herbs enter; and all these juices are so strongly

¥

. The first cotton mill in America was at Bey
erly in1788.
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3,000,000

Into its composition the

Frank Loslic’s

Wow!

the country.

believed to be ineurAble

adjudged to the Communist
now a professor, in Louisi-

and

the difficulty

once for nearlya year in the

Academy for

By the explosion of a powder futtory at Mahoning, Penn., Thursday, three persous were

instantly Xilled

is

kind of aliment that it could bear.
Voltaire,
by" Way of consolation, assured
her that he was

ed at the Gosport navy yard, en Thursday.

was declared, and every man was summoned to work on pain of death.
On Monday
night, there were as many as 80,000 people"
in Szegedin, ' including:
many refugees

front

her stomach and

The United States sloophof-war, Galena, in
coarse of construction six years, was launch.

A, .state of siege

there

——

VEGETINE

.

asepedrteceed

maining embankment,

ana.

of Count Segur”

painful feeling she had arose from the decay

.

The St, Croix River is clear of ice to the tollbridge. Two vessels were towed up to to Cal®
ais, Me., Thursday afternoon.

Dorozemé,

ITEMS.

the following anecdote:
¢¢ My mother, the
Countess de Segur, being asked by Voltaire respecting her health, told him tbat the most

Alice will continue until De. 2.
. The debt of the city of Paris is now nearly
$400,000,000,and the interest about $20,000,000 a

year.

Memoirs

19, 1879.

ghgducs

away.

In the

MARCH

Olive trees flourish in California.
Beehives are made of Cork in Spain.
There are said to be 950 paper mills in this
country,
The horse stock of Fiance is upwards of

DEBILITATED STOMACH.

day, April 10, as Fast day.
The English court mourning for the Princess

three dams protecting Szegedin from the
“overflow, gave away. Many villages had
swept

for Eu-

Gov. Brescott,of N. H.,has appointed Thurs-

. There has been a great flood in Hungary.
Szegedin, one of-its chief cities, has suffered terribly.
The first intimation that
the calamity might occur, was given on
Monday. of last week, when two of the

Previously been

Rural and Domestic.

Miscellaneous.
The Hudson river is open to Newburg.

Miss Clara Louise Kellogg will sail
rope, March 26..
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